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Review

Textile Technology for Soft Robotic and Autonomous Garments

Vanessa Sanchez,* Conor J. Walsh, and Robert J. Wood

Textiles have emerged as a promising class of materials for developing wear-
able robots that move and feel like everyday clothing. Textiles represent a 
favorable material platform for wearable robots due to their flexibility, low 
weight, breathability, and soft hand-feel. Textiles also offer a unique level 
of programmability because of their inherent hierarchical nature, enabling 
researchers to modify and tune properties at several interdependent mate-
rial scales. With these advantages and capabilities in mind, roboticists have 
begun to use textiles, not simply as substrates, but as functional components 
that program actuation and sensing. In parallel, materials scientists are 
developing new materials that respond to thermal, electrical, and hygroscopic 
stimuli by leveraging textile structures for function. Although textiles are 
one of humankind’s oldest technologies, materials scientists and roboticists 
are just beginning to tap into their potential. This review provides a textile-
centric survey of the current state of the art in wearable robotic garments and 
highlights metrics that will guide materials development. Recent advances 
in textile materials for robotic components (i.e., as sensors, actuators, and 
integration components) are described with a focus on how these mate-
rials and technologies set the stage for wearable robots programmed at the 
material level.
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from the body.[1] Textiles are also robust, 
and they resist abrasion and tear propaga-
tion due to the ability of individual yarns to 
move.[2] Unique structural and mechanical 
properties are possible due to the textile 
structure (Figure  1); for example, knit 
loops enable stiff and relatively inexten-
sible fibers and yarns to become stretch-
able metamaterials. Therefore, when 
traditionally hard components, such as 
electronic circuits, are integrated into 
wearable robotic systems, a textile archi-
tecture can enable the necessary materials 
to be a part of a flexible and soft system 
through its geometry. Last, researchers 
and designers can create 3D shell struc-
tures through knitting, weaving, and 
sewing that cannot be made easily with 
many traditional manufacturing methods. 
And because textiles are commercially 
available materials, they support the rapid 
transition of devices from the research lab 
to medical or consumer products.

The field is undergoing a transition 
from viewing textiles as substrates—

that is, base materials upon which we attach sensors, actua-
tors, and power supplies—to utilizing textiles as programmed 
active textile systems, in which robots can be formed from the 
ground up in an integrated manner (Figure 2). Originally, tex-
tiles were used as passive substrates, materials that primarily 
acted as scaffolds to comfortably and conformally fit the body 
and anchor rigid components (e.g., LEDs, motors, printed cir-
cuit boards). In such a configuration, the textile lends little 
functionality to the wearable robot beyond that provided by eve-
ryday clothing. In the early 2010s, researchers began to leverage 
the unique mechanical properties of textiles in order to design 
and improve the function of wearable robot components. Engi-
neered actuators with varied textile structures direct forces[3–5] 
and define motions,[6–9] while sensors employ carefully selected 
and developed textile architectures to increase sensitivity.[10–13] 
A majority of this work is done in a discrete manner; generally, 
sensors and actuators are developed separately and full systems 
are subsequently built through cut-and-sew techniques, piecing 
these components together into a robotic garment.[14–20]

The field is moving towards an approach based on pro-
grammed active textiles, which we define as systems wherein 
a majority of the textile robots’ passive (fit, shape, comfort) and 
active (actuation, sensing, signal lines and integration) func-
tionality can be pre-programmed through textile-structural fab-
rication processes in an additive, hierarchical manner. Through 
modification of the scale and placement of components, the 
textile microstructures, and the materials, a systematic and 
iterative device development loop will form that will ultimately 

1. Introduction

We spend most of our lives in direct contact with textiles, 
whether in the form of clothing, bed sheets, pillows, band-
ages, reusable bags, or even face masks used to prevent the 
spread of disease. Recently, the field of robotics has begun to 
adopt textiles as materials of choice for wearable robots and 
devices because of many of the advantages textiles exhibit in 
these everyday applications. For example, compared to the rigid 
metals, composites, and plastics used in wearable robotic exo-
skeletons, textiles—and in turn, robotic garments constructed 
from them—are lightweight, soft, and flexible, and can improve 
safety for the wearer and others in the vicinity of the wearable 
robot. In addition, textiles promote garment comfort: they are 
inherently breathable because their porous structures permit 
the transmission of vapor, allowing evaporative heat flow away 
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enable full textile robots. The advantages and capabilities of this 
textile-based approach parallel those offered by 3D printing.

In a programmed active textile formation technique, such 
as 3D multi-material weft knitting, multiple materials can 
easily be mechanically coupled together without adhesives, and 
without the challenges that would be encountered in subtrac-
tive processes like computer numerical control (CNC) milling. 
Analogous to multi-material 3D printing, in which material 
placement and shaping can be controlled, programmed textile 
formation is an additive process which enables technical tex-
tile structures that are completely unique to the device needs 
by defining global shaping and placement of varied micro-
structured areas, as seen in the recently-developed Nike Flyknit 
sneakers. However, unlike 3D printing, textile formation allows 

for structures with more internal open spaces, without the use 
of support material and with little consideration for the compo-
nent materials’ chemical compatibility. Yarns are predominantly 
in a solid phase during textile formation, and no inter-material 
adhesion is typically required to hold structures together. These 
processes are being used currently at production scale; however, 
the speeds are slower and the costs are higher than producing 
yardage of material and using cut-and-sew processes to form 
simple shapes. As such, this approach is not yet optimized for 
making basic structures, like a simple T-shirt.

Similar to CNC machining and 3D printing, there is less 
operator involvement in programmed active textile fabrica-
tion processes as compared to cut-and-sew techniques. This 
automation can reduce variation between samples due to 

Figure 1. A selection of materials produced through textile structuring and post processing. a) Jacquard weaving enables a variety of materials to be 
integrated on the front and back of a textile in a programmed manner. Textile designed by Brandon Wen, worn by Ben Adam, and photographed by Oxiea 
Villamonte. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, the designer and photographer. b) Multi-color, or jacquard, weft knitting patterns multiple 
yarns into a monolithic structure while providing intrinsic stretchability. c) Sewing enables attachment of many discrete rigid components (here, glass 
beads), while maintaining material flexibility. Textile designed and photograph provided by Johnathan Hayden. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 
2020, the designer and photographer. d) Textile structures program larger scale shaping; here, a combination of knit and purl stitches self-folds into a 
wrinkled structure. e) Low-cost nonwoven formation processes shape fibers directly into textiles. f) Some textile structuring processes create 3D glob-
ally shaped shells: for example, braiding produces tubes that act as springs, while 3D weft knitting can make g) complex shapes like branching tubes. 
h) Post processing techniques like pleating can modify the mechanical properties of a textile—a relatively stiff woven material can become stretchable. 
i) Spacer knit textiles have been used to provide padding or as 3D structuring for sensors. A research sample highlights the unique knit construction 
used to achieve this type of structure. Textile designed by Suzanne Oude Hengel and Milou Voorwinden and photographed by Lieke Biel. Reproduced 
with permission. Copyright 2020, the designers and photographer. j) Textile finishing processes like lamination create composite materials with textiles 
and films; here a knit textile is bonded with thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) films. All scale bars represent 10 mm.
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human variability in fabrication. Additionally, the program-
ming approach enables higher resolution patterning than cut-
and-sew; for example, knit stitches on a fine gauge 3D knitting 
machine can support 7.2 stitches per centimeter (i.e., each stitch 
is approximately 1.4 mm in width, not considering pre-strained 
material effects which will further decrease stitch size when 
relaxed). Typical minimum tolerances for machine sewn gar-
ments made by human operators are in the 3–5 mm range.[21,22]

A programmed active textile system approach is highly sup-
portive of customizable mass manufacturing. Mass customiza-
tion is on an uptick for consumer purchases[23] and supports 
a more sustainable apparel manufacturing route because 
excess fabric scraps are not generated, as opposed to cut-and-
sew processes. Wearable robotic systems can be produced as 
needed, limiting excess inventory of raw materials. Addition-
ally, in the field of functional apparel, experts on size and fit 
have argued that there is no universal sizing standard to accom-
modate the broad range of human body types; statistical aver-
ages used to define size sets result in garments that truly fit 
“no-one” perfectly, or that consistently leave out less common 
body types.[24,25] In addition to cultural traditions and societal 
norms, our current everyday clothing is worn for modesty, 
warmth, and aesthetics. Although ill-fitting everyday clothing 
has limited negative consequences for the wearer, for robotic 
clothing which incorporates function that is highly dependent 
on precise placement of components (such as force-paths) on 
the body, poor fit can reduce performance,[3] motivating the 
need for customization.

With this change underway, in this review we have compiled 
and generalized current findings in the active textile material 
area and preliminary work in the programmed active textile area 
of textile robotics research in order to provide a framework on 
how textile structures are employed in these systems, highlight 
the lessons learned in the literature, and identify promising 
areas of future research (Figure 3). We note that, while wearable 
robots may take many forms, in this review we exclusively focus 
on wearable robots that function by changing shape or applying 
force to the wearer, thereby incorporating a clear mechanical 
actuation component in their operation. Because textile-based 
robots are so closely linked to their wearable applications, this 
review first describes several common use cases of textile-based 

robotic garments and their generalized system-level needs in 
Section 2. We then provide a brief overview of textile structures, 
machinery, and general textile terms for a materials science, 
engineering, and robotics audience in Section 3. Next, we high-
light how the properties of textiles are being leveraged in the 
constituent components of robotic garments, including: actua-
tors described in Section 4, sensors in Section 5, and integration 
including signal, power, and fluidic lines in Section 6. We link 
the performance of these components back to implications for 
wearable devices, while highlighting gaps and areas for future 
directions. Last, we conclude this review and discuss the current 
state of the field and our outlook for the future in Section 7.

2. Applications for Textile-Based Wearable Robots

Research into textile materials as sensors, actuators, and integra-
tion lines is largely driven by the needs of applications—wearable 
robots are the primary application area for this work. Wearable 
robots require actuators to change garment shape or apply forces 
to the body, sensors to detect the wearer’s state, determine inter-
action between the robot and the wearer or their environment, 
and monitor the robot’s independent state, and integration com-
ponents to link these constituent parts distributed throughout 
the garment to processing, power, and control elements.

Textile-based wearable robots have been developed through 
research efforts in fields including robotics, biomedical engi-
neering, and human-computer interaction. By compiling this 
research, it is apparent that several classes of wearable robots 
are emerging, including locomotion assistance, grasping and 
reaching, shape-change for dressing, thermoregulation, haptics 
and communication, and therapeutic compression (Figure  4). 
Even within these classes, the mechanisms of operation and 
form factors of wearable robots can vary considerably, yet there 
are clear and distinguishable trends defining these separate 
application areas. The goal of this section is to describe these 
textile-based wearable robot application areas, dissect area-
dependent performance goals, and compare the performance 
metrics across areas in order to provide materials scientists 
defined targets in their development of textile components for 
wearable robots.

Figure 2. The future of textile-based wearable robotics. Incorporation of textiles in wearable robots has evolved from using textiles as passive substrates 
to considering them as active materials. Recent developments are paving the way for a future where active textile systems can be pre-programmed and 
where global garment shaping and distributed sensing and actuation patterns can be created at the time of design.
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2.1. Locomotion Assistance

Wearable robots for locomotion augment able-bodied people 
and assist people with mobility disabilities in activities including 

walking,[26–30] running,[31] and sit-to-stand motions,[18,32] which 
enable the user to begin locomotion. These devices can be used 
as assistive garments or as training and rehabilitative devices. 
A majority of these devices do not provide the full forces 

Figure 4. Common use cases for textile-based wearable robots. Autonomously extending and retracting garments assist with dressing. Garments 
that apply forces to biological muscle aid locomotion while using sensors to detect gait cycle timing and provide support to assist with grasping 
and reaching while determining arm and hand motion through sensing. Dynamic thermoregulation assistance through shape-change alters garment 
coverage area or modifies textile porosity. Garments provide physical cues for haptic feedback and communication while obtaining information about 
the wearer’s posture and motion. Compression wearables assist with rehabilitation and therapy while gaining sensor information to provide correct 
pressure doses.

Figure 3. An overview of the contents of this review paper. We identify major application areas for garments with embedded robotic elements and 
their system-level metrics, driving performance requirements for new materials. We then provide a brief overview of the hierarchical textile structure 
and summarize how properties unique to textiles are leveraged when developing sensors, actuators, and integration components necessary for soft 
robotic and autonomous garments.
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necessary for locomotion and instead work in parallel with the 
wearer’s biological muscle. For example, when used to assist 
walking, these robots actuate along with the user’s step, as 
opposed to the robot providing all of the force to walk and sup-
port the wearer. This approach is possible because research has 
shown that relatively low levels of assistive force can enable sig-
nificant reductions in metabolic cost, although these reductions 
scale with the magnitude of assistance.[33] The use of textiles 
improves comfort, enables devices to fit more users, and allows 
these devices to reduce mass around distal components and 
concentrate it in a central location to increase efficiency.[33,34]

Commonly, textile-based robotic garments for locomotion 
employ actuators that contract or use displacement mecha-
nisms (e.g., pulleys) to pull across a joint (typically the ankle, 
knee, or hip) to assist with extension or flexion, similar to 
the contraction of biological muscles. These actuation pro-
files are achieved in textiles through cable driven systems that 
use separate electric motors and mechanical linkages,[18,27,35] 
or textile-based pneumatic artificial muscles,[7,28,29,36] which 
require a compressor or compressed fluid tank in addition to 
a power supply. In addition to fibrous cables and textile pneu-
matic artificial muscles, textile materials find function in pas-
sive areas of these wearable robots. Fabrics with high tensile 
stiffness are designed into the garment structure as anchoring 
points for actuators so that the forces may be efficiently trans-
ferred through the system, reducing losses due to stretching 
the material.[33,37] In addition, textile-based foam composites 
and meshes dampen the applied forces for wearer comfort.[31] 
The fluidic actuation approach implements global patterning of 
woven textile pouches with high tensile stiffness (described in 
more detail in Section  4.2) to create tailored fluidic actuators 
that can assist with flexion at a joint,[17] extend at a joint,[30,32] 
provide support through a change in material stiffness,[7,29] or 
implement a combination of these strategies. Few instances 
of “shape-changing-material-based” wearable robots for loco-
motion have been demonstrated to date, and those developed 
employ few textile-based components.[38,39]

These wearable robots require sensors in order to estimate 
the position of the wearer, determine the force the actuators 
are applying to the body, establish the position of actuators, 
and obtain information used to estimate timing in the gait 
cycle. Commercially available load cells have been integrated 
into cable driven implementations of these robots because they 
can accurately determine the force of the cable; however, they 
remain rigid and bulky.[27,31,35,37] MEMS-based inertial meas-
urement units (IMUs) are commonly employed to determine 
wearer joint angles[31,36,40] and to estimate gait timing measure-
ments because they provide multi-axis data and are commer-
cially available at a low cost. However, these sensors are rigid, 
often bulky, and typically not fully integrated into the textile 
garments to allow for maintenance including washing. Alter-
natively, softer film-based force sensors,[29] pressure sensors,[40] 
and switches[28,37,41] implemented in insoles or shoes can help 
estimate gait cycle timing by mapping the amount of contact 
between the wearer’s foot and the ground,[38] signaling the 
heel-strike and toe-off times,[41] or potentially by determining 
the center of mass. In addition to film-based composites,[29] 
textile-based implementations have demonstrated utility as 
soft sensors. Soft textile-based sensors have been employed to 

characterize the pressure profiles delivered by textile robots; 
however, these sensors are not integrated into the garments.[3] 
Although less commonly used in full wearable robotic systems, 
soft strain sensors for joint angle determination[36] and gait 
measurement have been proposed[42] and highlight a potential 
approach for creating fully textile-based wearable locomotion 
assistance robots. While not typically used in textile based gar-
ments for locomotion outside of evaluation, electromyography 
(EMG) is another potential strategy in determining wearer 
intent.[43] Sensor drift has been identified as an issue in these 
systems,[40] and can affect all types of sensors, signifying the 
importance of developing and characterizing sensors that are 
robust to continuous and cyclic use in variable environments.

The requirements for wearable robots that assist with loco-
motion vary based on the targeted user population (e.g., people 
who have experienced a stroke compared to able-bodied users), 
the joint being assisted, and the type of locomotive activity 
(e.g., walking, running, sit-to-stand). Speed requirements for 
wearable robots change with the desired speed of locomo-
tion—when people run or walk at faster speeds, their stride 
time typically decreases, meaning that the gait cycle bandwidth 
increases. In one experiment on running, an average gait cycle 
bandwidth per leg for a speed of 4.1 m s−1 was 1.44 Hz, while 
at 3.1 m s−1 bandwidth dropped to 1.38 Hz.[44] In another study 
focused on walking, gait cycles per leg ranged from 0.56 Hz at 
a walking speed of 0.53 m s−1 to 1.25 Hz at 2.1 m s−1 walking 
speed.[45] These speeds guide requirements for textile-based 
robots, but because assistance can be most effective when 
applied at specific timings during the gait cycle, often with 
actuation cycles taking 50% or less of the stride period, locomo-
tion assistance robots must be faster.[17,28,31,46,47] Generally, tex-
tile robots for populations with mobility disabilities operate at 
slower speeds and apply lower forces than those made for able-
bodied populations.[7,27,31,47] Assistive forces provided by the 
wearable robot can be scaled in proportion to those provided 
by the body, and scaling must also take speed into account. 
Peak torques generated by muscle motion can vary based on 
speed, as seen with the torque of the knee flexor, where one 
study reported a maximum torque of approximately 45 Nm at 
a walking speed of 5  mph and a minimum of approximately 
11  Nm at 0.5  mph.[48] When assistance magnitude was scaled 
to body mass for a locomotion assistance textile-based robot 
for able-bodied wearers, higher forces provided a higher meta-
bolic reduction.[33] Sit-to-stand motions can require higher tor-
ques than those in a typical gait; in one study, the average joint 
torque was determined to be approximately 180 Nm per leg for 
extension of the knee, 120  Nm per leg for dorsiflexion at the 
ankle, and 80 Nm for flexion at the hip for a “fast sit to stand 
motion.”[49] Many of these values are affected by the weight and 
anthropometric measurements of the person, and additionally 
often only enlist male participants, meaning women may have 
different requirements.

2.2. Grasping and Reaching Assistance

In a typical day, people reach for, grasp, lift, and manipulate a 
variety of objects in order to interact with their environment 
for tasks like opening doors, eating meals, or taking showers. 
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Textile-based wearable robots that assist and rehabilitate users 
with grasping, reaching, and lifting actions enable users with 
upper extremity mobility disabilities to be empowered and 
independently interact with their environment,[5,16,50–52] and to 
reduce fatigue or increase power of able-bodied wearers.[22,53] 
Here, textiles offer similar capabilities in terms of comfort, 
safety, and lighter weight to those seen in robotic locomotion 
assistance. The “transparent” nature of textiles has addition-
ally enabled these robots to be magnetic resonance imaging-
compatible for simultaneous rehabilitation and imaging 
exercises.[54,55] Because of the lighter weight of the upper 
extremities compared to the legs, more robots used for grasping  
and reaching assistance have been developed to fully support 
motion, but those used in parallel with biological muscle are 
still common.

Grasping and reaching assistance robots use actuators 
that either flex or extend the joints of the fingers,[14,56] the 
wrist,[57,58] the elbow,[22,59] or the shoulder.[16,59,60] Strategies to 
support abduction of the shoulder, provide a scaffold to sup-
port the limb, or a combination of these methods are also 
common.[61–63] Cable driven systems are commonly employed 
and use textiles to define and route anchoring points across the 
body.[19,51,61,64] Fluidic textile actuators are frequently used to 
“push” and create temporary supporting structures to cradle the 
body.[22,62] In addition to global shaping of textile fluidic actua-
tors,[16,22,60,65] seen in locomotion assistance robots, multi mate-
rial textile actuators consisting of combinations of knits and 
wovens have been employed to create motions such as bending 
to match those of the body.[6,20,66–68] The lesser forces required 
in some applications may enable the use of these stretchable 
knit materials.

Many of these robots have been developed with control sys-
tems that consider the state of actuators (e.g., position, pres-
sure, force) but do not include the state of the wearer and their 
environment in their controller. This is potentially a conse-
quence of the added uncertainty and complexity involved with 
grasping, reaching, and lifting tasks compared to the relatively 
consistent motions seen in walking and running. In addition to 
the force or pressure sensors used to determine the force of a 
cable or pressure of a fluid within a textile pouch, researchers 
have begun to employ additional sensors to estimate the posi-
tion of the limb,[14,20,69,70] acquire environmental cues,[5] obtain 
wearer inputs,[53,71] and detect intent.[20,72,73] For these applica-
tions, textiles have been used as a substrate to hold IMUs to 
obtain the position of the arm.[61,69] EMG sensors help detect 
user intent and may include traditional adhesive electrodes 
that are not part of the wearable robot,[20,74] or can employ gar-
ment-integrated textile electrodes.[75,76] Textile-based strain and 
pressure sensors can determine assistive glove position and 
grasping force.[14,67] Recently, textile-based strain sensors have 
been used to estimate the position of the shoulder, which is 
particularly complex due to its multi degree-of-freedom (DOF) 
motions.[15]

Depending on the device use case, joints assisted, and ratio 
of user to robot effort, the metrics of these robots vary accord-
ingly (e.g., a robot built to help warehouse workers lift boxes 
would require higher forces than a robot built to assist a 
person who has a spinal cord injury lift their food on a fork). 
Considering interactions with the objects encountered during 

activities of daily living (ADL), baseline metrics can be deter-
mined. For grasping, the bulk of the objects encountered 
in everyday life weigh 1.5  kg or less.[77] Experimental data on 
pinch force requirements for a variety of daily living tasks 
were determined to range from 1.4 to 31.4  N, with a majority 
of tasks requiring 10.4  N or less.[78] Maximum grip strength 
of healthy young adults may be more than an order of magni-
tude higher than these forces.[79] Forces and moments for the 
elbow can be higher than those of the hand during ADLs, with 
maximums reported as high as 25  N along the humeral lon-
gitudinal axis and 5.8  Nm for elbow flexion when raising an 
object to head height and lowering it to a shelf.[80] For reaching 
with the shoulder, Rosen and colleagues found the highest 
torque required for ADLs to be 10  Nm.[81] The bandwidth for 
both sensors and actuators can be dictated by the motions of 
the human body. Hand speeds and movements can be quite 
fast, with a maximum range of 6–12 Hz and movements >2 Hz 
often utilized during ADLs,[82] while most motions of the 
body are <10  Hz.[83] However, when considering a rehabilita-
tion approach, these speed requirements may be slower. For 
example, in assistive gloves, typical rehabilitation exercises for 
fingers are performed at <0.5 Hz.[84,85]

2.3. Shape-Change for Dressing

Dressing is an ADL which approximately 4% of 
non-institutionalized Americans over 65 and approximately 
79% of institutionalized Americans over 65 have required 
help from another person to perform.[86] And, paradoxically, 
while dressing is the most burdensome ADL on assistive staff, 
dressing has seen the most limited use of assistive technolo-
gies.[87] While several groups have proposed at-home robotic 
systems (typically containing rigid robotic arms) to aid with 
dressing, self-fitting and assistive dressing garments may 
potentially enable the wearer to dress and undress throughout 
the day regardless of location. Self-fitting garments may also 
alter their fit (i.e., varying their shape and compression on the 
body) for functional support or aesthetics, which holds promise 
for light compression garments in particular, as they can be dif-
ficult to don and doff.

For self-fitting and assistive-dressing garments, multiple 
approaches can be taken; the garment may dynamically 
expand and contract (either by simply modifying its amount of 
“ease,”[88,89] or by expanding into a structure into which the user 
may enter[90]) so the user may put on the garment, or vary its 
compression force over time to alter “fit.”[91] Oftentimes shape-
changing materials, such as SMAs[92] or coiled polymer actua-
tors,[91] integrated into textile garments have been employed 
because high forces and speeds are not as critical. Fluidic actua-
tion systems have also been used.[89,90] In these systems, the 
shape-change is reversible over many cycles, as opposed to one-
time shape-changing garments that are permanently “tailored” 
for the body.[93]

Most of these garments have not yet incorporated sensors 
or closed-loop control schemes; however, one could envision 
the potential of sensors in these systems. Force and pressure 
sensors can ensure that safe, prescribed levels of compres-
sion could be implemented in garments that apply light levels 
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of compression for fit, while strain sensors could be used to 
optimize the amount of expansion and prevent unnecessary 
over-stretching to save the user time.

Garment “fit,” the end goal of a dressing action, is a chal-
lenging metric to quantify and measure because the body 
itself changes shape during motion, and thus fit can vary 
immensely.[25] A general takeaway is that these garments 
require large amounts of expansion. For example, 50% strain 
is noted as a textile requirement for use in activewear, which 
is assumed to include the needs for donning and doffing.[25] 
When considering compressive fit of standard garments, 
one may note that estimates of the maximum comfortable 
normal pressure of orthoses are typically around 5  kPa,[94] 
while other sources indicate that blood flow drops but remains 
stable at 30  mmHg (≈3.9  kPa);[95] additionally, others have 
selected values below those reported for medical compression 
(<2.4 kPa).[88,96] As for speeds, providing someone the ability to 
dress themselves may not have as strict time constraints, and 
actuation cycles that last several minutes may be acceptable.

2.4. Thermoregulation

Standard thermal comfort is defined quantitatively as a balance 
between the metabolic heat generated by a person and the heat 
loss to the environment.[97,98] Garments play a role in this rela-
tionship because they dictate the body’s interactions with mois-
ture, heat, and light. By dynamically altering the properties of 
their constituent materials, robotic garments may actively assist 
in wearer thermoregulation.

Robotic and autonomous textile systems for thermoregula-
tion actuate and change their shape to alter the coverage area of 
the garment[99] or change the textile on a microstructural level 
to modify porosity or radiation blocking properties.[100] In these 
systems, reversible, cyclical shape-change is achieved without 
any user actuation, unlike semi-passive systems including 
phase change garments in which the user must manually put 
the garment into a cold environment to solidify a liquid[101,102] 
or replenish fluid that has evaporated[103] to maintain the effect. 
Although there are other approaches to develop responsive 
garments for thermoregulation, including integrated fluidic 
cooling systems[104,105] and textile-based Joule heating weara-
bles,[106–108] because there is no mechanical actuation directly 
associated with the textiles used in these systems, these areas 
will not be considered in the scope of this review. For a detailed 
review on smart textile-based systems for thermoregulation, 
beyond robotics, we recommend the article by Tabor and 
colleagues.[109]

Typically, shape-changing materials are integrated into tex-
tiles to actuate and change structure on a garment level to alter 
garment breathability,[99,110] and thus its heat transfer and mois-
ture management properties, allowing for more sophisticated 
temperature regulation than simple passive protection from 
the elements. Going deeper, some garments incorporate struc-
tural changes on the yarn scale (described further in Section 3) 
to modify IR properties of the textile.[100] These systems most 
often respond to a stimulus through self-sensing, or have not 
yet had an electronic closed-loop controller accounting for the 
state of the environment and the wearer. Additional sensing 

elements could be incorporated into devices that use non-envi-
ronmentally actuated shape-change for dynamic temperature 
and humidity-regulated electronic feedback control.

General formalized metrics have not yet been reported for 
robotic garments developed in this field. As changing the gar-
ment shape is the goal of these devices, forces are not typically 
measured, and indicators of success include lower tempera-
tures between the garment and skin or less IR transfer through 
the garment when compared to a control garment.[99,100] As 
many of these robotic textiles require distributed active material 
networks to open large numbers of pores or to work together to 
change a structure, it may be quite hard to accurately measure 
and understand the discrete force contributions in the textile 
structure, opening up some interesting research questions. 
When considering speeds, relatively slow systems are currently 
acceptable, with actuation speeds of approximately 0.01  Hz 
reported.[100]

Aside from metrics, some design rules should be consid-
ered. For thermally driven actuation systems, the actuator 
material should either be i) minimized to prevent injecting 
additional heat into the system, unless it can be coupled with a 
change to increase insulation of the wearer, or ii) optimized to 
change with ambient temperature. For example, an SMA-driven 
system, which often requires >100 °C to actuate, may be best 
actuated when contraction of the fiber results in more insu-
lation, leading to a synergistic heating and insulating effect. 
Meanwhile a material that contracts upon a temperature differ-
ential encountered in the ambient environment may be used 
without artificially injecting heat into the system, allowing envi-
ronmental change to drive textile shape-change.[111]

2.5. Haptics and Communication

Wearable robots for haptics and communication provide a 
diverse range of functions for the wearer, including user inter-
faces, navigation cues, movement cueing and guidance, and 
notifications. While some garments in this area change their 
shape to communicate visually to others,[112,113] a large subset 
of the area of communication and haptics includes tactile 
feedback wherein several main mechanisms are employed 
including vibration, point-based pressure, compression, skin 
stretch, curvature change, temperature change, and impedance 
(or resistance to wearer motion).[114–116] Wearables for tactile 
haptics and communication can take many forms including 
sleeves,[114] gloves,[117] bracelets,[118] and entire garments.[119–122] 
Based on the location of the haptic device, the feedback mecha-
nism used, and the device goal, the component design and per-
formance metrics change.

Haptic systems for tactile feedback apply vibrations and 
forces to the body[118,123] or restrict its motion.[124] Rigid vibration 
motors, often attached to textile substrates, have been one of 
the most ubiquitous methods used because they are inexpen-
sive and can reach the higher range of frequencies that skin 
mechanoreceptors can sense.[120,125,126] Recently, in order to pro-
vide more comfortable, conformable, and soft haptic wearables, 
textile integrated approaches have been explored using cable 
driven systems, fluidic systems, and shape-changing materials. 
Textile-integrated cable driven actuation systems have moved 
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the torso for drone steering,[127] textile-integrated elastomer 
DEAs have provided vibration cues,[128] and SMA-integrated 
textile robots have applied compression to the body.[129–131] 
One of the most predominant new approaches is the utiliza-
tion of fluidic textile-integrated actuators,[116,122,132,133] and often 
global patterning of woven fabrics has been used to program 
inflation.[114,118,121,134]

Many initial haptic devices used closed-loop control to 
monitor only the actuator state independently. More recently, 
sensing is increasingly incorporated into many of these devices 
to detect the state and intent of the user and interactions 
between the actuators and user. Similar to previous application 
areas, IMUs placed onto textiles have been used to determine 
user position[127] and film-based force sensors have been used 
in insoles for gait detection.[132] Flexible-film[121] and textile-
based[114,134] resistive and and capacitive pressure and force 
sensors have been employed for force control of actuators to 
ensure desired forces are applied to the wearers’ bodies.

Several key metrics determine the materials and develop-
ment of wearable robots for haptics, including actuation 
mechanism, feedback stimulus type, DOF, actuator resolution, 
actuation displacement, and bandwidth. The tactile receptors 
in the skin are sensitive to varied frequency ranges, spanning 
approximately from 1 to 1000  Hz,[116,126,135] driving relevant 
bandwidths for both actuators and sensors. The spatial resolu-
tion of these receptors also varies from 0.5  to >20 mm.[116,126] 
And when differentiating between two stimuli, differentia-
tion thresholds vary based on the location on the body. The 
fingers and lips require lower spacial detection thresholds 
(<10  mm) compared to the forearm and calf (>40  mm).[136] 
When this receptor density and differentiation ability are con-
sidered along with the amount of information the robot needs 
to convey, the materials and viable fabrication strategies with 
compatible resolutions can be determined. Mechanorecep-
tors in the skin are not equally sensitive to different feedback 
mechanisms (e.g., point pressure, skin stretch, compression), 
which in turn can define which textile actuation mechanisms 
and materials are practical. For example, fluidic actuation has 
been used for skin stretch and pressure feedback,[114] while 
SMA approaches have been primarily used for compression 
feedback.[129–131] Force parameters can define which sensors 
and actuators are well suited to these systems, and for tac-
tile information, studies have indicated relatively low forces 
(3–4  N) enable the user to perceive large amounts of infor-
mation.[137,138] For more information, we suggest the following 
resources.[116,136,138]

2.6. Therapeutic Compression

The clinical use cases for therapeutic compression range from 
treatment of burns and burn scarring,[139–142] to sensory-based 
interventions for children with mental health and develop-
mental disorders such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
and autism,[143–145] to treatment and prevention of lymphedema, 
deep-vein thrombosis, and venous ulcers.[146–151] Recent evi-
dence has suggested that cyclic mechanical stimulation can also 
improve regeneration of injured skeletal muscle when com-
pared to no intervention.[152]

Passive pressure garments have been used clinically; how-
ever, a large amount of customization is required to create 
garments that impart the required pressures,[142] intermittent 
compression cannot be achieved, and in some applications, 
such as developmental disorder intervention, users become 
acclimated to sustained pressure over time.[143] To overcome 
these challenges, wearable robots for therapeutic compression 
have been developed to apply cyclic and reprogrammable sus-
tained pressures, with the caveat of requiring power sources. 
Unlike the compression seen in dressing applications, these 
garments typically operate at higher pressures and for longer 
functional activation time frames (e.g., >20 h of continuous 
pressure per day has been suggested to treat lymphedema 
and burns[139,146] vs a few minutes of actuation needed to don  
and doff the garment in dressing activities). By incorporating 
variable compression systems into robotic garments, the cost of 
treatments can be lowered,[153] and the dosage of treatment can 
be increased. These outcomes are made possible by requiring 
less garment customization to achieve specific pressures (i.e., 
by using force- and pressure-based feedback control schemes, 
garments of a set size could potentially apply prescribed pres-
sures to wearers of different body types), which can potentially 
expand device availability and enable users to remain mobile 
during treatment.

Robotic garments that deliver therapeutic pressure have 
incorporated fabric-based actuation systems in cable driven, 
fluidic, and active shape-changing material configurations. 
Cable driven fabric sleeves with a hybrid fabric-ABS design 
have been used to generate pressure for the arm.[154] Fluidic-
based robots incorporating textile-based actuators have been 
used to apply forces to the limbs while remaining lightweight 
and compliant.[155–157] SMA-based wearable robots have been 
used to apply compression to the torso and limbs,[158,159] where 
the fabric acts as a scaffold to support compression and main-
tains a thermal barrier between the SMA and the skin. An addi-
tional consideration includes developing actuation systems for 
distributed pressure in order to avoid pressure peaks, which are 
a potential safety hazard.

Sensors can potentially play a key role in wearable robots for 
therapeutic compression. Although many pressure garments 
currently used in clinical settings do not offer facile and quick 
continuous monitoring of pressure applied by the garment, in 
some cases the dose (e.g., frequency and amount of applied 
pressure) has been noted as a determining factor in treatment 
effectiveness.[140,160] As illustrated in passive pressure garments, 
the shape of the area of the body the garment is worn on can 
affect the interfacial pressure applied to the body[161] and, in flu-
idic active pressure garments, tissue fluid pressures generated 
can be lower than the set pressure in the inflated chambers.[162] 
Recent therapeutic compression robots with integrated textile 
pressure sensors measure pressure at the skin-robot interface 
for force-based feedback control schemes. Using this strategy, 
the prescribed forces applied to the body were more accurately 
delivered than when simply monitoring the air pressure deliv-
ered to actuators.[155] Building on this work, fabric-based sensors 
have been used in control schemes for cable driven compres-
sion systems,[154] while arrayed soft film-based sensors have 
enabled monitoring and control of multiple chambers in fluidic 
systems.[163,164] The variability of the body shape and additional 
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precision offered by monitoring interfacial pressure signifies 
the need for distributed soft and conformable fabric pressure 
sensors to map and regulate pressures in these wearable robots.

Recommended amounts of pressure vary based on the 
application. Recommended pressures to treat hypertrophic 
scars, which can occur after burns, are between 24 and 
44  mmHg (approximately 3.2 to 6.9  kPa),[139] while pre-
scribed pressures for lymphedema treatment can range 
between 30–60  mmHg (4–8  kPa),[146] with some devices 
offering up to 300 mmHg (40 kPa) of pressure.[148] Pressures 
of 45–160  mmHg (6–21.3  kPa) have been reported for the 
treatment of deep vein thrombosis.[165,166] Such prescribed 
pressures are often for the actuator inflation; as discussed, 
interfacial pressures can vary. Robotic compression garments 
for autism have been built based on the above specifica-
tions.[158] In some applications such as sensory interventions 
for autism, sustained pressures are used, and in others, like 
treatment for lymphedema and deep vein thrombosis, inter-
mittent compression is more common.[146,148] For example, 
in the case of lymphedema treatment, reported cyclic actua-
tion speeds range from 0.5 to 0.008  Hz,[148] while for deep 
vein thrombosis cycle times up to 0.45 Hz have been reported 
using rapid inflation (as quick as 0.5 s) and moderate to slow 
deflation to complete the cycle.[165,166] While some of the 
above metrics are currently being applied in clinical settings, 
experts suggest that more work must be done to determine 
the optimal effective parameters.[146–148,167] An upside for mate-
rials scientists and roboticists in regards to this challenge is 
that by using robotic garments in future studies, better con-
trol of pressure profiles and doses can be achieved and moni-
tored, and thus these parameters can be more accurately and 
systematically studied.

2.7. Comparing Metrics Based on Applications

To provide a quantitative set of metrics for materials scientists 
to refer to as they develop constituent textile materials and 
components for wearable robots, a survey of 163 textile-based 
wearable robot device papers was conducted. Maximum forces, 
speeds, and displacements were tracked based on application 

area, with findings described in Table 1. Graphical representa-
tions of several key metrics are shown in Figure 5 and Figure S1, 
Supporting Information. More detailed information on these 
metrics and devices is provided in the Supporting Informa-
tion. As expected, some of the highest forces are required for 
locomotion assistance because of the requirement to move the 
lower extremities. Grasping, lifting, and reaching also had rela-
tively high force requirements, although there is large amount 
of force variation owing to specific variations in use cases and 
joints assisted—for example, ranging from assisting a post-
stroke patient moving their fingers to assisting the elbow of 
a warehouse worker lifting heavy boxes. In addition to these 
quantitative metrics, the actuation strategy for devices in each 
application was recorded as well as the presence of sensors, as 
displayed in Figure 6 along with medians across all metrics for 
each application area.

Compiling these results provides insights into the metrics 
that fields choose to characterize and report, and how they vary 
based on the application. For example, wearable robots for hap-
tics are commonly characterized in terms of pressures and not 
torques because devices usually apply normal pressure to the 
body, as opposed to rotating a joint. Additionally, gaps in the 
field can be identified. For example, based on this survey, few 
thermoregulation garments have been demonstrated to date, 
and little characterization of the actuation forces, speeds, and 
strains for garments used for thermoregulation exists, opening 
up some interesting research questions: for example, what dis-
tributed forces are required? With the synthesis of this informa-
tion, we hope to provide some specific ranges to target when 
developing robotic materials.

3. Textile Science and Technology for the 
Future of Wearable Robots
Textiles are one of humankind’s oldest technologies, with 
human-made cords dating back tens of thousands of 
years.[168,169] Although this long history provides a number of 
techniques to draw from when developing wearable robots, 
advances in equipment and scientific understanding of textile 
structures are still made every day.

Table 1. Representative required metrics based on a literature survey.

Locomotion Grasping and reaching Dressing Thermoregulation Haptics and 
communication

Therapeutic 
compression

Device goal Apply force to wearer Apply force to wearer Change garment shape 
OR apply force to 

wearer

Change garment shape Apply force to wearer 
OR change garment 

shape

Apply force to wearer

Duration of use A few to many hours 
per day

A few to many hours 
per day

A few minutes per day Many hours per day A few minutes to many 
hours per day

Many hours per day to 
several days at a time

Typical required force High (<500 N) Moderate (<100 N) Estimated low (<10 N) Estimated low (<10 N) Low to moderate 
(<50 N)

Low to moderate 
(<75 N)

Required strain Low to moderate 
(<40%)

Moderate (<75%) Estimated moderate to 
high (<100%)

Estimated low to mod-
erate (<50%)

Estimated low to mod-
erate (<40%)

Estimated low to mod-
erate (<50%)

Typical required speed 
relative to human 
motion

Moderate to slow 
(<5 Hz)

Moderate to slow 
(<10 Hz)

Estimated slow (<1 Hz) Estimated slow (<1 Hz) Varies (<1000 Hz) Slow (<1 Hz)
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In the simplest sense, textiles are networks of interlacing 
and inter-looping flexible rods, or yarns, whose length is much 
greater than their diameter. When incorporated into textile 
architectures, these seemingly simple yarns can generate com-
plex materials and behaviors, resulting from the inherent hier-
archy in their structuring (Figure 7). As such, textile science is 
a field that follows a geometric and fabrication-focused nomen-
clature system. The smallest material unit (above the molecular 
level) when considering textiles is the fiber. Fibers are spun 
into yarn, commonly encountered as sewing thread or knit-
ting yarn. Yarns are structured into textiles, wherein the struc-
turing parameters can impart unique mechanical properties, 
including anisotropy and stretchability. Several of these textile 

structuring processes support simultaneous global shaping into 
3D shell structures. Alternatively, sewing and bonding tech-
niques are used to adhere multiple pieces of textiles into shell 
shapes in what is known as cut-and-sew processing.

3.1. Fibers, Yarns, and Cords

Fibers are the smallest unit of textiles. Fibers have two classifica-
tions: filament fibers, which are functionally infinite continuous 
strands; and staple fibers, which are short pieces less than sev-
eral inches in length (Figure 7). Most synthetic fibers are avail-
able in filament form, while natural fibers are typically limited 

Figure 5. The maximum metrics of a) forces, b) strains, and c) speeds across device applications.
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to staple. Synthetic fibers are formed through several processes 
including melt spinning, thermal drawing, and wet spinning, 
and resulting fibers can be made of multiple materials and may 
have complex (non-circular) cross-sections. Multi-material fibers 
have been employed by materials scientists as actuators,[111] sen-
sors,[170] and conductors used as power and signal lines.[171]

Fibers are then structured, or spun, into yarn, with several 
yarn constructions illustrated in Figure  7. For staple fibers, this 
process requires the fibers to be aligned and twisted into shape. 
While filament fibers can be twisted, they do not require twist 
insertion or multiple fibers to constitute a final “yarn,” instead 
inherently functioning as a monofilament yarn without further 
modification. In addition to these basic yarns, more complex yarn 
structures are possible; multiple yarns can be twisted together 
(typically in the opposite direction that the constituent yarns were 
twisted, e.g., counterclockwise if originally twisted clockwise) into 
a “plied yarn.” A yarn can be corespun, wherein “cover” fibers or 
yarns are wrapped around a core yarn; typically this core is an 
elastomeric monofilament and is covered with non-stretch staple, 
resulting in a stretch yarn with non-stretch material at its sur-
face. This construction is commonly employed by materials sci-
entists developing strain sensors.[172–174] “Fancy yarns” are a class 
of yarns that intentionally introduce defects into the structure, 
and, although not yet embraced by materials scientists, they offer 
another promising avenue of imparting anisotropy.[175,176]

Cords include ropes, filled braids (as opposed to the hollow 
braided tubes covered later in this section), and fibrous mate-
rials with other post-processing techniques including knotting. 
These materials are less commonly structured into textiles; 
however, some of the capabilities of these materials find func-
tion as materials for textile robots. Unlike common twisted 
yarns, braids do not twist under load due to their self-balanced 
enlaced structure, potentially motivating their current use as 
tendons in cable driven actuation systems. Conductive wires 
are braided to impart more flexibility as opposed to a solid core 
wire of the same gauge, and materials researchers have recently 
structured these wires into knit and woven textiles to be used 
as signal lines.

3.2. Textile Structural Formation

3.2.1. Wovens

Woven textiles are made by perpendicularly interlacing yarns 
in a machine called a loom (Figure  7). The yarns held in the 
longitudinal direction during production are known as the 
warp, while yarns that are inserted into these warp yarns 
in overlapping configurations are known as the weft. These 
directions may define the fabric’s mechanical properties; warp 

Figure 6. Metrics across textile-based wearable robots based on application. The a) actuation method and b) use of sensors vary based on end appli-
cation. These variations may be related to the required metrics for the devices. c) Plotting the median maximum values on a logarithmic scale helps 
visualize these differences in device requirements.
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yarns must be pulled taught for long periods of time in the 
weaving process, and therefore stiffer yarns are typically used, 
while thicker yarns are often used as the weft to improve pro-
duction speed. By varying how the weft yarns pass over or 
under warp yarns in formation, the weave structure and textile 
properties change.[177] Plain weave (a checkerboard pattern) is 
the most common, while twills impart a diagonal, and satins 
and sateens have long floats (lengths of yarn without interlac-
ings). Jacquard looms allow for the greatest amount of design 
complexity in this patterning due to individual warp control 
(Figure 1a).

Wovens are typically non-stretchable textiles (e.g., a button-
down dress shirt or a pair of jeans) unless elastomeric yarns 
are included in their structure. Wovens are used specifically for 
their high tensile stiffness in wearable robotics, exemplified by 
the use of narrow woven seatbelt webbing to distribute force 
in locomotion assistance robots.[3,41] However, there is some 
inherent stretch in wovens. Because woven fabrics are formed 
with perpendicular 90° interlacings, when a force is applied at 
a 45° angle, also known as the bias direction, the textile can 
stretch because there are no yarns in a linear configuration in 
this direction. Regardless, when elastomeric yarns are incorpo-
rated into woven structures, unique mechanical properties can 
be achieved quite simply; for example, woven waistband elastic 
typically has a Poisson’s ratio of approximately zero.

Machinery variations have enabled the production of more 
complex woven structures including gauzes that achieve the 
crossing of multiple adjacent yarns.[177,178] By using looms 
with multiple warps, and subsequently cutting the two textile 

layers apart, pile weave textiles, wherein additional yarns pro-
trude perpendicularly from the structure, can be produced 
with increased material surface area (e.g. velvet).[177] Although 
weaving perhaps lends itself least easily to the formation of 3D 
geometries based on standard equipment, multiple warp looms 
have been further developed and repurposed to produce 3D 
woven geometries. 3D wovens produced in this manner include 
solids where multiple layers are interlaced, as well as shell-like 
3D spacer fabrics with large air gaps between connected struc-
tures, similar to cardboard.[179,180]

Researchers have recently leveraged simple woven structures 
to create textiles with even more unique mechanical properties. 
Auxetic wovens have been formed on basic looms by inserting 
a combination of elastomeric and non-stretch yarns as the weft 
and varying the type of woven structure to produce blocks of 
looser and tighter weaves. Zulifquar and colleagues first dem-
onstrated this principle with uniaxial elastomeric yarn inser-
tion,[181] while Cai and others translated this concept to woven 
textiles that could stretch biaxially.[182,183]

3.2.2. Braids

Braids are familiar textile structures formed with three or more 
yarns, and typically are structured through machinery with 
sets of two or more of interlacing yarns, similar to wovens 
(Figure 7). However, unlike wovens, braids are produced when 
two or more sets of yarn carriers rotate in circular patterns (one 
set clockwise, and the other counterclockwise) to intertwine 

Figure 7. The hierarchy of textiles. Fibers are spun or twisted into simple yarns which in turn may be structured into complex yarns and cords (plied, 
corespun, braided). These yarns and cords can then be made into textile micro-structures. Some textile formation techniques, such as knitting and 
braiding, support 3D shaping during structural formation, while others, such as wovens, are typically formed into 3D structures through stitching and 
bonding.
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yarns into a structure.[184] A third set of yarns fed parallel 
to the formed length of the braid may be inserted in triaxial 
braiding.[185] Braids are commonly produced with yarns at var-
ious angles (compared to the 90° angle standard in wovens), 
described by the “braid angle” between each yarn and an 
imaginary line parallel to the axial direction of the overall braid 
structure. This angle has consequences for the mechanical 
properties of the braid, as seen in McKibben actuators.

Braids easily lend themselves to simple 3D shell shaping. A 
predominant method of forming braids is maypole braiding, 
which may be performed by braiding around a circular man-
drel[184] and creating a braided textile that is pre-formed in a 
tube shape, depicted in Figure 1f; this technique is commonly 
used for McKibben fluidic actuators. Methods of creating more 
complex 3D braided shell structures by forming braids over 
mandrels with additional shaping have been suggested and 
demonstrated.[179,186,187] In the fields of braiding and compos-
ites, these 3D shell shapes are known as 2D braids (because 
of the shell nature of the textile). Meanwhile, “true” 3D braids 
exist, but require additional systems of yarn carriers.[179] For 
more information on the braiding process, we suggest these 
references.[179,185]

3.2.3. Knits

Knits are systems of interlaced loops of yarns that afford the 
greatest diversity in terms of mechanical properties among tex-
tile structures.[188] By varying the manner in which yarns inter-
lock, very stiff and very stretchable regions of material can be 
made in a monolithic manner on one piece of equipment. For 
example, most people are familiar with the stretchable jersey 
knit of a T-shirt, but by adding inlay (or weave-in) yarns during 
the knitting process, taut linear yarns can be incorporated into 
one direction of the looped structure, forming a material with 
highly anisotropic stiffness.[179]

The two automated knit fabrication methods are warp knit-
ting and weft knitting. 3D flatbed weft knitting (or V-flatbed 
or X-flatbed knitting) can seamlessly produce a wide variety 
of microstructures and 3D shapes.[188–190] Industrial 3D weft 
knitting machines by manufacturers such as Stoll and Shima 
Seiki are widely available for production manufacturing, and 
recently, a simplified benchtop version with core capabili-
ties for prototyping has been developed by the company Knit-
erate (Figure S2, Supporting Information). In a weft knitting 
machine, rows of knit loops are formed by pulling new loops 
through previously formed loops in a horizontal, or “weft-wise”, 
manner, while in warp knitting individual yarns at each needle 
form loops in a “warp-wise” manner. For both knitting strate-
gies, the rows of loops are called the courses, while columns 
are known as wales, and these directions typically have ani-
sotropic mechanical stiffness, affecting the behavior of textile 
components like knit sensors.[10,13]

The weft knitting process enables users to vary parameters 
like the loop length and yarn tension while also providing the 
ability to employ a wide variety of stitch operations.[190] These 
stitch operations include knit (a loop), purl (a reverse loop), tuck 
(a loop made while holding the loop from the previous row(s)), 
miss (do not form a loop), and transfer (move the loop to a  

different needle), which, when used together, alter the geo-
metry and mechanics of the resulting knit material. Machines 
also enable the direct placement of multiple materials illus-
trated in Figure  1b through techniques like stripes (where the 
yarn type is changed at a row), plating (where a machine varies 
which one of two or more yarns is on the “face” of the knit), 
or intarsia (which enables discrete material placement within 
a row). Knitting machines also enable the simultaneous ability 
to impart global shaping of a material “shell” through opera-
tions called short row knitting, transfer-based increases and 
decreases, or formation of a tube using two separate needle 
beds. For more detailed explanations of the knitting machine 
operations and global shaping process, we recommend the fol-
lowing resources.[113,189–191]

In soft robotics, several programmed material concepts, 
such as origami[192,193] and kirigami,[194] have been leveraged 
for actuator and sensor development to introduce directed and 
controlled anisotropy for desired kinematics or structural prop-
erties. Researchers working in the area of knit structure devel-
opment have been able to use knit operations to incorporate 
similar structuring into knit textiles. Self-folding knits, reminis-
cent of origami, have been formed through alternating knit and 
purl loops[195,196] (Figure  1d), or through varying the number 
of stitches in adjacent rows, forcing “bubbling” through short 
row and transfer-based increase and decrease shaping tech-
niques.[196] Unlike origami, these knit structures have the 
advantage that they can potentially be made in tubes without 
added adhesives or connection strategies, enabling complex 
shell structures like multi-branched tubes (Figure 1g).

Some of the same strategies for self-folding knits can be 
utilized to form auxetic knit structures. Zigzag blocks of knit 
and purl stitches[197,198] as well as alternating horizontal and 
vertical knit and purl stripes[199] have been used to form aux-
etic fabrics on flatbed weft knitting machines. Inspired by the 
kirigami process, knit structures with integrated holes and 
“hinges” function as auxetic textiles based on rotations of geo-
metric planes.[199] Although this section focuses on flatbed weft 
knitting due to the range of machine functions, other knit-
ting methods such as warp knitting enable the production of 
unique materials as well; for example, auxetic warp knits have 
been structured with a hinging technique.[200] Although not yet 
used in robotic garments, these programmed materials high-
light some of the newest capabilities in knitting structuring 
and, based on their success in other soft robot implementa-
tions, may have potential in programming actuator motion or 
improving sensor performance.

3D flatbed knitting provides levels of automation not avail-
able with manual knitting and enables placement of variable 
knit microstructures, and thus mechanical properties, in speci-
fied areas on 3D shell shapes. However, programming the 3D 
flatbed knitting machinery is an infamously complex process 
where each individual needle operation must be controlled, 
with only a few experts able to produce full knit patterns.[191,201] 
The description by McCann and colleagues may explain the pro-
cess best; programming these machines is akin to “requiring 
all CNC machine users to write toolpath G-code by hand, or all 
computer programmers to work in assembly.”[191] To improve 
the usability of 3D knitting machines, computer science 
researchers are developing new computer-aided manufacturing 
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software to control machine operations using methods for both 
global 3D shaping procedures as well as local microstructures.

Early work provided knitting patterns (although not machine 
code) for 3D objects.[202] McCann and colleagues recreated 
this concept to translate basic objects to a compiler, providing 
machine operations based on tube and sheet primitives.[191] 
Building on this work, machine instruction algorithms to 
improve yarn transfer operation planning for flat knitting were 
developed,[203] as well as processes to produce knit objects from 
complex 3D meshes (e.g., STL files commonly used for 3D 
printing) that maintain the global shape of the object.[204] This 
culminated in the development of a visual programming lan-
guage for knitting machines by Narayanan and colleagues.[205] 
Other researchers such as Wu and colleagues developed sim-
ilar algorithm sets for hand knitting.[206] Recently, Kaspar and 
colleagues have incorporated the use of neural networks into 
their design methodologies to enable weft knitting machine 
manufacturing instructions to be generated from images of 
knit fabric structures,[207] further simplifying the knit design 
process. These advances parallel those of the 3D printing 
boom: lower cost equipment coupled with more user-friendly 
programming methods indicate we could be on the cusp of a 
knitting revolution.

3.2.4. Nonwovens

Nonwovens are some of the simplest textile structures, formed 
from fibers that are attached together through mechanical 
entanglement or chemical adhesion (e.g., glues or thermal 
bonding), or a mix of both strategies (Figures 1e and 7). Aside 
from some animal wool felts, these materials are not tradition-
ally used as the main structural component of clothing because 
of their low flexibility and low durability[208]; however, they have 
seen use as interfacing—that is, additional material layers to 
stiffen fabrics, to build structure, and as thermal and electrical 
insulation layers.

Generally, the nonwoven structure does not provide recover-
able elasticity, but other useful mechanical properties can be 
achieved. Based on the fabrication strategy, fibers in nonwovens 
can be randomly distributed or highly aligned,[208] directing 
material stiffness. In nonwoven textiles, mechanical anisotropy 
resulting from fiber alignment has found use in soft robotics to 
direct motion.[209,210]

Methods of simultaneously forming nanoscale fibers and 
structuring them into nonwoven sheets has been of interest 
to materials researchers due to the fibers’ high surface area 
to volume ratio, high porosity, and high flexibility. Some of 
these methods, such as pull spinning, enable 3D shaping of 

the resulting textile.[211] The use of fibers at the nanoscale has 
improved the response time of moisture-driven soft actua-
tors due to high material porosity, while fiber alignment has 
improved bending range.[212] Challenges in producing durable 
nanofiber structures that can be cut-and-sewn into larger struc-
tures have led some researchers to explore forming nanofiber 
nonwovens directly atop other existing macro-scale fabrics as 
composite materials and subsequently using relatively spe-
cialized technology, such as ultrasonic sewing, to bond these 
materials.[213]

Although nonwovens can be particularly low-cost materials 
(stemming from their high production speeds), durability and 
processability appear to be challenges that transcend scale. 
Nonwovens have been used as the basis for some textile sen-
sors[214] and some actuating garments that do not apply forces 
to the body;[112] however, these instances are rare. Currently, 
nonwovens are uncommon as actuation or sensing compo-
nents in textile wearable robots, regardless of fiber scale. When 
nonwovens are used, they are often paired with other materials, 
such as other textiles or elastomers, in a composite structure.

3.2.5. Mechanical Properties across Textile Structures

The textile architecture can play a key role in governing 
mechanical properties of the material. For a general overview 
of mechanical behavior, Table 2 provides experimentally derived 
mechanical properties of common textile constructions within 
textile classes. We do note there are some consequences of 
such generalizations. Different architectures (e.g., a rib knit 
compared to a jersey for knits, and a twill weave versus a plain 
weave for wovens) cause variation within these values.[219,224,240] 
Even within one stitch architecture, textile design parameters, 
such as stitch density and knit loop length, can affect the 
mechanical properties.[223] The constituent yarn materials and 
yarn construction may also alter material mechanics; a fabric 
made with thin wool yarns[221] will behave quite differently than 
one made from thick Kevlar yarns within the same plain weave 
textile architecture.[241] There is renewed interest in textile mod-
eling in order to estimate these mechanical properties without 
the need for experimental parametric sweeps, which are lacking 
in the literature.

3.3. 3D Global Shaping of Textiles and Post-Processing 
Techniques

Although some textile structural formation techniques afford 
the ability to form 3D shapes simultaneously during formation 

Table 2. Experimentally derived tensile properties for textile classes.

Textile structure class Young’s modulus Stretchability Poisson’s ratio Breaking force Strain at failure Sources cited

Woven (plain weave) 5–85 MPa, 20 GPD (grams per denier) 1–2% 0.2–0.8 130–800 N 7–40% [215–221]

Knit (jersey knit) 0.035–0.65 MPa (with spandex) 6–35 MPa (without 
spandex)

<5–80% (estimated) 0.1–0.5 75–335 N 7–220% [222–227]

Braided tube 3–80 GPD 1–3% 0.25–1.75 160–420 N 8–150% [218,227–231]

Nonwoven 4–160 MPa, 0.5–45 GPD 0.5–4% 0.1–4 800–11750 N 1–55% [232–239]
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of the textile (as in 3D braiding and 3D knitting), a majority 
of clothing is formed through cut-and-sew techniques where 
pieces of flat textile materials are cut and attached at their edges 
to form 3D shapes. In addition to these shaping steps, other 
post processing techniques and “textile finishing” processes can 
be used to further modify the textiles and alter their mechanical 
and chemical properties, when developing active textile mate-
rials and wearable robots.

Stitching (or sewing) is the most common processes used to 
form 3D shapes from flat textiles. Stitching enables the mechan-
ical coupling of textile materials without adhesives. In addition 
to attaching two textile sheets together, stitching can be used 
in a post-processing technique known as embroidery, where 
one or multiple threads are joined to a textile in a controlled 
and patterned manner. Stitched seam architectures vary greatly 
and can be leveraged for their unique mechanical and struc-
tural properties by materials scientists and roboticists.[242] For 
example, zigzag stitches have been used to attach fiber-based 
sensors to base fabrics through a technique called couching,[243] 
and overlock stitches have been used to form strain sensors 
because they stretch readily due to their looping structures.[244] 
Additionally, overlock stitches maintain the stretchability of knit 
fabrics chosen to define fluidic actuation profiles.[14] Except in 
the case of embroidery, stitching is predominately performed 
by human operators and therefore suffers from resolution 
issues as discussed previously.

To overcome some of the challenges associated with 
stitching, including limited resolution and speed, lamination 
and bonding based processes have emerged as fabrication 
techniques in the development of wearable robots and their 
components. Adhesives such as liquid glues or thermally acti-
vated films have been used to attach components together: 
glues have been used to create airtight fluidic actuators[245] and 
thermal adhesives have been used to connect signal lines to 
textile sensors, maintaining electronic connections.[13] Through 
these lamination-based fabrication processes, entire soft robotic 
gloves have been formed.[66] Because adhesives form chemical 
bonds and not mechanical coupling, more care must be taken 
in terms of material compatibility to ensure delamination does 
not occur. An alternative method, ultrasonic sewing, uses high 
frequency vibrations to create heat and meld polymeric mate-
rials together without the use of additional thermal adhesives.

Post-processing, or textile finishing, techniques include 
dyeing, bleaching, coating, and heat treating. Similar processes 
are leveraged in the development of textile sensors, actuators, 
and integration components. Coating polymeric yarns using 
electroless plating processes has produced conductive yarn 
as heating elements in actuators,[246] while processes like dip 
coating have created sensors.[172] Heat-based processes are often 
performed in industry to set structures like pleats (Figure  1h) 
or ensure the dimensional stability of materials, and have been 
used to pattern areas of stiffness based on material melting 
temperatures in robotic garments.[247]

4. Textile Actuators for Wearable Robots

Actuators in wearable robots exert forces upon the body or 
change garment shape. There are three main mechanisms 

used: cable driven (or tendon driven) actuators, fluidic actua-
tors, and shape-changing-material based actuators. Specifically, 
in cable driven robots, textiles route forces, anchor to the body 
and prevent slippage of the device, and improve user com-
fort with padding and by maintaining the wearer’s range of 
motion. In fluidic textile robots, textiles program the actuation 
path and the actuator shape upon inflation and provide similar 
force-routing, anchoring, and comfort properties to those in 
cable driven systems. In textile robots employing active, shape-
changing yarns, mechanisms including electronic, thermal, 
and swelling-based actuation approaches are incorporated into 
the fabric. In these mechanisms, the textile microstructure and 
global shaping directs shape-change. In cable driven and fluidic 
systems, a compressor or electronic motor is used to drive actu-
ation, while the textile is a passive component used to preset 
mechanical properties. When shape-changing materials are 
structured into textile architectures, the textile itself is an active 
actuation component, but the robot may still require additional 
power components such as batteries.

4.1. Cable Driven Textile Actuators

Cable (or tendon) driven wearables use a passive, stiff, yet flex-
ible cable that is pulled by an external mechanical actuation 
system in order to transmit force to the textile (Figure  8a). 
Devices spanning several application categories use this 
approach, including garments for reaching and grasping assis-
tance,[4,5,51,61,64] locomotion,[26,27,41] haptics,[127,248] and thera-
peutic compression[154] (Figure  8b–d). In these wearables, 
cables connect to textile-based components that anchor to the 
body at specific locations to form mechanical linkages. The 
textile components and the cable are essentially passive trans-
missions, and a separate mechanical actuation box containing 
predominantly rigid linkage and gear actuation mechanisms 
and electric motors is where motion is generated.

The first textile component in these systems is the cable 
itself. Cables made from metals such as twisted and braided 
steel[53,70,249] and polymers including aramid fibers,[19] ultra-high 
molecular weight polyethylene cables,[5,18,127,250] and woven seat 
belt webbing[251] have been employed. Material characterization 
(bending stiffness, friction coefficients between relevant mate-
rials, tensile stiffness, etc.) of cables is rarely reported in the 
literature. This lack of detail is potentially because the materials 
are off-the-shelf and chosen to be essentially inextensible—for 
example, one type of webbing used as a cable has a modulus of 
2.41 GPa.[251] A key takeaway is that cable materials have high 
tensile stiffness and some degree of flexibility.

These cables can be coiled around a mandrel or used in a 
twisted string architecture,[252] wherein rotary motion on the 
cable is directly converted into linear motion by their twisting. 
Cables are often protected from friction using sheaths (known 
as Bowden cables). When used in this sheathed configuration, 
because the sheath cannot change length itself, sheathed areas 
do not contribute to the actuation displacement. When areas 
of the cable remain un-sheathed and are routed through textile 
materials, the friction management between textiles and cables 
is non-trivial, signifying a need for further materials develop-
ment in this area.
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Aside from the cables, textiles are used to route forces on 
the body while remaining compliant so that the wearer is com-
fortable and can maintain their range of motion, especially 
when the robot is not activated. One key requirement of cable 
driven systems is maximizing the garment’s tensile stiffness 

to prevent suit slippage, to prevent shear forces acting on the 
body, and to maximize robot efficiency.[41,253] Highly engineered 
textiles, such as woven seat belt webbing, have been used 
to maximize stiffness because of their high tensile modulus 
and flexibility[3,19] (Figure  8e). Traditionally, these stiff textiles 

Figure 8. Cable driven actuators. a) A generalized schematic of a garment with cable driven actuation. b) Cable driven gloves assist with grasping.[5] 
Alternative image provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017, the authors. c) Cable driven locomotion assistance gar-
ments aid in walking and running. Adapted with permission.[31] Copyright 2019, AAAS. d) Cable driven shoulder assistance devices aid with reaching. 
Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY-4.0 license.[4] Copyright 2019, the authors. Published by Frontiers. Textiles are used in these robots in several 
manners: e) High stiffness fabrics, such as webbing, distribute forces. Reproduced with permission.[3] Copyright 2015, ASME. f) These high stiffness 
materials are typically routed through anchoring points. Adapted with permission.[31] Copyright 2019, AAAS. g) Textiles also provide padding and high 
friction to reduce robot slippage and improve wearer comfort. Adapted with permission.[31] Copyright 2019, AAAS. h) Knitting research illustrates that 
cables can be routed through garments during the textile fabrication stage resulting in garments with actuating components such as a sweater with 
actuating sleeve. Adapted with permission.[113] Copyright 2019, the authors. Published by ACM.
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are directly incorporated into anchoring points for the cables, 
fabricated through cut-and-sew processing (Figure  8f). This 
routing has a second purpose—it directs the force away from 
the sole anchoring point to distribute it around the body for 
wearer comfort.

Cable driven wearable robots are designed to distribute forces 
in order to minimize the peak normal force on the body.[37] In 
addition to using stiff materials, textiles with high-friction coat-
ings and padding layers, such as spacer fabrics, are employed to 
reduce slippage and dampen forces for comfort[18,31] (Figure 8g). 
The design of the textile components also plays a key role. As 
intuitively expected, garments with larger surface areas and 
thus higher areas of human-robot contact have higher stiffness 
and more evenly distributed pressures. The addition of elastic 
textiles to predominantly woven garments improves pressure 
distribution at the expense of reduced stiffness.[3]

In cable driven systems, a majority of the characterization 
has been done on base materials or in human-robot or test-
rig-robot performance studies; however, oftentimes several tex-
tile-based manufacturing methods are used to stitch together 
many materials to form these garments. When using cut-and 
sew processes, the continuity of yarns within these materials 
is destroyed and, in turn, seam strength becomes a major con-
tributor to overall textile robot strength.[180] The field of tex-
tile quality testing provides several methods to evaluate and 
understand the interactions between materials and garment 
formation techniques, such as seam strength tests.[242] Dura-
bility of these garments is an area that has not been directly 
addressed in this field. Rarely are failure modes of textile 
devices reported, nor are the effects of washability on perfor-
mance of these devices over time. Materials systems and dura-
bility testing could provide key insights into the challenges, and 
thus research directions, that materials scientists and textile 
engineers must tackle.

Although cut-and-sew processes are the predominant fab-
rication strategy for these wearable robots, recent work has 
explored the use of 3D knitting in developing cable driven 
actuators. Koerner combined the capabilities of 3D knitting 
with post processing to form high tensile stiffness areas with 
integrated anchoring loops for cables in an assistive glove. Two 
yarn types were initially knit into the structure, where a subse-
quent stream-treatment step enabled the low melt polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) yarn to become more rigid, while selectively 
maintaining flexibility in the areas formed by high melting 
temperature yarns.[247] Computational knitting work by Albaugh 
and colleagues investigated the direct incorporation of tendons 
into soft actuators[113] during the textile formation process. Inlay 
(or weave-in) programmed course-wise (or horizontal) tendons, 
while yarn carrier tangling programmed wale wise (or vertical) 
tendons, and a combination of the two in an alternating pattern 
created diagonal tendons (Figure 8h). These strategies suggest 
a programmed material approach could be employed in devel-
oping monolithic textile-based cable driven wearable robots in 
the future, without stitching or bonding techniques.

Cable driven mechanisms can generate high forces—robots 
that actuate with more than 350 N of force have been reported 
in devices.[41,254] These robots are especially good at high-speed 
actuation (systems with a bandwidth of 20 Hz for force control 
have been demonstrated),[37] which represents an advantage over 

most fluidic and active textile devices (discussed in detail later). 
These attributes make cable driven systems well suited for wear-
able tasks where high forces and high speeds are required, such 
as locomotion or grasping and reaching. Challenges outside the 
area of textiles remain, including reducing battery weight while 
extending battery life and reducing actuator bulk. Yet, when 
developing new devices using these classical linkage and gear 
actuation mechanisms, textile materials innovations have poten-
tial to further improve these robots’ performance. Rapid and 
integrated methods of forming cable driven soft systems[113,247] 
can potentially enable researchers to systematically study cable 
routing strategies, anchoring point locations, and mechanical 
properties of the textile for force routing and comfort.

4.2. Fluidic Textile Actuators

In contrast to cable driven systems, where a static tendon is 
repeatedly coiled through an external pulley system, some wear-
ables change shape at the textile level. Fluidic textile actuators 
accomplish this shape-change when a textile-based pouch,[16,255] 
or several pouches working in unison,[22,256,257] are inflated by 
an external liquid or air source, which may traditionally include 
an air tank, pump, or compressor. Alternative fluidic power 
sources have been suggested[258] and recently used in textile-
based devices.[259,260] These actuators either use a textile as a 
constraining pouch material and contain an oversized internal 
bladder (currently allowing for a larger design space in terms of 
textile structure) or are made from composite heat-sealable tex-
tile materials—fabrics with an integrated thermoplastic coating 
or lamination. The heat sealable approach allows for less com-
plex, more streamlined manufacturing procedures and more 
predictable, less hysteretic behavior, as there are no effects of 
friction and entanglement between the constraining outer tex-
tile and internal bladders.[245,261,262]

Because fluidic textile actuators rely on expansion of blad-
ders, in addition to “pulling” as seen in cable driven systems, 
they are able to “push,” and are used to press up the limbs of 
a wearer as stabilizing structures.[22,32,60] In these actuators, 
textile microstructures and textile-based patterning are lever-
aged to generate a wide array of functional motions for wear-
able robotics including contraction, extension, and bending. 
Graduated pressure levels within the same actuator have been 
used for the actuator to serve as a variable stiffness material.[29] 
When approaching robotic garment development from a pro-
grammed-systems view, a fluidic approach may be quite prom-
ising if a garment requires several types of motions for one or 
more tasks because many diverse motions can be achieved. 
Similar to cable driven systems, textiles are used for anchoring 
to the wearer and providing comfort. To prevent redundancy, 
this topic will not be covered; instead the use of textile global 
shaping techniques and local microstructuring to generate 
actuation will be discussed in detail.

4.2.1. Textile-Based Linear Actuators

Braided textile pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) (or McK-
ibben actuators) employ the microstructure of a braided textile 
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tube to constrain expansion of a stretchable bladder, causing 
the PAM to expand radially and contract along the axial direc-
tion when pressurized[263] (Figure 9a). Braided PAMs are prob-
ably the most ubiquitous textile actuator and have been used 
in wearable robots since their inception in the 1960s.[264] These 
actuators are now employed in many devices with applications 
ranging from locomotion assistance[28,36] to elbow and shoulder 
motion[265] (Figure 9b,c). As investigated experimentally as well 
as via modeling, the braid construction has a large effect on 
actuator behavior.[262,266,267] During actuation, the braid angle 
increases from its initial braid angle towards a neutral angle 
of approximately 54°; afterward, no more contraction and 
expansion can occur because the forces are balanced.[262,267,268] 
Thus, actuators with lower initial braid angles (i.e., closer to 0°) 
have greater stroke lengths and higher force generation capa-
bilities.[266] Braids with lower yarn densities (i.e., fewer strands 
per cm2) and reduced yarn thickness can enable lower braid 
angles and increase actuation stroke, increase work density, and 
reduce braid-bladder friction.[262] However, the lower density of 

constraining material means these braids are less able to con-
tain the internal bladder, at times leading to device failure.[269] 
Friction between the braid and internal bladder is a major cause 
of actuator hysteresis.[261,262] By optimizing the textile-bladder 
parameters, contractions up to 30–35% strain and high forces 
>1000  N (dependent on the radius and pressurization) have 
been achieved.[269,270] As this is a vast research area in itself, for 
more information we suggest reviews on these actuators and 
their modeling.[267,271]

Knitted PAMs (a.k.a. “Paynter” PAMs) are a textile PAM 
variation that keeps a similar extensible bladder and replaces 
the braided textile tube seen in McKibben actuators with a knit 
tube for increased flexibility in the uninflated state. Because 
they are more flexible, knitted PAMs may be less restrictive on 
range of motion and increase comfort in wearables. These actu-
ators were first proposed in a patent by Paynter in 1988.[274] Ball 
and colleagues iterated on the design, developing a PAM from 
a circular weft knitted jersey tube made of ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene (chosen for its high stiffness and low 

Figure 9. Textile-based fluidic linear actuators. a) Schematic of a braided textile actuator: a representative actuator that primarily employs the textile 
microstructure to create linear motion. b) Multiple braided textile actuators used to assist in shoulder motion. Reproduced with permission.[265]  
Copyright 2017, Taylor and Francis. c) Assistive locomotion suit based on McKibben actuators.[28] Alternative Figure provided by the authors and 
reproduced with permission. Copyright 2013, the authors. d) Knitting linear actuators from conductive fibers enables integrated strain sensing. Repro-
duced under the terms of the CC-BY-4.0 license.[272] Copyright 2019, the authors. Published by IEEE. e) Heat-sealable wovens enable linear actuators 
to be flexible and hysteresis-free.[245] Alternative images provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, the authors. Global 
shaping techniques are also used to form textile linear actuators. f) A representative schematic of a pleated textile actuator. g) Gathering enables woven 
textile sheets with integrated elastic tubing to behave as textile IPAMs.[157] Alternative images provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. 
Copyright 2020, the authors. h) Representative schematic of linear multi-chamber actuators or inflatable servos. i) A multi chamber actuator is used in 
an ankle orthosis to assist in plantar flexion, while remaining compliant and low profile.[7] Alternative image provided by the authors and reproduced 
with permission. Copyright 2020, the authors. j) Textile-based bellows enable linear expansion. k) Textile bellows are formed with global patterning 
strategies. Reproduced with permission.[273] Copyright 2014, Taylor and Francis.
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coefficient of friction) containing a polyethylene bladder,[255] 
and developed a model to predict actuation behavior. Due to 
the stretch of the knit structure, a shorter knitted PAM is able 
to produce the same stroke length as a longer braided PAM. 
Knitted PAMs have an expected trade-off; knitted PAMs achieve 
lower maximum force and lower energy output per stroke than 
their braided counterparts. Belforte and colleagues explored 
knitted PAMs further by first stitching off-the-shelf knits into 
PAM based tubes,[275] and, in subsequent studies, compared 
them to stitched off-the-shelf wovens.[276] Confirming the results 
of Ball and colleagues, they observed that a knitted fabric PAM 
had contracted more than a woven PAM upon inflation with 
increased hysteresis. Similar to the characterization in cable 
driven systems, no comments on the addition of seams and 
their effects were reported. Jamil and colleagues built upon this 
concept by knitting conductive yarns into jersey and rib micro-
structures to simultaneously act as the PAM constraining layer 
and displacement sensing component[272,277] (Figure 9d).

Interestingly, researchers have only developed knitted PAMs 
in basic jersey and 1 × 1 rib knit constructions with single mate-
rials, opening up a multitude of research directions. One may 
wonder if other knit constructions (e.g., including self-folding 
structures or those with highly anisotropic stiffness) can over-
come some of the force and hysteresis challenges.

Building on the increased flexibility goal, woven structures 
have been used as textile PAMs. Recently, Naclerio and Hawkes 
sought to develop textile PAMs that remained in a relatively 
planar geometry when uninflated while reducing the PAM hys-
teresis by using a woven heat-sealable textile (HST) in a bladder-
free architecture.[245] By aligning the woven materials such that 
their bias direction falls on the lengthwise axis of the actuator, 
a similar mechanism to braided PAMs can be achieved (with 
maximum contraction ratios of about 30%); however, because 
the textile is a precoated woven sheet, it is relatively flat, and 
bladder-textile friction is no longer present, reducing hysteresis 
(Figure 9e).

In addition to contracting actuators that require pressuriza-
tion in their contracted state, expanding linear actuators may 
be required in robotic garments. For example, these actuators 
have found use in wearable robots for dressing, as the garment 
is required to be in the expanded state (needed for dressing) for 
a much shorter time than it is contracted (needed during wear), 
enabling it to be worn passively and actuated only during don-
ning and doffing activities.[89] Inverse pneumatic artificial mus-
cles (IPAMs) expand axially in the inflated state (and are named 
to differentiate themselves from the majority of PAMs, which 
contract upon inflation),[278] returning to their contracted state 
when deflated. Recently, elastomer-based IPAM implementa-
tions that rely on integrated fibers have been developed and 
implemented in wearables.[89,279,280]

Fully textile-based implementations of IPAMs are also fea-
sible. Braided McKibben actuators once more find relevance 
in this area. Although braided actuators are primarily known 
for their contraction, when the initial braid angle is larger than 
54°, these actuators will extend in length and contact radially 
when pressurized,[268] acting as inverse PAMs. The braid angle 
decreases until the 54° braid angle is reached, and larger initial 
braid angles (i.e., closer to 90°) will increase extension strains. 
The IPAM principle relies on material properties for strain 

recovery (as opposed to a counteracting weight or pre-load in a 
contracting PAM), requiring highly stretchable and stiff mate-
rials to be employed for the IPAM to successfully return to its 
original reduced length. These material considerations may 
explain why elastomer-based IPAMs have been favored in wear-
able devices as opposed to textile-based implementations.

Textile linear actuators do not need to rely only upon the tex-
tile microstructure—global shaping techniques have been used 
to build and improve textile PAMs. Daerden improved PAM 
performance by pleating coated woven textiles (Figure 9f). This 
pleated PAM did not to rely upon bladder and textile deforma-
tion, but instead unfolded to contract.[261] Because there is no 
inter-yarn motion and membrane-braid friction, hysteresis is 
reduced. The pleated design enabled this actuator to achieve 
a stroke of about 41%, and modeling results suggest that 
increasing the number of pleats would further improve per-
formance. Zhu and colleagues used another global shaping 
technique—wrinkling, also known as gathering—to produce 
textile IPAM sheets (Figure  9g). Woven textile sheets are 
stitched together, elastic tubing is inserted with a snug fit, and 
the fabric is pushed into a gathered (or wrinkled) configuration. 
When not pressurized, the elastic nature of the tube causes the 
fabric to return to a gathered form and contract. When pressur-
ized, the elastic tube is constrained radially by the stitching and 
thus expands axially with strains over 100%.[157] Other fabric 
integrated tubing configurations that did not include gathered 
structuring or a snug fit of tubing experienced lower actuation 
strains (in a contraction sense), highlighting the importance of 
the gathered structure architecture.[281]

When developing global-shaping based textile linear actua-
tors, planar implementations remain a design goal for low pro-
file and flexibility. In a multi-pouch textile PAM, known as an 
“inflatable servo” in its first implementation in the 1960s,[282] 
several pouches are linearly connected such that, upon infla-
tion, the pouches change shape from flat to curved, causing 
contraction[282,283] (Figure  9h). These multi-pouch PAMs have 
been used in wearables such as forearm sleeves[284] and loco-
motive orthoses[7] in place of cables for the same contraction 
motions (Figure  9i). Because of the planar design, automated 
systems to form multiple pouches onto one sheet have been 
proposed.[284] In addition to coated textiles, plastic films have 
been used to successfully form these actuators,[283] but a tex-
tile offers more resistance to tear propagation; however, coated 
textiles required to form an airtight bladder are slightly less 
robust than their uncoated counterparts due to the coating’s 
hindrance of yarn motion.[285] In order to maximize the con-
traction, the textile used should have minimal bending stiff-
ness for the pouches to easily transition from flat to curved, as 
well as a relatively high tensile stiffness so that, upon inflation, 
energy is not used for elastic deformation of the material struc-
ture. Past textile-based systems have employed medium weight  
(70 Denier) heat-sealable wovens to accomplish this with a 
Young’s modulus of 224  MPa.[29,286] When considering other 
fabric constructions, a similar stiffness may be acceptable.

Globally patterned textile bellows expand from planar to 3D 
upon inflation, with similar behavior to IPAMs, in a single 
patterned actuator[273] or in discrete multi-pouch architec-
tures[286] (Figure 9j,k). Unlike elastomeric IPAMs, these textile 
actuators can be pulled into a more open state if loaded and 
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are not typically used to lift hanging loads unless actuated 
by vacuum.[273] Instead they act as “pushers” up until a point 
(after which they will buckle without any constraining support 
around their edges).

4.2.2. Programming Fluidic Textile Actuators for Bending 
and Complex Topographies

Aside from linear actuation, wearable devices often require 
complex motions, like bending, or the deployment of struc-
tures that are tailored to support the body. Some of the same 
strategies used to create linear actuators have been trans-
lated and refined in order to create bending, rotational, and 
lifting structures.

Similar to textile bellows, as illustrated in Figure 10a, multi-
pouch actuation techniques rely on discrete pouches with rela-
tively simple architectures attached at a hinge point to create 
torsional motion upon inflation. Thalman and colleagues 
attached these actuators to a textile base to be used in an elbow 
assistance device[22] and used rigid retainers to ensure bending 
motion (Figure  10b). Nguyen and colleagues used three sepa-
rate arrays of these textile actuator pouches in a wearable soft 
continuum limb that had arbitrary kinematics resulting from 
the inflation of specific pouches.[287] Natividad and colleagues 
implemented this multi chamber actuation by having all textile 
actuators connect to a flexible elastomer base “spine” which 
enabled re-configurable quick connections (Figure  10c). The 
actuation profile could be arbitrarily changed by swapping the 
size and location of textile pouch actuators.[257,288] Modular 
actuator approaches could face challenges in requiring the fab-
rication of many pouches to operate, but because of the pouch 
simplicity, researchers have automated the fabrication process 
using CNC methods to seal heat-sealable textiles into pouch 
modules.[287] Additionally, because these modular actuators are 
primarily coupled through mechanical methods, this approach 
enables users to easily swap out failed modules with new ones.

At times, a modular, multi-pouch approach is not preferred 
in order to reduce device complexity, and thus reduce the 
number of potential failure points and minimize the number 
of fluidic lines required for actuation. Stitching- and bonding- 
based techniques have been used as global patterning strategies 
to create singular actuators with complex topographies in order 
to form structures to support the body (Figure 10d). O’Neill  
and colleagues used sewing to create woven constraining layers 
for a multi-chamber actuator and later a bifurcated bending 
actuator to fit under a wearer’s arm for shoulder motion assis-
tance and stabilization.[16,60] Depicted in Figure 10e, their bifur-
cated design enables the arm to be “cradled and held in place.” 
In other instances, engineered actuator shapes are used to 
improve device mechanical performance. Sridar and colleagues 
illustrated that an “I” shaped actuator (akin to an I-beam used 
in construction) applied higher forces to the knee during actua-
tion compared to an “O” shaped actuator when inflated to the 
same internal pressure.[30] Global shaping strategies can also 
enable additional DOFs to be integrated into a system. Liang 
and colleagues first bonded a single piece of fabric in a tube-
like manner to create a soft arm and subsequently bonded 
internal points on this tube to itself in different orientations 

to create two joints for two DOFs.[291] Khin and colleagues 
used a v-shaped inner fold to form a single actuator that could 
generate bending motions.[292] Fang and colleagues stacked 
heat-sealable textile layers and bonded at the edges to form an 
accordion geometry for torsional actuation[289] (Figure 10f). This 
accordion actuator was integrated into a knee-mounted device 
and provided torques as high as 25  Nm when inflated with 
40 kPa of air pressure.

Simple global patterning strategies such as pleating and gath-
ering modify the properties of a single piece of fabric or a simple 
actuator to direct unfolding upon inflation (Figure  10g). Two-
actuator structures are common where a second, longer actuator 
can be attached to the first, shorter actuator in a buckled, pleated 
architecture, allowing bending and extension motions based 
on selective inflation.[52,68,293] Yap has translated this principle 
of attaching a pleated linear actuator to a strain limiting layer 
for actuators used in soft gloves for finger bending assistance[52] 
(Figure  10h). Pleating can be applied to one fabric sheet in a 
two layer actuator to cause unfolding for bending motions[50,294] 
(Figure  10i). Zhou, Correia, and colleagues replaced pleating 
with selective gathering of a layer of fabric in two-layer bending 
actuators for the fingers. The gathering process simplified fabri-
cation, while the selective location enabled actuator articulation 
for joint-like bending in assistive gloves.[67,157]

Others used a combination of tendons and fluidic chambers 
to program and reprogram bending in inflatable actuators, lev-
eraging the flexible nature of textiles to temporarily pleat or 
gather the structures. Stilli demonstrated this principle using 
three tendons routed through a textile-based sleeve that held 
a latex bladder for pneumatic actuation.[295] Maghooa and col-
leagues built on this principle, adding more segments into 
their actuator.[296] More recently, Nassour and colleagues placed 
a textile-TPU composite bladder within a textile housing that 
contained routed tendons.[297,298] By pulling the tendons and 
thus modifying the housing length selectively through pleating, 
different bending, twisting, and elongating behaviors could be 
achieved by the actuators.

Recent work has reduced the number of actuators and com-
plexity of actuator fabrication in wearables by leveraging diverse 
textile microstructures, programming variable areas of stiff-
ness through cut-and-sew stitching and bonding techniques 
(Figure  10j). Wearables with one geometrically simple fluidic 
actuator have been exhibited for some motions, like ankle 
plantar flexion,[17] but many fluidic-based wearables commonly 
incorporate several separate actuators,[7,28] rely on one pouch 
with complex global shaping achieved through sewing,[60] or 
employ multiple textile pouches in unison as one actuator in 
order to program motion.[22,62] Such systems can take advan-
tage of these textile microstructural techniques. Kadowaki 
and colleagues potentially initiated this direction in 2011 by 
inserting a rubber bladder between a stiff woven rubber fabric 
and a more stretchable textile, the structure of which is not 
described. The material mismatch created a bending motion 
upon inflation. By maintaining the configuration of the woven 
rubber and incorporating the stretchable fabric at an angle, a 
bending and twisting motion was achieved.[20] Al-Fahaam and 
colleagues modified a braided IPAM actuator by reinforcing 
one side through stitching in order to constrain expansion, 
leading to bending,[299] and used these actuators in an assistive 
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Figure 10. Textile-based fluidic actuators for bending and complex shaping. a) In a multi-pouch approach, actuators are asymmetrically constrained to induce 
bending. b) Attaching multiple actuators to a fabric substrate generated torques for elbow assistance.[22] Alternative figure provided by the authors and repro-
duced with permission. Copyright 2018, the authors. c) Multi-pouch textile actuators can be selectively attached to a flexible base for a reconfigurable bending 
profile.[257,288] Alternative image provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017, the authors. d) Cut-and-sew processes attach several 
pieces of fabric to make actuators with complex shapes. e) A bifurcated cut-and-sew actuator cradles the shoulder to stabilize it in an assistive robot. Repro-
duced with permission.[16] Copyright 2020, IEEE. f) Layers of heat-sealable textiles bonded selectively enable an accordion-shaped actuator to provide torsional 
assistance to the knee.[289] Alternative image provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, the authors. g) Gathering and pleating 
adds more material fullness for motions such as articulated bending. h) Constrained pleating of a tube-shaped actuator creates a bending motion.[52] Alternative 
photographs provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017, the authors. i) Pleating on a knit pneumatic actuator creates bending 
when paired with a stiffer un-pleated material.[6] Alternative photo provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2018, the authors.  
j) Leveraging the mechanical properties of varied textile structures can program actuation. k) A stretchable knit and a flexible, yet inextensible woven create a 
bending motion in fluidic actuators.[6] Alternative photo provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2018, the authors. l) Jersey knit 
stitches of length l and 2l have different mechanical stiffness and program expansion upon on inflation. Adapted with permission.[290] Copyright 2016, eCAADe.
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glove for grasping.[300] Cappello and colleagues built upon this 
work and developed an actuator by stitching together an effec-
tively inextensible plain weave fabric and a relatively uniaxially 
stretchable warp-knitted raschel into a two sided pouch con-
taining a bladder[6] (Figure  10k). Further iterations employed 
bonding with TPU films to remove the bladder to reduce hys-
teresis and speed up fabrication,[66] while Ge and colleagues 
employed rib knits as the second layer as opposed to a warp 
knit.[68] Because of the balanced nature of the rib structure, the 
curling that is exhibited in other knits is minimized, making 
fabrication easier.

Multitudes of structuring strategies enable off-the-shelf 
textiles to program motion in inflatable actuators, and sev-
eral strategies are oftentimes used simultaneously. Global 
shaping and multiple actuators has made devices for 
shoulder assistance,[62] and gathering paired with textile 
microstructural programming have resulted in bending 
actuators for the fingers.[6,14] Challenges remain regarding 
the extensive amount of operator involvement in fabrication. 
Researchers predominantly in the field of architecture have 
begun to explore knitting as a method to directly prepro-
gram fluidic actuators. Baranovskaya employed a technique 
using the jersey stitch and varying the stitch lengths, L and 
2L, in a binary manner to program bending (Figure 10l);[290] 
stitches of length 2L enabled more expansion upon inflation. 
Stitch density plays a key role in actuator behavior; in sam-
ples that incorporated the same ratios of L and 2L stitches 
overall, those with a higher spatial density of 2L stitches 
underwent more extreme bending upon inflation. Ahlquist 
and colleagues also investigated programming inflatable 
actuators through knit patterning by incorporating relatively 
inextensible “miss stitches” to create stiffer regions[301] and 
by employing multi-gauge knitting. In multi-gauge knit-
ting, the stitch length is altered, similar to Baranovskaya’s 
method, but this change in stitch length is accomplished by 
alternating knitting on every needle (making a stretchable 
region) versus knitting only on every other needle (creating 
a stiffer region).[302]

4.2.3. Textile Jamming

Although most fluidic textile actuators fill with a liquid or gas 
to operate, others have used vacuum jamming to create variable 
stiffness materials that can support the body dynamically when 
needed. Jamming offers some key advantages—leaks can be 
less detrimental to actuator operation because the actuator can 
potentially self-seal, and flexible materials can be transformed to 
stiff materials while maintaining a low profile. However, there 
are trade-offs; because only an absolute amount of vacuum can 
be pulled and stored in a tank (i.e., up to 1 atm), compared to 
the nearly-unlimited potential for storage of a pressurized gas 
in a tank, it may be less practical to use a tank-based system in 
a wearable device, and a pump might be required for operation, 
increasing bulk and weight.

In order to create textile-based vacuum actuators, similar 
approaches to pressurized actuators have been used. Mit-
suda investigated using stacked knit sheets in a vacuum 

layer jamming approach and highlighted that the knit textile 
orientation (warp-wise, weft-wise, or alternating both direc-
tions) affected the jammed materials stiffness.[117] By inte-
grating the sheets into a glove, a wearable force display was 
realized. Li and colleagues used heat sealable textile pouches 
to encapsulate foam and plastic origami skeletons. Foam and 
plastic directed motion for artificial muscle actuators when 
vacuum was applied.[193] Sadeghi and colleagues performed 
a preliminary feasibility study on further integrated textile 
jamming.[303] They used a woven cotton fabric covered with 
plastic beads contained within a pouch. The beads acted 
as an interlocking mechanism when vacuum was pulled 
to improve the frictional contact, while the textile in an  
unjammed state remained flexible. The resulting stiffness of 
the jammed material scaled with bead size. Non-textile-based 
wearables with vacuum jamming have been used to provide 
resistance in haptic interfaces for training, games, and reha-
bilitation exercises.[304] As this is a relatively new approach 
in the wearables space, this may be a topic to follow for new 
methods of using textile structures and other new wear-
able robot applications, such as variable stiffness protective 
sports gear.

4.2.4. Conclusions for Fluidic Textile Actuators

Volumetric expansion strains of textile fluidic actuators can be 
considered infinite—planar fabric pouches inflate to 3D struc-
tures—while strains of 41% and >100% have been realized for 
uniaxial contraction and expansion, respectively.[157,261] Forces 
for fluidic actuators can be high: >1000 N is achievable[269] and 
interaction forces of 450  N between a fluidic actuator and the 
body have been demonstrated.[62] Actuation speed remains a 
challenge and bandwidth is dependent upon the chosen infla-
tion pressure, which in turn can dictate the resulting forces. 
For example, a representative bandwidth of a braided PAM or 
McKibben system is 2.4  Hz.[305] To overcome this issue, there 
may be some potential in carefully redesigning the actuator 
and system. The total volume of actuators in a system has been 
shown to affect the bandwidth exponentially,[288] suggesting fab-
rication strategies, such as braiding and 3D knitting, may find 
function in developing global actuator shapes that can maxi-
mize force at lower volumes. Most fluidic actuators that use 
gas (CO2, N2, air) as a fluid simply vent to the environment to 
deflate, but researchers have looked to improve this process. 
These researchers include Teh, Goetz, and their colleagues, 
who sped up the emptying rate by including a vacuum chamber 
in their fluidic systems.[122,306]

Several failure modes have been reported in these actuators. 
When using heat sealable textile laminates, pouch leakage and 
disconnections from fluidic tubing and fittings have occurred 
when over-pressurized.[245,288] Some of these actuators have 
been successfully cycled up to 100 000 times with minimal 
performance changes.[245] Delamination is less of a problem in 
cut-and-sew actuators with separate bladders, but these face dif-
ferent issues. Stitched actuators containing a separate bladder 
are afflicted by stitch failure, bladder “ballooning,” and fabric 
tearing at stitch interfaces.[157] Monolithic textile constraining 
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layers (braids, 3D knits) can mitigate stitch-based failures, but 
ballooning of the bladder can still occur, especially when yarn 
density is low.[269] Indicating these failure modes is a step in 
the right direction—work can be directed towards solving these 
problems, but there remains much work to be done in further 
studying the effects of long term term cyclic actuation as well as 
device washability.

Because of the ease of production and large diversity of 
actuation profiles achieved using this method, spanning from 
artificial muscles, to bending actuators, to linear “pushers,” 
device-level implementations for many wearable robotic tasks 
include trousers for ease of doffing clothing,[89] McKibben 
leg wraps to assist with ankle motion,[307] and pouch-driven 
devices to improve range of motion of the shoulder.[60] The 
diversity of achievable motions is promising as a path towards 
multifunctional devices with distributed actuators with spe-
cific programmed motions. A large frontier of opportunities in 
this area is related to efficiently and systematically designing 
these actuators, by pre-programming motion through textile 
structural design, as opposed to empirically developing 
such devices, relying on time-consuming prototyping and 
iteration cycles.

4.3. Active Yarn-Based Textile Actuators

Actuation utilizing active or shape-changing yarns enables 
electronic, thermal, and mass transfer (or absorption) based 

actuation mechanisms to be employed for wearable robots. 
In the purest sense, these materials are shape-changing in 
the yarn state, and subsequently structured into textiles; 
however, “shape-changing yarns” have been used to describe 
actuators where an active yarn is subsequently structured 
into a textile actuator (Figure  11a) or when an existing tex-
tile structure is functionalized in order to actuate. The 
effects of the fabrication pathway on performance have not 
been quantitatively evaluated in scenarios where both strate-
gies are possible (e.g., coating a yarn with carbon nanotube 
(CNT) particles before knitting and after knitting), and their 
differences may affect actuator behavior. For example, while 
coating a material in the textile structure, overlapping yarns 
may prevent uniform coating on each individual yarn; on 
the other hand, the high mechanical stresses and frictions 
induced during textile structuring could cause coatings to 
flake off, and both scenarios could potentially affect how well 
an actuator performs. In this section, we include both fab-
rication strategies to reduce redundancy, and we note that 
more work on investigation of the fabrication effects may 
be informative.

There are relatively few examples of full robotic garments 
using these shape-changing yarn strategies compared to 
the prior two approaches, and these garments are typically 
actuated through shape memory alloy (SMAs),[88] fluidic,[59] 
and environmental absorption-based approaches.[99] Most 
of these devices have been actuation-focused and do not 
include closed-loop feedback control. We speculate that the 

Figure 11. Active yarn actuators. a) Thin fluidic actuators, SMAs, and thermally responsive polymers act as active yarns and are integrated into 
larger textile structures. b) A woven fluidic yarn actuator undergoes greater contraction strains than those of the constituent yarns.[59] Alternative 
photographs provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2019, the authors. c) By modifying the geometry and mechanical 
properties of passive weft yarns woven with fluidic actuating yarns, the actuation deformations in an unconstrained state can vary.[9] Alternative 
photograph provided by the authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2019, the authors. d) Optimizing the knit loop geometry and SMA 
wire diameter enables variable contraction ratios in SMA knits for body topography matching in self-fitting garments. e) Indicative knit structures. 
Adapted with permission.[88] Copyright 2019, Wiley. f ) Drawing SMAs into microfibers and spinning them into yarn produces softer and more 
“knittable” materials while maintaining shape memory effects. Reproduced with permission.[312] Copyright 2020, Wiley. g) Coiling is a common 
strategy to amplify contractile actuation of polymeric yarns, like nylon depicted here. Adapted with permission.[313] Copyright 2014, AAAS. h) Coiled 
monofilament yarns have been woven (left) and knit (right) into textile architectures to amplify actuation forces and strains. Reproduced with 
permission under the PNAS license to publish.[314] Copyright 2016, National Academy of Sciences. i) Spandex coiled actuating yarns woven into a 
textile, with conducting yarns for heating, assist arm lifting.[315] Alternative photographs provided by Prof. Choi on behalf of the authors. Copyright 
2018, the authors.
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lack of full devices is because the research field is focused 
primarily on the materials themselves. Stemming from the 
materials focus: i) There are more stages to system develop-
ment when compared to using off-the-shelf materials (i.e., 
textile yarns and fabric sheets), and with more stages come 
more possibilities to propagate failures from material to full 
wearable system. ii) The need to fabricate large amounts of 
material, and potentially structure it, is not feasible in terms 
of cost, time, and quality control using laboratory-scale 
setups. iii) The development of these materials is performed 
by a different community of researchers, wherein the mate-
rial performance is the end-goal itself and devices are mainly 
proof-of-concept demonstrations.

4.3.1. Fluidic Active Yarn Actuators

Unlike fluidic actuators discussed previously in Section  4.2, 
fluidic active yarn actuators employ fluidic yarns that are in 
turn structured into textiles to program actuation. These yarns 
are typically braided PAMs (whose operation is described in  
Section 4.2.1) forming “Russian Doll actuators” through textile 
structure stacking. Similar to fluidic actuators, they have been 
integrated into wearables, sometimes in parallel with their 
development, such as in haptic posturing garments[308] and 
arm-lifting assistive devices.[59]

Funabora “wove” extremely thin (1.3  mm diameter) 
braided PAMs into a larger structure.[308] The “woven” struc-
ture is a pseudo-textile because yarn friction did not cause 
the yarns to remain in place; rather, rigid polymeric junction 
clamps kept the structure together. Yet this proof-of-concept 
highlighted the value of textile structures. By controlling 
two sets of yarn (one on the face and one on the back) in 
both the warp and weft directions, the fabric “sheet” could 
bend and twist—realizing 3D motions from yarn contrac-
tion. Funabora later modified their fabric design to create 
a true textile and wove a plain weave structure from Lycra 
spandex and threaded braided PAMs through this textile at 
off axis angles (approximately 15° from the warp yarns).[309] 
By folding the textile in half, these actuators appeared both 
on the face and back of the device and could realize forward 
to backwards and side-to-side bending motions as well as 
twisting motions.

In addition to creating out-of-plane motions, textile struc-
tures can improve PAM contraction ratios. Koizumi and col-
leagues discovered that by structuring braided PAMs into 
larger braids they could enhance the contraction ratio—their 
braided PAMs contracted 37% when braided compared to 
the 25% ratio of their constituent PAM yarns. However, the 
contraction force was reduced and this reduction scaled with 
braiding angle of the larger braid.[310,311] In 2019 Abe and 
colleagues wove braided PAMs into a larger modified plain 
weave structure wherein two crossing braided PAM weft 
yarns were threaded through at each pass as depicted in 
Figure 11b. This structure resulted in an increase of the PAM 
contraction ratio by about 19%.[59] They highlight that, even 
when only actuating the warp, the actuator saw increased con-
traction and they hypothesized that the rigidity of the braid 
maintains the woven structure and prevents out of plane 

deformation during contraction, leading to this improved dis-
placement. Hiramitsu and colleagues explored the effects of 
plain weaving a braided PAM as the weft and using yarns of 
different geometries and mechanical properties as the warp.[9] 
Because the PAMs expand radially, they push the passive 
warp yarns into more exaggerated undulating paths, causing 
textile contraction. Based on their results, they suggest pas-
sive warp yarns should be flat with high bending stiffness, 
but not greater than that of the braided PAM in order to maxi-
mize contraction force. They also anecdotally illustrate the 
different effects of passive yarn geometry upon textile shape-
change (Figure  11c), suggesting this area may benefit from 
further research.

Because of the material simplicity (i.e., off the shelf braids 
and elastic tubing), a fluidic active yarn approach may pro-
vide an excellent testbed to understand geometric and 
mechanical actuation effects of contracting and extending 
yarns. Aside from some of the previously discussed chal-
lenges in fluidic actuators, one issue in this approach is that 
the braids of different yarns may potentially interfere with 
each other through frictional effects or “clogging” during 
operation. Koizumi and colleagues observed that structures 
with more intersections between their constituent PAM 
“yarns” had more hysteresis and lower contraction force and 
hypothesized this clogging interaction was the cause.[310] 
More work may need to be conducted on developing yarn 
systems that isolate the PAM yarns from each other while 
preserving their intra-yarn braid motion, which causes con-
traction in the first place.

4.3.2. Shape Memory Alloy Yarn Actuators

In shape memory alloys or SMAs, the actuation is generated 
from different crystalline phases that are favored at different 
temperatures. In the martensite phase, the material takes on 
an orthorombic or monoclinic twinned crystal structure, while 
heating up to the austenite phase transforms the material to a 
cubic structure. Under adequate stresses, the crystal structure 
in the twinned martensite phase allows the material to become 
detwinned and elongate. Leveraging these phase changes, 
SMAs can be used as linear actuators by “preprogramming” 
the material at high temperature, cooling down the material 
to its martensite phase in which it elongates when a load is 
applied, and subsequently reheating back to the austenite 
phase where it contracts to the programmed shape. Subse-
quent loaded cycles between both phases through heating and 
cooling enable repeated actuation. SMAs represent one of the 
most mature fields in the area of active textile materials, and 
several devices have been developed. Textile-based wearable 
devices for self-fitting[316] and active compression[88,317] using 
knits made fully from active SMA materials, active compres-
sion garments consisting of discrete SMA fibers,[158,318] active 
orthotics in which SMAs are patterned into a textile sub-
strate,[39] and shape-changing garments for visual commu-
nication using SMAs incorporated in a felted textile[112] have 
been demonstrated.

Because SMAs are conductive, they can be used as a self-
contained actuation system by directly connecting a power 
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source to the ends of the SMA, applying a current to heat the 
SMA, and conversely removing the applied current to allow 
the SMA to cool. These materials have relatively low actua-
tion strains (4–8%) in their native monofilament state,[319,320] 
so methods of amplification have been used in textile actua-
tors including coiling the SMA, which can lead to strains of 
≈50% with 0.25  N of force[321] before integrating into a textile 
through interlacing,[322] sewing,[323] or discretely connecting 
SMA yarns.[130,158,159,318] Textile structuring, namely knitting the 
SMA “yarns,” can also enable increased actuation strains. In 
one study, knitting enabled strains of ≈51% at moderate forces 
(1.22 N) or strains of ≈4% with enhanced forces (12 N).[324]

Knit textile structuring can direct contraction and out of 
plane motion for SMAs. Because a rib knit self-folds into a 
waved architecture, Abel leveraged this property and illustrated 
that a 2 × 2 rib stitch could be used as a lifting actuator able to 
displace up to 6.3 mm at a force of approximately 20 N, with 
its maximum work achieved when displacing approximately 
60  N of load over 4  mm.[319] Using knit structures, Abel and 
colleagues illustrated that 3D pre-programmed shape-changes 
of SMA textiles could be achieved[8,325] by varying the ratio and 
location of knit and purl loops, which changes the localized bal-
ance of the mictostrucutred material, and by including transfer 
stitches. Achievable motions included folding, rolling, and 
localized torques. Eschen and Abel defined the simplest set of 
geometric parameters to describe SMA knit loop geometry as 
the knit index, a function of loop length and wire diameter.[326] 
Knit actuator performance is a function of wire diameter  
and knit index; for example, the maximum percent contrac-
tion of an active knit scales with the knit index. A design tool 
for knit actuators was created using these findings. Gran-
berry and colleagues leveraged these design guidelines and, 
along with 3D anthropometric scan data, were able to develop  
SMA knit structures that initially enable ease for garment 
donning and subsequently use body heat to contract to accu-
rately match the topographical shapes of the wearer’s limb[88] 
(Figure 11d,e). In addition to the knit and purl stitches used in 
these studies, more complex knit structures including needle 
lace with buttonhole stitches and needle lace with ceylon 
stitches can create SMA textiles that deform in an auxetic 
manner as well as shear during actuation.[327] This research is 
indicative of a rich area that can benefit from continued knit 
stitch exploration.

Woven architectures have also been used with SMA yarns 
to direct bending actuation and multiply actuation force. Han 
illustrated deformation programmability by weaving SMAs 
into varying woven structures along with additional nylon 
warps and glass fibers as the weft. They subsequently formed 
composites with these textiles and additional layers of plain 
woven glass fiber fabrics using polydimethylsiloxsne (PDMS) 
as an adhesive and recovering spring. The woven structure 
affected the bending behavior of their actuator—a plain weave 
created a higher bending deformation than a satin weave.[328] 
Weaving enables multiple SMA wire “yarns” to be incorpo-
rated into a larger structure to multiply the force of singular 
yarns without generating the high bending rigidity observed in 
sheet metal. Skalitsky and colleagues wove SMAs with a modi-
fied narrow fabric loom in a plain weave process with a binder 
yarn at the edges. They illustrated that an SMA woven fabric 

behaves like a collection of SMA wires in terms of stress, 
but had a lower axial stiffness (78% of that of unstructured 
wires).[329,330]

The SMA yarn structure and textile-integration method must 
be compatible with each other. When coiled SMA yarns were 
stitched onto fabrics, the stitch length was set equal to the 
coil circumference so that the SMA could coil fully, and thus 
contract fully.[323] Before integrating SMAs into textile struc-
tures, other groups modified the SMA “yarn” to incorporate 
additional functional properties: Han and Ahn reproduced 
the knit structures developed by Abel and first corespun their 
SMA (Figure 7) to prevent shorting between knit yarns and to 
increase friction to reduce slippage within their shape-mor-
phing device.[331] Yuen and colleagues included SMP sheaths 
and an external conductor on their yarns to set and hold actu-
ation-induced stiffness.[332] Weinberg and colleagues created 
NiTi microfilaments through a novel drawing method and 
utilized yarn spinning techniques to spin these microfilament 
bundles into twisted plied yarns (Figure 7) in order to produce 
SMA yarns with reduced bending stiffness when compared to 
filament wires of the same diameter.[312] These yarns are more 
“knittable” because of their reduced bending stiffness, enabling 
textiles with higher yarn densities and improved wearability 
while maintaining similar shape memory effects to those seen 
in monofilament SMA knits (Figure 11f).

SMA actuators are promising: they are often formed from 
commercially engineered materials, they can be successfully 
integrated into textile structures using several techniques, and 
they achieve relatively high strains and forces through textile 
hierarchy with rapid contraction rates relative to body motions. 
However, there are several key challenges in implementing 
SMAs in wearables: i) SMA textile actuators overall have a fast 
contraction speed, but their expansion is quite slow because 
the wire must cool to the environment. ii) The temperatures 
required to heat many SMA actuators are non-trivial, reaching 
over 100 °C.[333] For such devices to be safely worn on or close 
to the body, they need additional insulating layers, but as these 
layers prevent heat from escaping, they may further slow the 
cooling rate. iii) As most SMA actuators are made from metal 
filaments, they may cause wearer discomfort due to weight and 
stiffness, although recent efforts show promise in mitigating 
this issue.[312]

4.3.3. Thermally Induced Polymeric Yarn Actuators

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are able to actuate in a ther-
mally-induced manner, similar to SMAs, but SMPs can pos-
sess higher intrinsic recoverable elastic deformations than 
SMAs (up to 800% compared to <8%), have lower densities 
(0.9–1.1  g  cm−3 compared to 6–8  g  cm−3), and are less expen-
sive (<$10 lb−1 vs ≈ $250 lb−1).[334] However, there are trade-offs: 
recovery speeds are slower than SMAs and stresses generated 
are two orders of magnitude lower than those of SMAs.[334] In 
addition to a thermal stimulus, SMPs have been developed 
to be responsive to other stimuli as well, including pH and 
light.[335] SMPs are beginning to see incorporation in robotic 
garments, including those for dressing[91] and arm lifting assis-
tance.[315] In a typical SMP cycle, the polymer is deformed at 
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a temperature higher than its SMP transition temperature, 
then it is subsequently cooled (below the transition state), and 
the load is removed, freezing the polymer in this new shape 
with minimal recovery. When the polymer is heated once more 
above the transition temperature (in an unloaded state), the 
polymer chains become mobile, stored strain energy is recov-
ered, and the polymer returns to its initial shape.

In coiled polymer yarn actuators, this process is slightly 
different: 1) in an actuator, the load is not typically removed 
during operation, and 2) the actuator is usually not frozen or 
set in place, although some textile applications have used this 
feature of SMPs to freeze other fabric actuators in place[332,336] 
or to create variable stiffness fabrics.[337] Instead, a mechanism 
slightly more nuanced for semi-crystalline monofilaments 
drives actuation. Although typical thermoplastic monofilament 
yarns are engineered to have highly aligned polymer chains 
though thermal drawing, creating crystalline microdomains, 
aligned yet semi-amorphous regions still exist within many 
of these polymers. These amorphous regions are where the 
majority of motion occurs. The amorphous regions link crys-
talline domains in a highly extended low volume fraction state 
(meaning they are stretched out linearly but are not closely 
packed). When heated, these molecules’ moduli increase due to 
the thermodynamics of rubber elasticity pulling upon the crys-
talline domains, thus contracting the monofilament axially.[313]

Similar to SMAs, in order to improve actuation stroke, coils 
and twist are incorporated into these yarns. As illustrated by 
Haines and colleagues, the tensile stroke of heating-induced 
contraction is amplified,[313] enabling substantial contrac-
tion strains of up to 49% for nylon yarns (Figure  11g). Actua-
tion frequently requires high temperatures (often ≈100 °C or 
more depending on the polymer),[313] and using higher actua-
tion temperatures has been reported as a method to reduce 
hysteresis.[338] Integrated conductors used for resistive heating 
enable heat to be directly applied to the polymer, reducing 
heat transfer requirements and enabling these active yarns to 
be self-contained systems. Haines implemented twisted CNT 
fibers as the conductor, and other researchers later employed 
simpler, potentially less hazardous, and lower cost implementa-
tions, including using silver paint on nylon fibers,[339] plating 
through lab-prepared electroless silver plating processes on 
PET yarns,[246] and simply using off-the-shelf conductive silver-
plated nylon yarns as the base for coiled actuators.[340]

Polymeric material innovations have also led to improved 
performance. To improve the strain performance over long-term 
cyclic use, Yang and colleagues used a less crystalline polymer, 
spandex, in the same coiled architecture and saw improved 
long-term actuator repeatability.[341] Fan and Li incorporated a 
cross-linked poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) into the coiled struc-
ture because they argued chemical crosslinked shape memory 
polymers ensure a stable network and enable tunable actuator 
behavior through modifying the degree of cross-linking. Actua-
tion strains of up to 68% at a temperature range from 20 to  
67 °C (a change of 47 °C) were achieved,[342] much lower than those 
observed in nylons. Minimizing the required actuation temper-
ature remains a research goal, especially in a wearables context 
in order to maintain wearer safety without requiring additional 
insulation layers. Kanik and colleagues took a multi-material 
approach and formed a coiled actuating yarn with a bimorph 

fiber formed from high density polyethylene and a cyclic olefin 
copolymer elastomer through thermal drawing.[111] They chose 
these materials for compatibility with thermal drawing, driven 
by viscosity matching, and to maximize the difference in nega-
tive thermal expansion between the materials, which they 
believed further reduced the temperature to drive actuation. 
This strategy proved effective; for example, a 50% contraction 
strain with a temperature change of only 14 °C was possible.

Another approach is to use a different class of materials—
Roach and colleagues leveraged liquid crystal elastomers 
(LCEs), which undergo shape-change by a transition between 
nematic and isotropic states upon a stimulus, achieving rapid 
shape-change.[343] By using a custom fabrication process, 
lengths of LCE relevant for textiles were produced and strained, 
thereby aligning the LCE mesogens as required for operation. 
By transitioning from −20 to 120 °C (a change of 140 °C), an 
actuation strain of 51% was achieved. Although the tempera-
tures required here are high, LCE yarns have not been explored 
in detail, potentially because of alignment challenges, high-
lighting an important first step. Although heating elements are 
not typically included in these materials’ chemistry innovations, 
they should not be ignored because they must meet the strain 
and adhesion requirements of the yarns.

Polymeric actuating yarns have been integrated into tex-
tiles. Roach and colleagues incorporated LCE yarns as threads 
by sewing them through woven and knit structures to create 
actuation directed by passive textile structuring. Knit tubes 
contracted and expanded radially, and sewn knits with moun-
tain and valley seams folded upon heating of the LCE yarn.[343] 
Haines and colleagues structured piled coiled actuating nylon 
yarns into braids. When the braid was kept radially constrained 
(i.e., wrapped over a rigid tube), it lifted a 630 g load by a 16.4% 
contraction strain. An additional effect was that pores between 
yarns decreased by 20.6%. Although the temperatures used 
to actuate were quite high (93 °C), the shape-change suggests 
potential for thermoregulation wearables.[313]

Haines also explored woven textiles by plain weaving coiled 
polymeric nylon yarn actuators in the warp direction with spun 
yarns and silver-plated nylon conductors in the weft as struc-
tural insulating layers and heating elements, respectively. The 
woven actuators were able to provide 12% reversible contrac-
tion for a 2  kg load.[313] Steele and colleagues wove the artifi-
cial muscle fibers developed by Haines into a textile using 
cotton and silver yarns as the weft for stability and integrated 
heating, respectively.[91] Intuitively, more actuating yarns in 
parallel amplify actuator force, and they were able to generate 
a maximum of 6.5  N of force with their woven structure at  
135 °C after 3.9 min of heating, compared to ≈0.7 N achieved 
by a single yarn (although the single yarn was only heated to 
80 °C). Yang and colleagues used five of their coiled spandex 
yarns[341] as warp yarns in plain weave flat and cylindrical woven 
structures with silver-plated nylon conductive fibers and acrylic 
fibers as the wefts.[315] The cylindrical textile had a 32.7% con-
traction with a 10.3  N load, while the planar fabric contracted 
34.3% with a 4.91  N load. By integrating a 12-yarn version of 
this actuator into a sweater, they assisted motion of a manne-
quin arm (Figure 11i).

Haines additionally formed their active nylon yarns into a 
jersey knit architecture through machine knitting (Figure  11h, 
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right), illustrating that the bending stiffness of these yarns is 
low enough to be compatible with knitting machinery; however, 
they provided no characterization of knit actuator textile per-
formance.[314] An additional variation in which coiling was not 
performed saw a CNT coated spandex polymer integrated into 
a knit textile by Foroughi and colleagues in a circular knitting 
machine (forming a knit tube).[344] Here, the contraction mech-
anism remains the same, but there was no amplification step 
through coiling because the spandex exhibited high actuation 
strains on its own. Contraction strains of the knit textile were 
found to be up to 16.5%, when prestrained to 100% through 
loading, after heating to 70 °C.

Polymeric yarn actuators offer a lower cost option to produce 
actuating textiles when compared to their SMA counterparts. 
These materials offer high strains (>50% strains have been 
achieved in yarns without textile structuring)[111,343] and are 
inherently lighter in weight than SMAs. Speed remains a major 
challenge, and actuation temperatures have been highlighted as 
an issue specifically for wearables[315]; however, new materials 
improvements are beginning to alleviate these concerns.[111] 
Unlike SMA yarns, little characterization of the textile struc-
tural effects on actuation behavior has been performed and 
rarely are parameters like loop length in knits or yarn densities 
in wovens noted. One can potentially assume that the lessons 
learned when incorporating SMA yarns into textiles would 
carry over into these systems; however, because a majority of 
these actuators are coiled, while SMAs are more commonly 
uncoiled in knits and wovens,[88,329] the effects of coil friction 
and locking may need further investigation. Effects of passive 
yarns in these systems are also rarely considered. For example, 
passive weft yarns have commonly been used in woven archi-
tectures,[91,313,315] but the bending stiffness of the weft yarns is 
not described in these articles. One may hypothesize that these 
yarns have low bending stiffness relative to the warp, but as 
seen in fluidic woven actuators,[9] this area could benefit from 
more thorough characterization. Although the integrated tex-
tiles employ only simple architectures, and the nuanced effects 
of realized structures need to be studied further, these suc-
cessful structuring steps shows promise for additional textile 
processing of these yarns.

4.3.4. Electronic Induced Absorption and Mass-Transfer 
Mechanisms

Electronic induced absorption-based or swelling actua-
tion mechanisms create actuators in which the active yarn is 
designed to uptake another material or transfer material inter-
nally for motion upon application of an electronic stimulus. 
These materials typically expand upon a stimulus as opposed 
to thermally driven actuators (SMAs, SMPs), which contract. 
Some of these actuators employ a combination of active and 
passive areas into their design to program motion. One of 
the most common approaches is reversible electrochemically-
induced ion absorption.

Some of the earliest work was conducted on CNTs, making 
them one of the most common materials classes in these actu-
ating yarns. CNT yarns were developed in the early 2000s by 
drawing CNTs from a multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) forest 

and hand spinning with motors.[345] In CNT yarn actuators, a 
voltage is applied between a CNT yarn electrode and a counter 
electrode in an ionic solution. The suggested mechanism of 
actuation involves charge buildup that causes ions from solu-
tion to become attracted to the yarns, leading to ion inser-
tion and intercalation. These ions and solvent cause the yarn 
volume to increase.[346,347]

The conversion of this volumetric expansion to yarn motion 
is predominantly dictated by yarn architecture and boundary 
conditions. Chirality plays a large role in operation. When a 
yarn is unbalanced, meaning it contains twist of one chirality, 
when either constrained or unconstrained, torsional actuation 
in the form of untwist can occur.[347] Similar to McKibben mus-
cles (discussed in Section  4.2.1), CNT actuating yarns have a 
winding helical architecture. When this architecture is smaller 
than approximately 54° and the ends are constrained, the yarn 
additionally contracts when the volume increases.[347–350] Fur-
thermore, yarn architecture can improve tensile actuation. 
Coils, achieved through overtwist or winding around a mandrel, 
can improve tensile stroke tenfold in some systems because the 
torque generated through untwisting the yarn pulls adjacent 
coils together.[348,351–353] Plying an overtwisted and coiled CNT 
yarn in an opposing direction creates a torque-balanced struc-
ture and allows for a self-contained structure that can contract 
without external tethering.[349]

Most recently, designer yarn structures have been proposed 
to further improve actuation stroke and work. Kim and col-
leagues developed a three-level hierarchical yarn consisting 
of twist, plying, and coiling to optimize contraction stroke.[354] 
Through their highly-architectured structure they obtained 
a maximum tensile stroke of 15.1% for an applied stress of 
36.4  MPa. Additionally, alternative materials systems have 
been explored, either to improve actuation performance or to 
increase manufacturability of electrochemically actuating yarns. 
Graphene has been introduced into to CNT yarns. Hyeon and 
colleagues used graphene specifically as a guest material to 
increase capacitance and improve actuation contraction, with 
a tensile stroke of approximately 19%.[355] Qiao leveraged a 
CNT-reduced GO yarn to increase capacitance and enhance ion 
diffusion to optimize performance for low cost aqueous elec-
trolytes.[356] In addition to CNTs, polymeric and polymer-com-
posite systems have been developed. Active yarns formed from 
organic conductors such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
(PEDOT) and polypyrrole (PPy) (PEDOT:PPy) applied to cellu-
losic fabrics and PET-CNT-PPy composites have been developed 
to actuate based on this ion-motion mechanism.[353,357]

Recently, both the effects of alternative architectures as well 
as guest-host materials systems have been leveraged to improve 
actuating yarn performance. In 2019, Mu and colleagues created 
a new paradigm of a “sheath run artificial muscle”, wherein a 
twisted and coiled CNT yarn was coated with a polymer in a 
manner to prevent polymer infiltration into the base yarn.[358] 
The polymer sheath acts as a returning spring, enabling repeat-
able, reversible actuation in several mechanisms based on the 
yarn-material system, including electrochemical actuation. A 
coiled CNT-nylon 6 yarn could provide a contractile actuation 
stroke of 14.3%, lifting a load for an applied stress of 36 MPa.

As these materials require an electrolyte bath and cycles 
are eventually limited by bath evaporation, they are somewhat 
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impractical for wearables.[346] Some alternative strategies have 
been suggested. For CNT yarn actuators, the electrolyte solu-
tion has been replaced with with paraffin wax to remove the 
need for a liquid bath and an additional electrode.[348] Voltage 
could be applied to the yarn which would in turn expand 
the wax and contract the yarn. Polymer electrolyte gels have 
also been used. Lee and colleagues prepared a CNT artificial 
muscle and subsequently coated the yarn with a gel electrolyte 
to make an electrolyte muscle.[349] Their solid state artificial 
muscle exhibited a maximum stoke of 11.6% for an applied 
stress of 12–30  MPa, which is slightly lower than the same 
muscle in a electrolyte bath which had a stroke of 16%. Actua-
tors with other programmed motions have leveraged this 
approach. Wu and colleagues made a textile actuator in which 
a polymer electrolyte gel and ionic liquid were trapped within 
a knit fabric between two conductive ink layers.[359] This 
actuator bends upon an applied voltage due to ion migration, 
could function in air, and demonstrated a maximum strain 
of 0.28% and a stress of 0.21  MPa using an input of 3  V at 
0.1 Hz.

One specific class of gel-based actuating textiles that are 
gaining traction are plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) gels, 
a type of ionic electroactive polymer. When these gels are placed 
between electrodes of specific geometries, the motion of ions 
deforms the gel with the application of an electric field (typi-
cally <400 V).[360] This voltage is high when compared to some 
of the previously described strategies requiring ions to migrate 
within a yarn. Yet, when compared to dielectric elastomer actu-
ators (to be discussed later), which rely on a similar architec-
ture, PVC gel actuators demonstrate similar performance with 
lower voltages.

There are limited textile examples of these actuation strat-
egies. Maziz and colleagues knit a 2 × 1 rib and wove a 4/4 
twill from staple spun lyocell yarns and subsequently coated 
the fabric with PEDOT:PPy.[357] Using an electrolyte bath, a 
counter electrode, and a reference electrode, they could drive 
ion migration and actuate the fabric, and they observed effects 
of the textile structure on performance. Including more func-
tional woven yarns in the structure slightly improved actuation 
force and displacement, while using a knit structure greatly 
improved actuation strain. When knitting a 1 × 1 rib with 
spandex yarn as the core (instead of lyocell), the actuation strain 
was amplified to 3%. Lee and colleagues created a solid state 
CNT artificial muscle braid by forming an anode CNT braid, 
coating it with gel electrolyte, wrapping this with a cathode 
CNT braid (Figure  12a), and coating once more with gel.[349] 
With an applied voltage of 5 V, the muscle contracted approxi-
mately 5% with an applied stress of 24  MPa. PVC gel textiles 
have been formed by weaving core-sheath plasticized PVC gel 
yarns as the warp (and cathodes) through aluminum tubes as 
the weft (and anodes).[361] Upon applying a 600  V stimulus, a 
53% total contraction strain was achieved.

The majority of these mechanisms have been used for linear 
actuation, but other architectures are beginning to emerge.[359] 
Originally, small actuation strains were achieved (≈1%); how-
ever, through the use of coils and hierarchical structuring, 
moderate actuation contraction strains of up to 16% have been 
realized.[349] Furthermore, by using PVC gel actuating yarns 
in a textile-like structure, a contraction of 53% was possible. 

Actuation stresses can be relatively high. Loads resulting in 
stresses of 37 MPa have been lifted by these actuators.[349] Typ-
ical actuation cycle speeds can fall within the 0.1–10 Hz range; 
higher speeds reduce the actuation stroke.[349,359] These actua-
tors can be driven by low voltages (typically <10  V except for 
PVC gel actuators) and gel electrolytes are replacing electrolyte 
baths, enabling more practical “solid state” actuators. Cost also 
may be a factor—these actuators are primarily formed from 
CNTs, which can be expensive, and although potentially lower 
cost conducting polymer implementations have been demon-
strated as alternatives, their actuation strokes and forces have 
been thus far much lower.[357]

4.3.5. Environmentally Induced Mass-Transfer Mechanisms

In addition to electrical stimuli, environmental changes can 
induce absorption and mass transfer mechanisms. Moisture 
driven—or hygroscopic—actuators are the prevalent actuator 
class using this mechanism. Actuating yarns swell in the pres-
ence of vapors or liquids based on their chemistries and drive 
textile shape-change.

Figure 12. More active yarn actuators. a) CNT yarns are braided into a 
composite actuator through a maypole braiding process. Reproduced 
with permission.[349] Copyright 2017, Wiley. b) Bimorph architectures 
have been used in actuating yarns to improve contraction and create 
bending motions. c) Knit bimorph fiber multifilament yarns expand and 
separate fiber spacing through humidity-induced actuation, changing 
the IR properties of the textile. Adapted with permission.[349] Copyright 
2019, AAAS. d) Textile composites with TPU layers and living cells act as 
bimorph actuators to open and close flaps in a garment for dynamic ther-
moregulation assistance. Reproduced with permission under the terms 
of the CC BY-NC 4.0 license.[99] Copyright 2019, the authors, some rights 
reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. e) Dielectric elastomer fibers expand 
under applied voltages. Reproduced with permission.[362] Copyright 2007, 
Elsevier.
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Polymeric nanofibers have been leveraged for their high 
porosities and high surface area to volume ratios. Structured 
polyethylene oxide nanofibers with a passive polyimide layer 
created a bending actuator because the nanofiber region selec-
tively swelled in the presence of humidity.[212] The nanofiber 
structuring improved actuation time compared to films of 
the same polymer, while the linear morphology increased 
the overall amount of bending. Jiang and colleagues cre-
ated an electrospun nonwoven bimorph actuator from a 
relatively passive layer of TPU and an acrylolbenzophenone 
photo-crosslinker (APB), and an active layer from a thermore-
sponsive photo-crosslinkable copolymer of poly(N-isopropy-
lacrylamide) and an acrylolbenzophenone photo-crosslinker 
P(NIPAM-APB).[363] Because of the unique properties of 
the P(NIPAM-APB) polymer and the relatively isotropic dis-
order of the nonwoven mats, when exposed to cold water 
the P(NIPAM-APB) swells slightly (7–8% increase in length 
and width) and the bimorph sees a slight bend, while when 
exposed to warm water the P(NIPAM-APB) contracts drasti-
cally (the mat becomes ≈40% of the area of its initial state), 
and the actuator undergoes an extreme bending motion in an 
opposing direction.

In addition to bimorph nanofiber mats, the bimorph archi-
tecture has been used in hygroscopically actuating textiles. 
Zhang and colleagues formed bimorph fibers (Figure 12b) with 
a hydrophobic cellulose triacetate component and a hydro-
philic cellulose component, causing the fibers to actuate and 
change inter-fiber spacing (when bundled into a multifilament 
yarn) as a function of humidity (Figure  12c). By coating these 
fibers with CNTs, this spacing change can affect IR propaga-
tion because the intra-fiber length scales are comparable to IR 
radiation wavelengths, which can in turn modify IR transmit-
tance through the textile.[100] In addition to being used as coat-
ings for modifying IR properties, CNT yarns themselves have 
also found applications as contracting yarns driven by envi-
ronmental changes based on absorption of polar solvents and 
vapors.[352]

Naturally derived and bio-hybrid materials also create mois-
ture driven textile actuators. Silk is inherently hygroscopic and 
can absorb up to 40% moisture because silk fibers made from 
amino acids contain a large number of hydrophilic groups. Jia 
and colleagues leveraged this property in a yarn actuator where 
fibers from the bombyx mori silkworm were obtained and  
de-gummed.[110] When exposed to water, the silk fibers predom-
inately expanded radially as opposed to axially. Because of this 
expansion modality, twisting single fibers and plying two twisted 
fibers together into yarns (in an opposing twist) increased actu-
ation stroke. The fibers individually untwist because of their 
radial expansion when exposed to water molecules, causing the 
oppositely plied yarn to increase twist and contract with contrac-
tion strains up to 70%. Yin and colleagues further explored this 
mechanism by producing highly aligned nanofiber silk yarns 
through an electrospinning process and demonstrated that they 
could be driven to rotational actuation using sweat, although 
they observed lower contraction strains (3–8%).[364] Liu and col-
leagues observed existing torsional behavior in untreated spider 
dragline silk fibers for multiple spider species, deducing these 
fibers must contain inherent molecular chirality (twist) in their 
proline-rich coils.[365] This finding suggests another candidate 

material with potentially improved response after additional 
hierarchical twisting is induced.

Integration into textiles is at an early stage. Jia and colleagues 
wove their silk muscle yarns into the warp of a plain weave 
using untwisted (and thus essentially non-contracting) fibers as 
the weft to create a uniaxially shape-changing textile.[110] Mu and 
colleagues’ previously discussed “sheath run artificial muscles” 
also find relevance here.[358] Because these artificial muscles 
could be created with variable polymer systems (as opposed to 
CNTs), one such system structured into a weft knit textile saw 
reversible porosity change when exposed to water. Although not 
an active yarn, Wang and colleagues investigated using living 
Bacillus subtilis cells to create a biohybrid textile composite 
by coating thermoplastic polymer films with the cells. The cell 
layer contracted and expanded based on environmental mois-
ture changes, bending these bimorph sheets[99] (Figure 12d).

Environmental absorption textile actuators can achieve high 
contraction strains of up to 70% and can move loads with 
18 MPa of applied stress at low contraction strains (≈1%), and 
at lower stresses (e.g., ≈15  kPa) can retain approximately 45% 
contraction.[110] Because they rely on diffusion, moisture driven 
actuators are relatively slow. For example, average contraction 
rates of 1% s−1 were reported in silk muscles and are on the 
high end for contractile moisture-driven actuators.[110] Other 
solvent systems may be quicker—the majority of contractile 
stress of a solvent-driven actuator could be achieved in as little 
as 0.5  s[352] (although a solvent droplet was directly applied to 
the actuator and it was not actuated by its ambient environ-
ment). The speeds of these actuators may not be a significant 
issue when used in certain wearable robot applications. In ther-
moregulation garments, the outcomes are temperature between 
the garment and skin and human comfort. For example, gar-
ments formed from textile-biohybrid hygroscopic actuators 
reduced the air temperature between the wearer and the gar-
ment by about 3 °C more than a passive control garment.[99]

4.3.6. Dielectric Elastomer Actuator Yarns

Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are electroactive poly-
meric actuators that do not require any electrolyte bath for 
their operation, differing from electronically induced absorp-
tion mechanisms. In a DEA, a bias is applied between two 
electrodes with a dielectric in-between; the coulombic force 
causes the electrodes to compress the dielectric, which in turn 
causes the actuator to elongate perpendicularly to the applied 
field.[366,367] This actuation method is promising for its rapid 
expansion and contraction speeds because it relies directly on 
electric fields and is not limited by absorption and diffusion. 
However, few implementations in fibers and textiles exist.

In 2007, Arora and colleagues reported on the successful 
development of fiber-based geometries for DEAs (Figure  12e). 
They formed DEA yarns through combining compliant elec-
trodes of either sliver grease or an aqueous solution of calcium 
chloride, and they coated them with carbon-black-filled silicone 
using commercially available pre-strained silicone and polyure-
thane “fiber” tubes in microscale diameters (100–200  µm).[362] 
For an individual polyurethane fiber, a maximum blocking 
force of 0.5  N was reached, while a maximum axial strain of 
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about 7% was obtained by a silicone fiber. The authors proposed 
that a next step would be to implement this mechanism in a 
scaled up fiber extrusion process in which continuous lengths 
of multi-material fibers are formed. They also suggested using 
modified DEA cross sections to achieve motions beyond axial 
and radial contraction and expansion, including bending.

Later, Cameron and colleagues explored this next step in 
fabrication by coextruding the core electrode from a graphite-
based conductive grease along with a polyurethane dielectric 
layer through a melt spinning process and subsequently adding 
the exterior electrode through manual application; however, 
only small actuation strains (<2%) were possible.[368] Kofod and 
colleagues improved upon actuation strain (<8%) by using dip 
coating to layer poly(styrene-b-(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-styrene) 
(SEBS)-carbon black composite electrodes and SEBS dielectrics 
upon a rubber scaffold.[369] Their dip coating procedure ena-
bled multi-layer actuating yarns, allowing for higher strains at 
lower voltages.

Although a fiber-based implementation has potential for 
wearables because DEA fibers could be knit, woven, or sewn 
into fabric, challenges remain in the fiber-based up-scaled 
manufacturing vision. Short lengths of fiber have been char-
acterized,[362,368,369] but translating these processes to long 
continuous lengths of fiber is non-trivial. The electrode and die-
lectric materials must be compatible to the same fiber forma-
tion process and to each other in terms of thermal, chemical, 
and viscoelastic properties to enable the production of contig-
uous DEA fibers without defects. Defects can prevent actua-
tion due to dielectric breakdown and shorting of the electrodes, 
while causing potential safety risks.

Although not active-yarn-based, there are other alternative 
approaches recently explored to develop DEA textiles. Guo 
and colleagues chose a composite-manufacturing approach 
and produced a textile-elastomer composite hybrid DEA[370] 
using commercially available conductive knit fabrics and elas-
tomeric adhesives. They were able to achieve an electrode 
area expansion of 16.4% (≈7.5% and ≈9% strains in the actu-
ator x and y directions, respectively) at an applied voltage of 
9  kV. The majority of displacement occurred within 1 second 
of applying the voltage. Xiang and colleagues built upon this 
work by comparing several commercially available fabrics and 
their performance as electrodes, opting for “ElectroLycra,” a 
silver-plated knit nylon spandex blend, based on its relative isot-
ropy in strain between the warp and weft.[371] In their resulting 
DEA they observed much less of an area change as a function 
of applied voltage than a DEA made with carbon grease elec-
trodes (approximately 10% larger area compared to 100% larger 
area), but they did see a fast response time and less creep. They 
cut the textile composite into a kirigami structure to make a 
dynamic breathability material, potentially for thermoregula-
tion assistance in wearables.

Although DEAs have high strains, high power densities, 
and can operate at high speeds,[372] making them especially 
appealing for use in high-speed applications including hap-
tics and communication, remaining challenges must be solved 
before they may see widespread implementation. The high 
voltages (typically >1  kV) required by DEAs pose a potential 
safety concern for wearers and create a need for miniaturiza-
tion of the power electronics for portability. Developing DEAs 

that require lower operating voltages through continuous 
fabrication methods with minimal defects may be necessary for 
wearable implementations.

4.3.7. Conclusions for Shape-Changing Yarn Actuators

Shape-changing yarn actuators offer a diverse set of materials-
based actuation mechanisms, enabling a wide variety of stimuli 
to be used to actuate these systems, either through electronic 
or environmental means. As more of these materials are begin-
ning to be incorporated into textile structures in order to direct 
forces and shape-change, more parameters relevant to textile-
level implementations must be considered. For example, inter-
yarn friction, bending stiffness, and yarn compressibility each 
play a key role in the tensile deformation of knits.[373] And as 
discussed by Abel, active yarn motion within a textile is quite 
different from passive textile deformation,[8,324] which has 
still not been thoroughly investigated for non-standard textile 
structures. Aside from the work on SMA knits, some of these 
properties have not traditionally been optimized, or even char-
acterized, when developing active yarns. Research into these 
areas and materials optimization will need to coincide with 
textile integration and structural development.

In addition to understanding the textile-level deformations 
achieved by actuating yarns, a practical challenge remains in the 
ability to run these materials through textile machinery. Many 
active yarn materials such as coiled polymer actuators and SMAs 
have increased bending stiffness compared with that of typical 
spun apparel yarns. This bending stiffness can prevent textile 
processing. Earlier studies on knitting high bending stiffness 
yarns such as glass and Kevlar highlight that such materials 
can be knit, and several processing modifications that minimize 
simultaneous tensile and bending forces (such as yarn lubrica-
tion) can reduce yarn breakage, suggesting similar approaches 
could be employed for active yarns.[374] For highly-architectured 
yarns, such as CNT yarns and coiled polymer yarns, the addi-
tion of extreme amounts of twist and coils poses an additional 
challenge, when considering the potential for entanglement, 
snagging, and destruction of the engineered yarn structure 
(e.g., uncoiling). Passive “fancy yarns”[175,176] with complex struc-
tures that contain outwardly protruding fibers, slubs, and coils 
have been successfully knit in standard knitting machines and 
woven in weaving looms,[175,375,376] providing promising results 
when considering the implications for twisted and coiled active 
yarns. Precise preparation of the bobbin or cone that feeds the 
yarn into the machinery has been identified as a major factor 
in success.[377] More work will need to be done to investigate 
if these successes will translate to active yarns, where the out-
comes of structuring extend beyond aesthetic effects.

This overview of material-based mechanisms is by no means 
comprehensive of all soft actuators or artificial muscles; instead, 
it is specific to those implemented in fibers that have been dem-
onstrated in textiles (e.g., that can be formed in lengths possible 
for textile structuring). Additional perspectives on active yarns 
and artificial muscles for robotics can be found in the following 
review articles:[378] covers artificial muscles, while[379] provides 
more literature on active fiber-based materials, and[380] specifi-
cally details more information on active fibers used in textile  
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actuators. Last, a general overview on textile-based actuators 
which is mostly focused on the active materials approach has 
been written by Persson and colleagues.[381]

5. Textile Sensors for Wearable Robots

Many sensors with relevance to wearable robotics are being 
developed, including yarn based electrodes for ion sensing,[382] 
textile-based electrochemical sensors for analysis of sweat[383] 
and other fluids,[384] textile electrodes for analysis of electrical 
bio-signals from the wearer,[385] and temperature and humidity 
sensors.[386] Within the scope of this review paper, though, only 
mechanical strain and pressure sensors will be considered. In 
addition, the textile-based sensors discussed here will be clas-
sified into three categories based on how they are developed: 
fiber- and yarn-based sensors, textile-structure-based sensors, 
and textile composite sensors (Figure 13).

Several physical mechanisms are employed in textile sensors, 
including resistive, capacitive, optical, and triboelectric sensing 
mechanisms. Resistive sensors rely on repeatable modification 
of the distance and contact between conductive materials when 
a mechanical stimulus is applied. This change in conductor dis-
tance and contact as a function of the magnitude of the applied 
stimulus is reflected by a change in the measured resistance, 
and the sensor is restored to its initial resistance when the 
stimulus is removed.

Meanwhile, capacitive sensors are formed from two elec-
trodes with a dielectric material sandwiched in between; the 
electrodes store charge separated by the dielectric, with the 
ratio of added charge to change in electric potential known as 
the capacitance. Most often, sensors are formed in a parallel 
plate architecture with capacitance described by the following 
equation:

C
k A

d
0ε=  (1)

where C is capacitance, k is the relative permittivity of the die-
lectric, A is the overlapping area of the electrode plates, ε0 is 
the permittivity of free space, and d is the dielectric thickness. 
Capacitive sensors are designed to take advantage of one, two, 
or all three of the variables that affect the capacitance value. 
The distance between the electrodes can change, the overlap-
ping area of the electrodes can be modified, or the dielectric 
permittivity may be modified (e.g., it may allow air to escape, 
thereby creating a greater percent volume of non-air dielectric) 
as a function strain or compression.

Alternatively, optical sensors rely on the manipulation 
and subsequent detection of light passing through materials 
deformed by an applied stimulus. A common approach in 
textile-integrated optics is to use polymeric waveguides as 
sensing materials (which are at times intentionally lossy) and 
placing a light source on one end and a collector on the other. 
By stretching, pressing, or bending these waveguides, their 
optical properties change, altering the amount of light that is 
successfully transferred through the waveguide. Either this 
transmission alone or the transmission compared to its original 
intensity in an unstrained state, known as the intensity loss, 

are reported. An optical sensor variation includes fiber Bragg 
grating sensors wherein a shift in the Bragg wavelength is 
measured.[387]

Finally, triboelectric sensors rely on an imbalance of electric 
charge between two materials. When these materials come into 
contact, charge transfer occurs and equal opposing charges 
build up upon their surfaces. These charges create a potential, 
the flow of which can be measured when the triboelectric mate-
rials are connected to an external load. When the materials are 
released from contact, the generated charges neutralize and 
recombine, creating a potential (and consequently, a measured 
current) in the opposite direction.[388] Commonly, the charge 
generation is used in textile devices for energy harvesting 
based on the wearer’s motion, and both “voluntary” motions, 
such as stepping, as well as “involuntary motions,” such as 
garment motion against the skin, have been exploited to gen-
erate friction between materials, and thus charge, in these sys-
tems.[389,390] Recently, this charge generation has been exploited 
to create self-powered textile sensors for pressure, bending, 
and strain.[391–393] At first these sensors were used as simple 
switches,[394] yet through subsequent design of new architec-
tures, they have been designed to measure loads and strains 
based on the currents generated.[395]

Several factors are important for sensor performance, 
including linearity to applied strain, pressure, torque, or force 
(depending on the desired type of sensor), repeatability, range, 
hysteresis, bandwidth and response time, and sensitivity. The 
sensitivity of resistive and capacitive strain and pressure sen-
sors is typically characterized by normalized metrics that enable 
comparisons. Researchers are also beginning to use similar 
metrics when evaluating triboelectric sensors. When consid-
ering strain sensor sensitivity, gauge factor (GF) is used:

GF R R
L L
/
/

0

0

= ∆
∆

 (2)

Where R and L are the instantaneous resistance and length, 
respectively, and R0 and L0 are the initial resistance and 
length. For capacitive sensors, the ΔR/R0 term can be substi-
tuted with ΔC/C0. GF can be negative or positive based on a 
sensor’s specific mechanism. For example, the conductive 
particles in a restive strain sensing yarn can be pulled apart, 
increasing resistance and leading to a positive GF. Conversely, 
conductive fibers within a conductive strain sensing yarn can 
be pulled together when stretching, resulting in a negative GF. 
Measurement electronics can capture either of these trends. 
The magnitude is often more important than the sign when 
determining GF.

When considering pressure sensors, the analog to GF is 
called the sensitivity. Sensitivity normalizes the change in 
sensor signal in response to a pressure, and can be evaluated 
as follows:

R R
Sensitivity

/
Pressure (kPa)

0= ∆
 (3)

Where R is instantaneous resistance and R0 is initial resist-
ance. Although any pressure unit can be used, in this review, 
we will use kPa as the preferred unit of pressure to maintain 
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Figure 13. Textile-based sensors. a) Corespun yarn architectures create resistive strain sensors that vary resistance through changes cover yarn con-
tact. Adapted with permission.[172] Copyright 2015, Wiley. b) Coaxial multicore fiber printing produces stretchable dielectric and electrode layers for 
continuous strain sensing mono-filament yarns. Adapted with permission.[170] Copyright 2015, Wiley. c) Thermal drawing techniques create stretch-
able monofilaments with complex internal architectures; the helical structure within these yarns is utilized in an unusual optical strain sensor based 
on helical straightening with applied strain. Adapted with permission.[396] Copyright 2018, Wiley. d) Two intertwined yarns with different triboelectric 
properties are corespun around a stretchable core yarn to act as a self-powered strain sensor. Adapted with permission.[392] Copyright Wiley, 2015. 
e) Changes in knit loop contact under strain cause conductive knits to act as strain sensors and 3D knitting techniques enable distributed sensor 
integration into a monolithic garment.[10] Alternative photographs provided by authors and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2016, the authors. 
f) Variable contact between deformable conductive yarns in a woven textile can be made use of for capacitive pressure sensor arrays. Adapted with 
permission.[397] Copyright 2015, Wiley. g) Pressure maps measure pressure and inform location based on networks of polymer optical fibers woven 
into a monolithic structure. Adapted under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.[398] Copyright 2008, the authors. Published by MDPI. h) Knitting a 
conductive yarn and a nylon yarn side by side in a plating technique enables a triboelectric sensor from inter-yarn motion. Reproduced with permis-
sion under the terms of the CC BY-NC 4.0 license.[395] Copyright 2020, the authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. i) Composite 
pressure sensor based on piezoresistive CNT-coated woven. Adapted with permission.[399] Copyright 2017, Wiley. j) Taking advantage of textile and 
elastomer properties creates a sensitive capacitive composite strain sensor. Adapted with permission.[13] Copyright 2017, Wiley. k) By pairing two 
textiles with different triboelectric properties, a triboelectric composite that may act as a pressure sensor is formed. Reproduced with permission.[394] 
Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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consistent comparisons. Similar to the approach used for GF, 
for capacitive sensors the ΔR/R0 term can be substituted with 
ΔC/C0, where C is capacitance. And akin to GF, the sensitivity 
metric can be positive or negative based on the sensor mecha-
nism and behavior—compressing a resistive sensor may create 
more conductor contact, reducing resistance and resulting in 
a negative value, while compressing a parallel plate capacitive 
sensor can reduce dielectric thickness, thereby increase capaci-
tance, causing sensitivity to be positive. Triboelectric sensors 
are beginning to be characterized in a similar manner, where 
the ΔR/R0 term is substituted for ΔV/V0 or ΔI/I0, where V is 
voltage and I is current. On the other hand, basic optical sen-
sors are not usually described in this manner; either the 
transmission or the intensity loss (measured in dB) versus 
the applied pressure or strain is typically reported for these 
sensors. Two reasons for this anomaly may be: i) the field of 
optics is historically separate from electronics; and ii) because 
transmission and intensity loss (dB) are logarithmic, sensitivity 
values would “blow up” quickly. This discrepancy may signify a 
need for a simple metric to compare sensors across the board, 
regardless of mechanism.

These normalized values assist with quick comparisons 
between sensors and even enable such comparisons across 
sensors of different mechanisms, but they come with a caveat; 
they do not account for the range these sensitivity values span, 
often leading to misinterpretations. For example, sensors with 
exceptionally high GFs may only be linear over an extremely 
small range, with the remainder of the sensing range poten-
tially nonlinear or not sensitive. It is important to consider the 
full story told by the data when evaluating textile-based and 
textile-integrated sensors.

In addition to general sensor performance metrics, some 
special considerations may be made when developing sen-
sors for wearable robots. Strain sensors can be optimized for 
the relevant strains of human motion and actuator motion of 
the wearable robot (typically <100% strain). However, these 
sensors should be robust to extreme strains encountered 
during wear (imagine what might happen when snagging a 
jacket in a door and walking away). Similarly, the relevant 
ranges in detecting interfacial pressures between a person 
and a robot (e.g., pressure mapping in therapeutic compres-
sion robots), a robot and its environment (e.g., safety), and a 
person and their environment (e.g., insole sensors to detect 
gait) can guide sensor development. Some of these relevant 
guidelines are found in Section 2. As mentioned in the actu-
ator section (Section  4), long term fatigue and washability 
are also of importance when considering sensors for robotic 
garments that can translate out of the lab. Sensor develop-
ment has perhaps surpassed actuator research in character-
izing and optimizing for these performance factors—cyclic 
tests measuring sensor readings over tens of thousands 
of cycles and are not uncommon. And while testing wash-
ability is not incredibly prevalent (approximately 15% for 
sensors reviewed), these types of tests are becoming more 
popular over time (Tables S7–S9, Supporting Information). 
At times, these tests only scratch the surface—for example, 
oftentimes in washability tests sensor baseline values are  
characterized, and performance under loading or strain is 
not reevaluated.

5.1. Fiber- and Yarn-Based Sensors

Fiber- and yarn-based sensors are discrete transducers that 
do not rely upon the interactions between neighboring yarns 
for sensor operation. These fibers and yarns perform success-
fully as sensors without being integrated into a textile (and 
many never make it to the textile stage). Sensors in fiber-based 
geometries enable the most manufacturing flexibility when pro-
gramming a wearable robot—these sensors can be integrated 
into textile structures by weaving, knitting, braiding, sewing, 
and other fabrication techniques.

5.1.1. Fiber Formation for Monofilament Sensing Yarns

Fiber spinning techniques (e.g., wet spinning, melt extrusion, 
thermal drawing) create composite sensing yarns, enabling 
researchers to integrate new materials into a sensor. Fabrica-
tion process development can be non-trivial, and processing 
parameters, fiber architectures, and materials chemistries are 
often critical design parameters in fiber spinning techniques. 
These parameters can dictate simultaneous processability of 
the constituent materials, as well as deformation properties 
and adhesion in the finalized sensing yarns. A majority of fiber 
spinning techniques are developed to create essentially contin-
uous lengths of sensing yarns, necessary for structuring into 
textiles at a later stage.

Some of the simplest sensors formed in this manner are 
conductive composite resistive sensors wherein conducting 
particles are introduced into a stretchable matrix. It is believed 
that these sensors rely on percolation and tunneling, where 
deforming the sensor macroscopically modifies the nanoscale 
tunneling distances between particles, thus modifying resist-
ance. Bilotti and colleagues melt extruded a CNT-polyurethane 
(PU) composite fiber[400] which acted as a resistive sensor with a 
strain range of 50%. They highlighted the effects of processing 
parameters—samples extruded at a higher temperature had 
lower sensitivity than those at a lower temperature.

Architectures of constituent materials in conductive com-
posite sensors can affect performance as well. Lee and col-
leagues used a mix of monofilament spinning and coating 
mechanisms to create a silver nanowire (AgNW) composite 
strain sensor.[401] They used a wet spinning method to produce 
an AgNW-poly(styrene-block-butadiene-block-styrene) (SBS) 
composite filament yarn and subsequently performed a cyclic 
process of dip coating with additional AgNWs paired with a 
solution-based reduction process to transform the AgNW into 
silver nanoparticles. Due to the effects of percolation theory 
and tunneling, this yarn could be used as a resistive sensor 
(GF=15 at 100% strain) and recovered up to 100% strain. They 
saw higher conductivities for AgNW embedded samples than 
those with silver nanoparticles and hypothesized that the 
AgNWs acted as bridges between gaps of the silver nanopar-
ticles. Architecture can additionally affect durability. Resistive 
CNT/silicone-based strain sensing fibers with an integrated 
silicone elastomer sheath fabricated through a coaxial wet 
spinning technique could prevent shorting between sensing 
strands and protect the sensor during washing due to the 
sheath design.[402] By tuning the CNT content of the sensor, the 
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strain sensitivity and range could be tuned; a sensor with 300% 
stretchability could achieve a maximum GF of 1378. Because of 
the external cladding, the baseline resistance increased by 15% 
after 10 cycles of washing—this change may be explained by the 
high permeability of silicone, enabling CNT leaching. In other 
electronic fibers, butyl rubber has been identified as a superior 
barrier material, although its stretchability is lower than some 
silicones.[403]

Two-step formation processes can provide better control 
over sensing performance. The two-step approach consists of 
first spinning a fiber and subsequently modifying its archi-
tecture to create a sensor; this practice is most commonly uti-
lized to create a hollow fiber sheath to be filled with a liquid 
as the active material for sensing. Zhu and colleagues used 
this technique by extruding SEBS (a thermoplastic elastomer) 
through a melt spinning process to form a hollow fiber, with 
fiber diameter modified by the spinning rate.[171] They subse-
quently injected this hollow fiber with eutectic gallium-indium 
(EGaIn). Although designed primarily as stretchable conduc-
tors, these monofilaments undergo a resistance change when 
stretched due to a decrease in the conductor width coupled with 
an increase of the conductor path length. Others have since 
leveraged this strategy to intentionally produce sensors. Xi and 
colleagues developed a customized extrusion setup to create 
silicone microtubes to be filled with EGaIn to create strain sen-
sors with a 120  µm diameter.[404]

Coaxial extrusion techniques are also used to form core-
sheath monofilament architectures relevant to capacitive and 
optical sensing without requiring an additional filling step, 
but the component material properties and interactions are 
more important in this case. Multicore-shell printing has 
been used to form coaxial capacitive sensing monofilaments 
consisting of alternating layers of silicone elastomer and ioni-
cally conducting liquid to act as a dielectric and electrodes, 
respectively[170] (Figure 13b). When the yarn was stretched, the 
dielectric distance decreased, increasing capacitance. Strain 
could be sensed in a range up to 250% with a 0.348 GF and 
an overall extensible range of 700%. Leber and colleagues 
co-extruded two stretchable commercially available thermo-
plastic elastomers (TPEs) (Star Clear 1044 and Daikin T-530) 
with a vast difference in refractive index but relatively matched 
mechanical properties to respectively form the core and clad-
ding of a stretchable optical fiber.[405] Their resulting fiber 
could be stretched up to 545% before failure and saw trans-
mission changes of approximately −40 dB with 300% applied 
strain and a 645 nm wavelength of light. This sensor was also 
able to detect bending and indenting. Coaxial fiber spinning 
can also produce resistive sensing yarns, such as those dem-
onstrated by Seyedin and colleagues.[406] By wet spinning a 
filament with a MXene/PU composite sheath and a PU core, 
a sensing yarn with strain ranges of >150% and GF of up to  
12900 was achieved.

Building upon the structuring provided by coaxial extru-
sion techniques, thermal drawing processes have enabled 
researchers to impart additional geometric complexity within 
textile-scale monofilament fibers. In a thermal drawing fabri-
cation process, a larger scale “preform,” typically consisting 
of multiple materials is created with other manufacturing 
processes, including molding, machining, and—more 

recently—3D printing.[407] This preform is then drawn 
(lengthened) under an increased temperature, shrinking 
its diameter drastically and forming long strands of mono-
filament fibers. Qu and colleagues used thermal drawing of 
preforms to create resistive, capacitive, and optical strain sen-
sors.[396] Their strain sensing optical monofilament includes a 
helical polycarbonate core in a SEBS copolymer cladding. The 
unique helical geometry straightens under strain, enabling 
output intensity to be increased when stretched (Figure 13c). 
To create resistive and capacitive sensors, they made hollow 
channels through these fibers and subsequently filled these 
channels with gallium, a liquid metal. Resistive sensors had 
a GF equal to 1.8 at 100% strain. These sensors were also 
sensitive to pressure, and a pressure sensitive fiber with an 
architecture that enables pressure location mapping and 
generalized detection of shear force direction was proposed. 
Leber and colleagues built upon this concept and used the 
thermal drawing process to create resistive pressure sensing 
fibers wherein the pressures and their generalized magni-
tudes could be localized.[408] They created a unique architec-
ture from SEBS as a deformable shell with highly structured 
internal geometries of carbon-black-loaded polyethylene as 
conductors. Depending on the amount of pressure applied, 
a corresponding number of conductors would come into con-
tact with each other, enabling pressure sensing, while the 
position of the pressure input would reduce the total resist-
ance linearly. Measuring both fiber ends enables two pressure 
points to be simultaneously detected.

Other mechanisms paired with thermal drawing have ena-
bled localized pressure sensing within yarns. Yu and colleagues 
used thermal-drawing-based coextrusion to form a composite 
monofilament yarn from two copper conductors separated by a 
deformable SEBS layer, all of which were contained by a poly-
carbonate shell to strengthen the material stack for the drawing 
process.[409] A high frequency signal is sent through these con-
ductors and, when they are pressed, a difference in imped-
ance resulting from a change in the distance between the two 
conductors can be measured. This impedance change reflects 
some of the incident pulse of the signal, and information from 
the reflection can be used to calculate a time domain which can 
help to reconstruct the position and magnitude of the pressure 
for two simultaneous locations. By modifying the materials in 
the system, simultaneous spatial and thermal measurements 
can be made.

Spinning sensing yarns often requires specialized equipment 
(e.g., screw extruders, thermal drawing towers, continuous 
coagulation bath setups) that can be expensive and challenging 
to operate, causing researchers to develop simplified methods 
of creating these materials. Zhao and colleagues explored using 
3D printing and soft lithography in order to create stretchable 
lossy waveguides from a PU rubber core and a silicone com-
posite sheath with very different refractive indices that were 
able to sense strain, bending, and pressure.[410] Because of 
limitations in the molding process, near-continuous materials 
could not be produced. Other researchers have sought simpli-
fied continuous methods: For example, Li and colleagues fab-
ricated CNT/PDMS composite sensing fibers by injecting a 
pre-crosslinked solution through screens with holes <500  µm 
in diameter[411] and performing additional crosslinking to fully 
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cure. Their resulting resistive sensors showed high linearity, 
with the smallest diameter fibers (150 µm) having the highest 
GF of 2.08 and a strain range of 0–120%. These sensors also 
sensed temperature fluctuations and were tested for 20 000 
cycles with only minimal degradation.

5.1.2. Yarn Spinning for Sensors

Yarn spinning techniques (Figure  7) may also simplify fabri-
cation. Existing constituent yarns and fibers can be mechani-
cally coupled into a sensing system without wet processing, can 
improve sensitivity by introducing additional hierarchy into the 
structure, and can enable sensing mechanisms not possible 
with only the constituent fibers.

For example, monofilament resistive sensing yarns can 
be formed into a capacitive sensing structure through yarn 
twisting. Cooper and colleagues plied two stretchable metal 
fibers with an EGaIn core and elastomer (Hytrel) sheath into 
a composite yarn structure for torsion and strain sensing.[412] 
When the ends of the yarn are held constant and the yarn is 
twisted, a change in geometry between the two sub-yarns leads 
to an increase of capacitance. Furthermore, when twisted fibers 
are strained, an increase in contact area between the fibers 
causes the capacitance to increase, and strain can be meas-
ured. The twisted yarns also act as a capacitive touch sensor. 
Although touch sensing is needed in some use cases, this phe-
nomenon additionally highlights that stray capacitance from 
the body may affect sensor readings in some implementa-
tions. Shang and colleagues used hierarchy to add durability by 
twisting CNT yarns.[413] These yarns could act as force sensors, 
increasing resistance with applied tensile stress, as well as light 
and temperature sensors.

Corespinning (Figure  7) techniques couple multiple sub-
yarns into one composite structure and are commonly used 
to introduce stretchability into inextensible materials for 
strain sensing. Huang and colleagues used a corespinning 
process to produce strain sensing yarns by wrapping a com-
posite polyester-elastic core yarn with piezoresistive carbon-
coated fibers[414] The piezoresistive fibers were loosely wrapped 
(spanning from 150–450 twists per meter) with no inter-coil 
interactions. As hypothesised because of this low-density archi-
tecture, there were no substantial effects on sensor sensitivity 
as a function of twists per inch. However, double wrapping the 
yarns in both clockwise and counterclockwise configurations 
resulted in a more linear sensor with lower sensitivity. Zhong 
and colleagues took advantage of corespinning for triboelectric 
strain sensors, wherein a CNT coated cotton yarn and a polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) coated cotton yarn were plied together 
and wrapped around a silicone core fiber[392] (Figure  13d). 
Pulling the core causes contact between the exterior yarns, 
establishing the triboelectric effect, and current increased with 
applied strain, enabling triboelectric sensors with a range of 
25% strain.

Aside from creating architectures required for sensing, 
corespinning has encased optical fibers in order to impart abra-
sion resistance, preventing cracks which scatter light,[415] and 
to prepare them for future textile integration steps, such as 
weaving.[416]

5.1.3. Coating for Sensing Yarns

Existing monofilament and spun yarns can be utilized as bases 
for sensors through coating processes. The interaction between 
the coating and yarn creates the sensing mechanism. Typically, 
a base yarn is selected as a passive scaffold for its mechanical 
properties, and functional, active materials (e.g., conductors) 
are subsequently coated onto this scaffold. Coated yarns can be 
some of the most facile textile sensors to produce, using pro-
cesses as simple as dip coating off-the-shelf yarns. Conversely, 
illustrating the breadth of this technique, advanced materials 
manufacturing techniques like chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) are also used.

Monofilament and multifilament elastomer yarns can form 
substrates for conductive materials to act as resistive strain sen-
sors. Spandex and nylon 6 fibers have been used as relatively 
stretchable bases for CVD coating of PPy.[417,418] SEM studies 
revealed that, when the yarns were strained, the formation of 
microcracks and their subsequent separation and reconnection 
resulted in strain-induced resistance variations.[417] The contri-
bution of crack geometry (length and width) is a good predictor 
of resistance, and models based on these geometric features 
can describe sensor performance.[418] By using flexible and 
deformable, yet non-stretchable, base fibers and yarns, pressure 
sensors can be made in a similar manner.[419]

Methods to improve conductor deposition and robustness 
have been explored for resistive sensor development. Wu and 
colleagues leveraged electrostatics and alternated coating a 
polyurethane rubber yarn with a conductive polymer composite 
formed from carbon black, cellulose nanocrystals (resulting in 
a negative charge), and positively charged chitosan as a medi-
ator.[420] Their resistive strain sensing yarn had a maximum GF 
of 70.6 and maximum strain range of 5%, and when washed 
with detergent, they observed a 23% change in baseline resist-
ance. Zhang and colleagues investigated scaling up production 
and coated a TPU yarn in a continuous process by roll coating 
with a TPU-CNT composite film.[421] The yarns acted as resis-
tive strain sensors with GFs up to 4.3 for 10% strain, depending 
on CNT solution. Niu and colleagues utilized an adhesive-based 
layer by layer process and coated an existing stretchable polyu-
rethane yarn by repeatedly dip coating the yarn with a polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) solution as adhesive and conductive reduced 
graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets.[422] A protective polydopa-
mine layer was subsequently added by immersing the yarn in 
a dopamine solution. Through a microcrack separation and 
reconnection mechanism, the yarn acted as a resistive sensor 
with a notably high GF of 131.8 and a strange range of 90%. 
The coating enabled the yarns to be durable enough to undergo 
the textile structuring process and be integrated into a sensing 
fabric. Niu additionally performed fabric-level sensor character-
ization and discovered fabric had a lower GF of 25.3 at a 50% 
strain range, and performed washing simulation experiments.

Other coating techniques were designed to create addi-
tional hierarchy in structuring to impart sensing. Wang and 
colleagues prestrained their elastomer fiber, wrapped it with a 
CNT sheet, and released the prestrain to form a wrinkled hier-
archical structure, a strategy used in surface engineering,[423,424] 
forming a resistive strain sensor.[425] By coating with a dielec-
tric elastomer and repeating the prestrained wrapping process, 
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a capacitive sensor could also be realized. These hierarchical  
wrinkles allowed for extreme stretchability without sensor deg-
radation due to cracked conductors. Interestingly, the coated 
base yarn or fiber does not need to remain in the final sensor. 
For example, Wang and colleagues created a resistive monofila-
ment sensor by using twisted copper wires as a catalyst to grow 
graphene using CVD, and they then coated the graphene with 
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), used as a stabilizing adhe-
sive, and etched the copper with ferric chloride, leaving a mostly 
hollow graphene/PMMA fiber.[426] After subsequent removal 
of the PMMA with acetone, the remaining winkled graphene 
fibers were coated with PVA and could be used as sensors. The 
resulting sensors increased in resistance with applied strain 
due to the microcrack mechanism and had a GF of 5.02 under 
strains up to 16.3%, but remained sensitive to bending as well. 
The PVA coating also enabled the sensor to exhibit a similar 
response to strain and bending in varying relative humidities.

Triboelectric sensing yarns have also been formed through 
coating techniques. By coating a stainless steel thread with sili-
cone, a single yarn can be used as a triboelectric sensor when 
leveraging the wearer’s skin as the second material.[427] These 
threads were sewn onto a stretchable base fabric where contact 
force could be measured because the voltage difference and the 
short circuit current increase with increased force. Although 
requiring more complex fabrication, layered structured yarns 
enable integrated triboelectric sensors that may operate without 
making contact with the wearer’s skin. Sim and colleagues 
wrapped a PU fiber with silver coated nylon yarn as an inner 
electrode and positive triboelectric material, and then pre-
strained this yarn before additionally wrapping it with a poly-
vinylidene flourene-co-triflouroethylene (PVDF-TrFE) nanofiber 
mat as a negative triboelectric material and a CNT sheet as 
a second electrode, enabling stretchability through wrin-
kling[428] as discussed above. The output voltage increased with 
increased strain, and by integrating several of these yarns into a 
specifically engineered textile structure, the stretching direction 
could be differentiated. Dong and colleagues used a core-sheath 
method for triboelectric sensing by first winding both a silicone 
core and silicone tube with silver coated nylon yarns, coating 
the covered tube with silicone to keep the wound material in 
place, and then threading the core through the sheath tube to 
form one unified sensing yarn.[429]

For monofilament optical sensors, a coating step adds a 
cladding layer with a different refractive index to prevent light 
scattering due to the presence of dust, oils, or eventual abra-
sion-induced roughness.[243] Harnett and colleagues coated 
a low cost commercially available PU monofilament with a 
silicone elastomer cladding by pulling it through a syringe, 
allowing it to act as a stretchable sensing waveguide.[243]  
As strain increased, the intensity at the output decreased. 
In subsequent iterations, a 3D printed sheath was devised so 
that the same core yarn could be used to sense bending in 3D 
printed scaffolds.[430]

Yarn morphology has a large effect on the sensor behavior. 
The corespun architecture (Figure 7) has been leveraged when 
creating coated strain sensors—the stretchable elastomeric core 
allows for stretchable yarn that contains stiff yet flexible cover 
fibers. Such non-stretchable fibers make a great substrate to 
coat with conductive materials.

Simple techniques such as dip coating can deposit conduc-
tive materials to create resistive sensing yarns. Cheng and 
colleagues used a corespun yarn consisting of a PU core and 
polyester cover fibers, dip coated it with graphene oxide (GO),  
and subsequently reduced the GO to rGO for a resistive 
strain, bending, and torsion sensing yarn.[172] When strained, 
the winding angle of the outer layer of coated PE cover fibers 
increased, forming gaps and reducing the contact area between 
the conductive coated polyester layers, leading to an increase 
in resistance (Figure  13a). The average GF was 10 within 1% 
strain and 3.7 within 50% strain. Because of the chiral twist of 
the cover fibers, when used as a torsion sensor (280 rad m−1 to 
800 rad m−1), clockwise and counterclockwise torsion could be 
distinguished; counterclockwise torsion increased resistance 
and clockwise torsion decreased resistance. Similarly, Wang 
and colleagues dip coated a corespun yarn with a PU core and 
cotton cover in a CNT solution.[174] Separation of the winding 
fibers increased resistance with increasing strain. Based on 
the number of dip coating processes (leading to more material 
loading), the yarn properties could be modified. A yarn coated 
12 times was able to be strained to 300% without sensor failure, 
while a yarn coated eight times could be strained to 150%. 
Their maximum GF was 0.65 for the yarn with 8 coatings over 
a range of <25% to approximately 150% strain.

Additional hierarchy within yarns has been used to improve 
sensor sensitivity and strain range. Chen and colleagues added 
additional material hierarchy to form a sensor by modifying 
a corespun yarn consisting of an elastic rubber latex core 
wound with polyurethane fibers.[431] The yarn was pre-strained 
and coated with PVDF-TrFE nanofibers through electrospin-
ning to act as a wrinkled layer and subsequently coated with 
AgNWs through a dip coating process as a conductive layer. 
PVDF-TrFE had a better long-term sensor stability and higher 
conductivity than other electrospun polymer sheets and could 
support a higher strain range than the native core-sheath yarn. 
When strained, the resistance increased, believed to be driven 
by flattening of wrinkles. When used as a resistive strain 
sensor, a maximum GF of 5.3 (for a 0–25% strain range) and 
a maximum strain range of 100% could be achieved. Gao and 
colleagues added hierarchy to improve stretchability through a 
twist and overtwist strategy, similar to the fabrication strategy 
seen in coiled polymer and CNT actuators. After preparing an 
aligned electrospun mat of PU fibers, they used spray deposi-
tion to coat their matrix with CNTs. Through twisting, the sheet 
was transformed into a yarn, and over twist allowed for a hel-
ical, spring-like yarn to be produced that could achieve recov-
erable extension of 900%, an approximate three-fold increase 
over the maximum stretchability of their original membrane, 
not accounting for recovery.[432]

New material classes have also been explored for use in 
sensing yarns, leveraging the simplicity of dip coating pro-
cesses. Uzun and colleauges explored the use of coating 
existing yarns with MXene coatings for use in composite sen-
sors (to be discussed later).[433] MXenes are a recently-developed 
class of highly conductive 2D materials with improved adhesion 
to substrates during coating due to their constituent functional 
groups and ability to employ charge-enhanced coating strate-
gies. Building on the use of MXenes, Wang and colleagues 
developed a resistive strain sensing yarn through coating a 
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pre-strained PU-PET corespun yarn with MXene ink followed 
by oven curing.[434] Strain detection ranged from 0.3% to 120%, 
and the yarn’s GF was 0.67 for a range up to 120% strain. This 
construction also functioned as a humidity sensor.

Yarn architecture plays a large role in determining the 
behavior of coated sensors. Park and colleagues highlighted this 
effect by depositing graphene nanoplatelets onto i) a stretch-
able multifilament rubber yarn, ii) a corespun nylon covered 
rubber yarn, and iii) spun wool yarns, to make low cost stretch-
able resistive sensors.[12] Multifilament rubber yarn sensing was 
driven by the microcrack mechanism, and straining the yarn 
increased resistance. The corespun nylon yarn lengthened and 
cover fibers were separated with strain, also increasing resist-
ance. In contrast, resistance decreased when the wool yarn was 
strained due to increased contact between fibers and a reduc-
tion of the fiber crimp. These results show that tuning the yarn 
structure along with the coating materials and process, while 
not typically performed, may be an exciting direction.

5.1.4. Yarn-Based Sensor Conclusions

Yarn level textile sensors can be created using methods span-
ning from complex to remarkably simple. The yarn level 
architecture and some of these structuring techniques lend 
themselves to different sensing modalities. For example, one-
step composite conductive elastomer extrusions can form resis-
tive sensors, while triboelectric sensors typically benefit from 
multiple structuring steps. Moving forward, we should not lose 
sight of the system-level motivations for creating these sensing 
yarns. Although textile integration is often cited as a motivation 
for their development, most yarn-level designs have not been 
investigated past the yarn level.

Lessons from integration steps provide some initial insights 
on performance in programmed textile systems. Couching 
techniques have been used to attach monofilament strain 
sensors onto base fabrics without the use of textile formation 
equipment.[243,323] In this process, a sewing machine is used 
to stitch an enclosing “cage” around the yarn without piercing 
through the sensor, thereby constraining it. This method can 
be modified based on sensor behavior. Soft strain sensors that 
were also responsive to pressure were attached by couching 
only at their edges to prevent mechanical cross-talk from adja-
cent threads.[323]

When incorporating sensing yarns into fabrics, accommo-
dations may need to be made in the textile structuring pro-
cess. For example, when weaving a sensing yarn into a textile, 
Niu and colleagues chose a sateen weave because of the long 
floats in the structure. They proposed that the long floats and 
reduced interlacing between yarns would improve linearity of 
the sensor and reduce hysteresis, due to reduced friction.[422] 
Even with these considerations, the sensor GF was reduced 
after integration. When using textile formation techniques, 
steps can be taken to prevent the damage of fragile yarns 
during the (sometimes violent) textile formation process. When 
forming a braided sensor, a conductive yarn was incorporated 
as an axial yarn that does not participate in the braiding move-
ment and is instead surrounded by passive yarns.[435] Consid-
erations like these highlight an intuitive understanding of the 

consequences of textile processing and structures on sensor 
performance; however, there remains a large gap in the litera-
ture on experimental evaluations and strategies to successfully 
integrate yarn-level sensors into textiles while maintaining (or 
even amplifying) their performance, as characterized in the 
standalone yarn stage.

5.2. Textile Structuring for Sensors

Textile-level sensors rely on their constituent textile struc-
tures to operate—that is, the interaction between yarns within 
the textile produces sensor output. This class of sensors is 
appealing because commercially available materials (most 
commonly, conductive yarns) can be used to form the sensors 
and machine automation can allow many distributed sensor 
regions to be produced within a monolithic textile structure. 
A potential trade-off arises when creating self-sensing actua-
tors through these textile architectures; structures optimized 
for sensing may not be the ideal structures to program actuator 
motion. This concept is not a far-fetched possibility; researchers 
developing fluidic robots have already leveraged the ability of 
knit sensors to be structured into actuator geometries for self-
sensing textile PAM actuators.[272]

5.2.1. Stitched Sensors

Stitched sensors are some of the simplest textile-level sensors 
and have been used to form resistive, capacitive, and optical 
sensors. Early work by Gioberto and Dunne resulted in resistive 
sensors made from un-insulated conductive yarns sewn into 
looping architectures that typically lose contact when stretched, 
in turn increasing resistance. A resistive strain sensor was 
developed using silver-plated nylon yarn with the upper looper 
of a coverstitch machine (a type of sewing machine that pro-
duces stretchable looped seams) on a stretchable jersey knit 
substrate. This sensor had a highly nonlinear response and 
could be strained to approximately 19%.[436] They expanded 
upon their initial design by incorporating a silver-plated 
nylon yarn as the bottom thread on the cover stitch machine 
(the bottom thread has more internal meanders than the top 
thread).[437] By integrating this sensor at seams near the knee 
joint, they saw high correlations between sensor output and 
bending angle based on motion capture analysus. Because the 
yarn was not insulated for sensor function, bends caused by the 
stiff fabric at the joint could cause long-range shorting, poten-
tially indicating self-intersecting folds in fabric. Further imple-
mentations explored the use of an overlock stitch in which a 
conductive yarn was placed in either the upper or lower looper, 
illustrating this method could carry over to other stretchable 
self-intersecting stitches.[244]

In addition to resistive sensors, capacitive and optical sen-
sors have been formed through stitching. Recently Zhang and 
colleagues used stitching to form a capacitive pressure sensor 
by layering two insulated conductive yarns upon each other 
using a basic lockstitch.[438] This method enabled incorporation 
of sensors in arbitrary curved and linear shapes onto existing 
fabrics. Others have used stitching to pattern polymer optical 
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fibers (POFs) into textiles in engineered architectures to maxi-
mize changes in light transmission, and thus sensor sensitivity, 
under strain or bending. Rantala and colleagues created macro-
bend sensing structures within fabrics by using a couching 
technique to couple a POF to a knitted elastic base textile.[439] 
Upon stretching the fabric the shape of the coupled POF 
changed, altering its light leakage.

The wide variety of stitches, many of which are possible 
on a home sewing machine, opens up more opportunities 
to structure sensors.[242] Stitched sensors are very simple to 
fabricate from existing materials with, perhaps, more acces-
sible equipment than other textile formation methods. They 
are useful when coarse strain data or switches are required 
and could potentially act as additional reference sensors in 
wearable systems.

5.2.2. Woven Sensors

Woven textiles do not impart stretchability based on their struc-
ture alone, but their ability to structure multiple materials into 
a flexible architecture finds use in textile sensors. They enable 
the coupling of materials into sensor architectures not seen in 
the constituent yarns alone. Perhaps most excitingly, woven 
materials provide an opportunity to create distributed pressure 
sensing networks, or “sensing skins,” by leveraging the unique 
intersections between yarns in the structure—if the warp and 
weft yarns are each discrete yarns themselves, then each overlap 
point results in a unique combination that could be addressed 
through signal processing techniques. Several classes of sen-
sors have been created using woven structures.

Woven structures dictate yarn location, which in turn affects 
sensor performance. Shaker and colleagues investigated the 
effects of woven structure on pressure switches.[440] Single layer 
textiles shorted without applied pressure, while triple layer 
textile structures allowed yarns at the top and bottom layers 
to maintain an open circuit unless an external pressure was 
applied. Woven structuring could also enable arrays in resis-
tive pressure sensing. By using elastic yarns “dyed” with AgNW 
electrodes and subsequently coated with piezoresistive elasto-
mers, Ge and colleagues created specialty yarns that formed 
pressure-sensing circuits when paired.[441] In a woven structure, 
each contact point between two yarns acted as a sensor respon-
sive to pressure, strain, and flexion due to deformation of the 
piezoresistive layers, enabling arrays of multiple sensors within 
one textile.

The arrayed sensor approach is not only relevant to resis-
tive textile sensors; the capacitive sensing mechanism also 
works synergistically with this technique. Yarns with conduc-
tive cores coated with dielectric shells can form capacitive sen-
sors at each intersection point, where increased yarn contact 
and yarn deformation increase capacitance. Takamatsu and 
colleagues produced sensing textiles with this technique using 
(PEDOT:PSS) as their electrode and perfluoropolymer (Cytop) 
as their dielectric, using die-coating to produce continuous 
lengths of functional yarns for capacitive textile sensor inte-
gration.[442] Using this architecture, Enokibori and colleagues 
produced a similar sensing structure and were able to incor-
porate their sensors into pressure-sensing mats in insoles for 

gait detection.[443] Lee and colleagues modified a kevlar fiber to 
produce a similar sensor, resulting in increased robustness and 
potentially ameliorating the degrading effects of repeated strain 
(Figure  13f). This sensor had a sensitivity of 0.21 kPa−1 over a 
range <2 kPa.[397] Chhetry and colleagues used Twaron as their 
base material, a para-aramid fiber similar to kevlar, in a pres-
sure sensing woven for similar robustness reasons, but added 
a microporous dielectric to improve sensitivity.[444] They coated 
Twaron with SBS, followed by AGNPs, using a silver precursor 
coating and subsequent reduction step to form electrodes, 
and finally added a microporous PDMS dielectric. By adding 
micropores to the dielectric, they saw improved sensitivity 
(0.278  kPa−1 at a range <2  kPa) compared to that of a sensor 
with solid dielectric. Plain weave is not the only structure that 
can be used for capacitive sensors. Recently, Li and colleagues 
wove conductive yarns within an arrayed 3D pyramidal woven 
textile to achieve a pressure sensitivity of 0.045 kPa−1 for a range 
up to 10 kPa.[445] Although this value is low, the work represents 
a first step in exploring alternative woven textile structuring.

Woven fabrics with POFs integrated into their structure 
have enabled similar arrays wherein pressures can be detected 
based on the response of integrated fibers, although the over-
laps themselves do not create any unique sensing structures; 
instead, the transmission through several fibers is monitored 
to estimate load position[398] (Figure 13g). The weaving process 
itself drastically affects how polymer optical fibers behave and 
can modify their sensing mechanism. For example, microbends 
from the undulating woven structure can cause light leakage, 
reducing transmission to a collector when sensing.[415,446,447] 
Satin weaves (with longer floats) have produced a more linear 
decrease in transmitted light as textile length increased, while 
in plain weaves intensity decreased exponentially.[448] In addi-
tion to standard POF yarns, fiber Bragg gratings have found 
use in acting as sensors and have additionally been structured 
into textiles, including braids.[449]

Triboelectric pressure sensing textiles have also been pro-
duced through weaving by integrating multiple materials of 
different triboelectric properties into networks where they 
repeatedly make and break contact.[393] This mechanism takes 
advantage of the loose mechanical coupling of the textile struc-
ture, enabling a monolithic material to exhibit a connect-and-
release behavior. One advantage of triboelectric textile sensors 
(as well as the capacitive sensors previously discussed) is that, 
by design, a conductive network can be contained at the core of 
the yarn with surrounding insulating layers. This property can 
enable robust insulating coatings to act as sensing elements as 
well as protective materials for the conductive core, allowing 
improved machine washability.[391]

5.2.3. Braided Sensors

Braided textile structures are able to effectively support 
both sensing and actuation. The yarn sliding motion within 
braided tubes has been leveraged for fluidic textile PAM actua-
tors (discussed in Section  4.2.1). This yarn motion, unique to 
the braided structure, can be harnessed as a mechanism for 
sensing and has led to the formation of PAMs with integrated 
force and displacement (strain) sensing.
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By treating insulated conductive winding yarns forming a 
braid as solenoids, the inductance can be quantified and used 
as a sensing metric.[450] When a PAM composed of these yarns 
is inflated, the braid expands radially, modifying braid angle 
and causing the yarns to rotate and become more orthogonal 
to the lengthwise axis, altering inductance. Sensor sensitivity 
depends on initial braid angle; in one implementation the 
displacement sensitivity was found to be 0.069  H  mm−1 for a 
20° muscle and 0.072 H mm−1 for a 30° muscle. In following 
works, the effect of nearby ferromagnetic materials was evalu-
ated, but minimal change was observed because a majority of 
the flux is concentrated within the inflated core of the actu-
ator.[451] When integrated into robotic manipulators and hinge 
joints, the contraction sensing provided by braided PAMs was 
used successfully in position-based closed-loop feedback con-
trol schemes.[452]

5.2.4. Knit Sensors

Knit sensors represent a large sector of textile structured sen-
sors. Because the looped knit structure enables stiff yarns to 
form stretchable fabrics, this textile formation method has been 
quite successful in forming strain sensors from conductive 
materials, either through knitting conductive yarns or coating 
knit textiles with conductors.

Interest in resistive knit strain sensors blossomed in the 
early 2000s and has since become a major strategy in textile 
sensor development. Most resistive knit sensors rely primarily 
on contacts,[453–455] where the contact area of intersecting yarns 
in a knit structure governs the overall resistance. Piezoresistive 
materials have also been used,[456] operating through a combi-
nation of the contact mechanism and their inherent material 
piezoresistivity. Using multi-material 3D knitting combined 
with intarsia knitting, distributed regions of knit sensors can 
be formed in garments.[10,75,173,457] Materials such as stainless 
steel,[10,454,458] carbon fibers,[454] silver-plated nylons,[10,459] and 
conducting polymers[460] have been used for conductive ele-
ments in these knit sensors.

At times, yarns containing conductive materials have been 
optimized for the knitting process and sensor performance. Xie 
and colleagues highlighted the consequence of yarn construc-
tion when they compared a spun cotton-stainless steel yarn 
(where both steel and cotton components were mixed as fibers) 
with a multifilament silver-coated nylon yarn. The cotton-steel 
spun yarn exhibited a much higher GF (−20 compared to 0.05 
for the coated nylon when stretched wale-wise), although it had 
two distinct sensing regimes. Moreover, the opposing signs of 
GF values highlight that the random fiber distribution of con-
ductive and insulating fibers in spun yarn constructions were 
brought into contact with increased strain, while the silver-
plated nylon loses contact with increased strain—meaning, 
intra-yarn motions can contribute to resistive knit sensor per-
formance as well as inter-yarn contact[10] (Figure 13e). Although 
the knit structure itself imparts a level of stretch to materials, 
highly elastic garments like yoga pants typically contain elas-
tomers to allow additional stretch. By using hybrid elastomer-
conductor yarns, researchers sought to improve the strain 
range of resistive knit sensors; corespun techniques once again 

find relevance here,[173,461] and in some cases have improved the 
sensitivity and range of strain sensors.[461] To create stretchable 
sensing yarns, others have looked to wet-spinning constituent 
fibers, for example in the work by Seydin and colleagues.[11,462] 
They also showed that plying more conductive PU/PEDOT:PSS 
fibers into their knit yarn resulted in a more sensitive sensor, 
while adding additional spandex had no improvement on sen-
sitivity but did improve the stability of the sensor over repeated 
cycling.[462] The stretchable fibers themselves had a positive GF, 
while the knit textile had a negative GF, highlighting once more 
the effects of knit construction on the sensing performance.[11]

Aside from the yarns themselves, the knit structure, gov-
erned by knitting machine parameters, plays a major role in 
sensor behavior. When comparing the same conductive yarns 
knit into a 1×1 rib knit versus either an interlock knit or a knit 
structure with long floats, Qureshi and colleagues observed that 
the float and interlock structures had higher sensitivities than 
the rib, potentially because the rib was more loosely arranged 
than the others. However, they also pointed out that structures 
with long floats were highly irregular during sensing because 
of the freedom of the float motion.[173]

The method of incorporating conductive materials into a knit 
structure in turn determines sensor behavior. Sensors made of 
primarily conductive yarns in their sensing regions often have 
increased contact between loops under strain and thus negative 
GF values,[11] while single courses of knit conductors (i.e., one 
conductive stripe within a sea of insulating yarns) had positive 
GFs.[459,463] Additionally, single course knit sensors formed with 
lower feeding tensions on the conductive yarns had slightly 
higher GFs due to the looser initial loop formation, leading 
to more initial contacts.[459,463] Others looked at how conduc-
tive and non-conductive yarns plated (fed through the machine 
in parallel) within a jersey knit structure affect sensor perfor-
mance. Seyedin and colleagues specifically highlighted that 
conductive stretchable fibers plated and knit with insulating 
polyester yarn performed differently based on how they were 
integrated.[11] The structure that performed the best was one 
wherein they knit the conductor in a plain jersey structure and 
interlaced crossing passive polyester yarns as an inlay. How-
ever, when compared to the multifilament conductive fibers 
with a GF of approximately 1500 at 200% strain, all of the knit 
structures exhibited lower sensitivities, with the highest GF of 
any structure being approximately −0.95 at 50% strain.

To better understand and estimate how the knit structure 
imparts sensing, efforts in modeling knit strain sensors geo-
metrically as resistance networks have been demonstrated. 
Many of these models neglect 3D effects and simplify the knit 
to a connected hexagonal or rectangular grid wherein inter-
yarn contact points are nodes. Looking at a resistive jersey knit 
force sensor, this simplified model provided relatively good 
agreement when loaded in the warp direction. A positive offset 
was present, which the researchers believed was due to the 
3D contacts in the actual sensor reducing the resistance.[464] 
Applying a similar strategy to conductive jersey knits under 
biaxial elongation (i.e., both in the warp and weft direction) suc-
ceeded in determining the sensor resistance in a strain range 
up to 30%.[465] Others looked to model machine parameters; 
for example, Wang and colleagues simulated how a jersey knit 
structure would affect strain sensitivity of a resistive knit strain 
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sensor as a function of initial loop length and knit stitch width. 
Smaller stitch widths and longer loop lengths were shown to 
enable more strain and provide higher strain sensitivity.[466]

Thus far, we have spoken exclusively about conductive mate-
rials incorporated into knits as yarns; however, knit strain sen-
sors can be made through coating or dyeing methods as well. 
Repeatedly coating nylon/PU plain jersey knit fabrics with GO 
sheets through a solution process has produced strain sensing 
fabrics that have GFs of 18.5 below 10% strain, when stretched 
in the wale direction.[467] Other researchers have produced sim-
ilar sensors by coating pre-strained knits with Ag nanoparticles, 
CNTs, and PPy.[460,468]

Some new trends in 3D shaping resistive knit strain sen-
sors have been demonstrated. Ou and colleagues used 3D weft 
knitting to produce several knit configurations for resistive and 
capacitive knit pressure and strain sensors.[469] Most notably, 
they employed global shaping techniques to make a resis-
tive knit strain sensor in which the contacting overlap area of 
several layered pockets is reduced upon material strain. This 
geometry enabled their resistive sensor to maintain a relatively 
linear output compared to knit-microstructure-based sensors, 
which are predominately nonlinear. As previously mentioned, 
Jamil and colleagues knit conductive fibers into a tube struc-
ture to be used as a self-sensing constraining layer for knitted 
PAM actuators, reducing the number of fabrication steps for an 
integrated robotic textile.[272,277] Kim and colleagues leveraged 
spacer knit structures, wherein two fabric faces are separated by 
relatively linear yarns that are periodically interlaced into faces 
to join the material together (Figure 1i). When a spacer knit is 
coated with conductive materials, it can behave as a resistive 
pressure sensor due to increased contact between the initially 
separated layers and yarns.[470]

Other researchers have explored leveraging the knit structure 
for different sensing mechanisms. In knit tubes, continuous 
pieces of yarn create courses in a spiral-like pattern. This helix of 
courses can be used for induction sensing, similar to that seen 
in the braided induction sensors previously discussed.[453,471] 
Quite recently, Fan and colleagues produced a triboelectric knit 
pressure sensor through plating two yarn types together[395] 
(Figure 13h). The first yarn was a corespun yarn consisting of 
a steel core and a terylene cover, and the secondary yarn was 
a spun nylon. These yarns were loosely mechanically coupled 
together through an interlocking full cardigan structure created 
on a flatbed knitting machine. Because of the opposing tribo-
electric properties of the yarns, when the yarns made and broke 
contact they could act as triboelectric pressure sensors, and the 
voltage change could be monitored. In a low-pressure region 
below 4 kPa, the sensors behaved linearly and had a sensitivity 
of 0.008 mV kPa−1.

Knit sensor development highlights how material hierarchy 
in textiles—from the constituent material level to yarn and tex-
tile structures—impacts sensor performance. Most knit strain 
sensors are resistive and predominantly rely on material con-
tact to operate. Methods that maximize the change in contact 
could potentially improve sensor sensitivity. The jersey knit 
structure has two distinct deformation regimes: 1) the curved 
loops of the knit stitches straighten (modifying contact), and 2) 
the yarn itself, now straightened, elongates (straining and com-
pressing yarns).[373] Potential future work may be in tuning the 

constituent conductive yarns with knit structures to deform in 
manners matched with these regimes, in order to improve sen-
sitivity and linearity.

5.2.5. Nonwoven Sensors

Although nonwovens are primarily incorporated as compo-
nents into within yarn-[428,431,472] or composite-level textile 
sensors,[473,474] nonwovens can be used as textile sensors on 
their own. However, the nonwoven structure may be amenable 
to only some types of sensing. For example, a nonwoven resis-
tive strain sensor formed by dip coating a nonwoven textile in 
GO solution and subsequently reducing had a low stretchability 
when used as a strain sensor, exhibiting only up to 3% strain, 
but had a moderate GF of −7.1 at 1% strain.[214] In this demon-
stration, the nonwoven could also function as a compressive 
force sensor, sensing up to 1  N. Although this material was 
thin (with a 150  µm thickness), it highlights that changes in 
its intra-fiber contacts can be leveraged for sensing. The use 
of thicker nonwoven materials, like batting (a nonwoven used 
for insulation and bulk), could potentially improve the pressure 
sensing performance of nonwoven sensors.

5.3. Composite Textile Sensors

Composite textile sensors are fabricated by layering and 
bonding existing textiles into sensors and the adding of non-
textile materials, including elastomers, adhesives, and films, 
which are often necessary for operation. These sensors can take 
advantage of properties in materials not readily observed in 
textiles and are often able to be made using off-the-shelf mate-
rials without specialized textile formation equipment, making 
them amenable to researchers working on device development. 
Capacitive sensors are especially well-suited to this architecture; 
electrodes and dielectric materials can be stacked and bonded 
to form textile-based pressure and strain sensors, leading to 
implementations optimized for their use of low cost materials 
and ease of fabrication. Examples even include sensors formed 
from foam from Crocs (the shoes) bonded to textile electrodes 
to form pressure sensors[475] as well as conductive fabric, plastic 
carbon composite films, and adhesive tapes stuck together.[476] 
A downside to this approach lies in its requirement for bonding 
and adhering textiles together: delamination remains an issue 
in terms of durability, especially over long-term use, and yarn 
motion can be hindered by the addition of adhesive material, 
making the resulting textile less “textile-like” and instead more 
similar to a film.

Non-textile components can impart elasticity and durability 
to enable resistive sensing mechanisms. Zhang and colleagues 
formed a resistive strain sensor from carbonized plain weave 
cotton fabric through heating and subsequently encapsulating 
the fabric in silicone elastomer.[477] Because the elastomer 
held the sensor structure intact, it was able to be strained and 
released repeatedly, even though the breaks in the yarn struc-
ture would not support a textile, nor would the woven structure 
impart the necessary elasticity on its own. Even so, the woven 
structure still contributed to sensor performance — sensors 
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with denser thread counts had higher sensitivities with smaller 
workable strain ranges. Similar processes have been used for 
other carbonized wovens[478] and wovens coated with conductive 
inks.[479]

Composite architectures can promote improved sensi-
tivity. Atalay and colleagues demonstrated this advantage by 
producing a capacitive sensor from silver-plated nylon knit 
electrodes and a silicone elastomer dielectric in the form of a 
parallel plate capacitor[13] (Figure 13j). While the elastomer die-
lectric enabled high deformation and reduced textile hysteresis, 
the low Poisson’s ratio of the textiles enabled a larger electrode 
area change when strained, resulting in a sensor with a 1.23 
GF and a range of 100% strain. Torato and colleagues built 
upon this design to create a sensor with an additional electrode 
and dielectric for shielding purposes.[480] By modifying the 
dielectric and introducing air gaps in the original, three-layer 
design through a sacrificial material dissolving step during fab-
rication, the same composite textile architecture was used to 
form pressure sensors, where the air gap increased dielectric 
constant and compressibility.[481] Atalay and colleagues observed 
effects of the textile electrode on sensor sensitivity—knit elec-
trodes led to higher sensor sensitivities than wovens with the 
same dielectric construction. They hypothesized that the air 
gaps within the knit contributed to the total dielectric layer (in 
addition to the silicone). Wovens could potentially over-stabilize 
the structure, preventing deformation, while the stretchability 
of knits could allow dielectrics to deform more freely; further 
investigations on textile constructions in pressure sensing com-
posites may uncover these mechanistic contributions. Later, 
Uzun and colleagues demonstrated high compressive strain 
sensitivity (GF = 6.02) in a pressure sensing fabric using MXene 
coated yarns knit into two electrodes and sandwiched around a 
rubber dielectric, illustrating the importance of exploring new 
materials.[433]

The composite architecture is especially promising for lever-
aging the properties of nanomaterials introduced as nanofiber 
mats to improve sensitivity, either as electrodes or as the dielec-
tric layer. Whereas, on their own, nanofiber matrices and other 
nonwovens can face robustness challenges, when employed as 
part of a composite, the addition of other materials strengthens 
the overall sensor.[473] Li and colleagues built a composite capaci-
tive pressure sensor and further imparted material functionality 
into their dielectric later.[473] By using a nanofiber gel matrix of 
PVDF-co-hexafluoroprouplene with bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide as an ionic component, an interfacial supercapacitive layer 
can be formed when in contact with an electrode, increasing 
capacitive sensor sensitivity to 114 nF kPa−1. They leveraged the 
use of an electospun nanofiber matrix for its porosity and high 
variation in surface area to support capacitance change. Aside 
from adding further structuring, electrospinning is an effective 
strategy to incorporate functional nanomaterials into fibers to 
alter dielectric and mechanical properties. Recently MXenes 
have once more found use because of their 2D nature as well 
as hydrophilicity and improved adhesion due to functional 
groups.[482–484] Sharma and colleagues took advantage of the 
ability to electrospin MXene/PVDF-TrFE nanofiber scaffolds to 
increase dielectric constant and reduce the material compres-
sion modulus to enhance pressure sensitivity.[485] Here MXene 
was specifically added to increase the dielectric constant, while 

its 2D nature allowed for more uniform dispersion within the 
polymer matrix. With this approach, a sensitivity of 0.51 kPa−1 
could be achieved for a range of 0–1 kPa.

Meanwhile, Wu and colleagues improved performance with 
macroscale textile structures by using a highly porous mesh 
spacer knit construction as the dielectric.[474] In a separate com-
posite capacitive textile sensor formed by coating either side 
of a knit mesh spacer textile with conductive inks (CNTs and 
Ag paste), injecting elastomer between the faces to an led to an 
increase in sensitivity.[486] The ability to pair multiple materials 
to improve sensitivity supports mechanisms beyond capacitive 
sensing as well. Seung and colleagues developed a triboelectric 
composite sensor made from a silver coated fabric and a silver 
fabric coated with zinc oxide nanowires followed by PDMS 
that exhibited force sensitivity and could be used as a switch in 
wearable devices[394] (Figure 13k).

Composite architectures are also supportive of arrayed con-
figurations. Meyer used embroidery to form electrodes and 
signal lines on sheets of insulating textile. By pairing these 
embroidered structures with a mesh spacer dielectric and an 
additional silver coated fabric shielding layer, an array of capaci-
tive pressure sensors could be contained in one composite 
sheet.[487] Parzer and colleagues took a similar approach with 
resistive sensing, sandwiching a piezoresistive fabric between 
two layers of knit fabrics containing linear electrode arrays in 
a crossed pattern.[488] Liu took this process a step further, using 
processes such as electroless plating on textile substrates to 
create designer electrodes with high resolution[399] (Figure 13i). 
When paired with piezoresistive distributed pressure sensing 
elements, this approach could allow for customizable designs 
for integration into wearable devices. To simplify the patterning 
process, removing wet chemistry, Sanchez and colleagues 
used a laser cutting strategy to produce arrays of composite 
capacitive pressure sensors with minimal manual alignment 
steps.[259] Sundaran looked at scaling up the number of sensing 
nodes in arrays and integrated 548 low-cost composite resistive 
pressure sensors into a knit glove, enabling deep characteriza-
tion on human grasping.[489] Others used a composite strategy 
for multiple DOF sensors, like Viry and colleagues.[490] In a par-
allel plate configuration with one upper textile electrode and 
four lower woven textile electrodes encased in silicone PDMS 
with an air-fluorosilicone dielectric, normal force could be 
sensed as usual, and the elastomer dielectric and encasement 
also enabled shear between textile electrodes, changing the cov-
erage area of all four electrodes, and thus the capacitance, for 
shear detection.

One major question remains when considering composite 
textile sensors (and actuators): what is the cutoff point for clas-
sification as a textile-based component? At what point does a 
sensor stop being a textile sensor and start being something 
else entirely? Similar questions often arise in soft robotics: for 
example, how many rigid components can one include before 
the robot is no longer a soft robot? However, unlike the consid-
eration of rigid components in soft robots, it appears the conse-
quences of material and fabrication choices on the functionality 
of composite sensors may be more easily distilled out. Using 
large amounts of elastomers can produce strain sensors nomi-
nally incorporating textiles that otherwise would not operate, 
but these sensors are very unlike the fabrics in clothing they’re 
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trying to emulate—for example, the drape and the breathability 
are lost. Although there would need to be agreement, a metric 
(e.g., something as simple as weight percent or volume percent) 
that can clarify how “textile” a component is could help guide 
the understanding of much of the work related to this field.

5.4. Conclusions for Textile Sensors

When considering textile-based sensing modalities relevant to 
wearable robots (especially strain and pressure), key differences 
arise between the architectural strategy and general sensor per-
formance. When comparing between sensing yarns and fibers, 
textile-structure-based sensors, and composite sensors, archi-
tecture-based trends are apparent (Tables S7–S9, Supporting 
Information). Composite sensor designs are more likely to be 
leveraged for pressure sensing, while yarns are more likely to 
be developed to sense strain. Additionally, these architectures 
can affect the performance. Oftentimes strain sensing yarns are 
produced with extremely high GFs, but when integrated into 
textiles these values are reduced. On the other hand, composite 
sensors have some of the highest sensitivities as pressure sen-
sors. Some hypotheses on these trends arise intuitively. For 
example, strain sensing yarns can stretch freely without the 
friction, geometric effects, or added stiffness resulting from 
being structured around neighboring yarns in a textile. Pres-
sure sensing composites can be formed from thick stacks of 
materials which may enable relatively large pressure-induced 
displacements. The state of the field leads one to wonder: can 
these high GF yarns be translated to textile-structure-based sen-
sors with equal or higher sensitivity? Could monolithic textile 
manufacturing techniques create pressure sensors that surpass 
current sensitivity limits?

In addition to textile architecture, the sensing mechanism 
plays a large role in determining performance. The simplicity 
of fabrication and readout electronics make the resistive mech-
anism an especially appealing choice for textile sensor develop-
ment. The ability to design architectures that cause conducting 
elements to make and break connections allows for incredibly 
high GFs and sensitivities. Often this advantage comes with the 
caveat of highly non-linear behavior. Additionally, resistive sen-
sors can be quite susceptible to environmental effects; moisture 
from the environment or the wearer’s sweat could seep into the 
textile matrix and lower resistance. Because some textile struc-
ture implementations, such as knit resistive strain sensors, rely 
on the sensors to be unencapsulated for operation, this sus-
ceptibility can pose a problem. Yarn based architectures are a 
promising approach to overcome this limitation because they 
can operate as stand-alone sensors, enabling encapsulation; 
however, as previously discussed, additional work on matching 
yarn level sensors to textile architecture needs to be done to 
meet yarn-level performance.

Capacitive sensors can produce an inherently linear 
response, but they typically have lower GFs and sensitivities 
than resistive sensors. Improvements to GF and sensitivity 
have been made through modification of the dielectric through 
the use of porous dielectrics, nanomaterials to increase dielec-
tric constant, and iontronic design strategies to enable high 
baseline capacitance and improve sensitivity through dynamic 

modification of the dielectric constant under stain and com-
pression, suggesting that continuation of this direction will 
be fruitful. To improve sensitivity in strain sensors specifi-
cally, knit textile electrodes with reduced Poisson’s ratio have 
been employed,[13] and highly structured knit electrodes have 
improved pressure response.[481] The success of these strategies 
suggests that investigating the use of designer textile electrodes 
with further reduced or even negative Poisson’s ratios, as well 
as additional porosity, as discussed in Section 3, may find value. 
Other challenges faced by capacitive sensors include parasitic 
capacitance and complexity of readout electronics (compared to 
resistive sensors), which remain practical issues for integrating 
into wearable robots. Parasitic capacitance from the wearer’s 
body and their environment may arise, and previous work 
has shown shielding strategies can effectively reduce parasitic 
capacitance.[15,480,487] Because of the added bulk and additional 
bonding steps, perhaps this design requirement may need to be 
taken into consideration earlier when developing textile based 
capacitive sensors that remain low profile and robust.

Although less common than other textile sensing modali-
ties, optical sensors overcome some previously discussed chal-
lenges by being relatively immune to effects of electromagnetic 
interference in the environment or from the wearer. Waveguide 
materials with low coefficients of thermal expansion and tem-
perature-dependent change in refractive index can be selected 
to ensure environmental stability, even when used in extreme 
environments.[491] Typical optical fiber materials include glass 
and PMMA, creating challenges in textile integration due to 
yarn bending stiffness, as discussed in Section  4.3.7 for actu-
ating yarns. Although these materials have been woven and dis-
cretely attached onto fabrics through stitching, knitting POFs 
had remained a challenge because of bending stiffness. Recent 
work in knitting POFs for light-up garments highlights that, 
by using weft knit structures with long floats that reduce the 
amount of areas with extreme curvatures, these materials can 
be successfully knit.[492] An alternative approach is to use elas-
tomeric materials to create optical fibers and waveguides that 
provide additional flexibility and stretchability.[405,491,493] Chal-
lenges remain in miniaturizing and routing the electronics 
because both a light emitter and a photodetector are required at 
either end of the textile-integrated waveguide. Studies of semi-
conductor LEDs and photodetectors within fibers suggest both 
components may have the potential to be located within one 
integrated fiber in the future.[494]

Triboelectric sensors are beginning to emerge as a prom-
ising class of textile sensors due to their self-powered nature. 
Earlier work highlighted the potential for sensing perfor-
mance in recognizing motions of the body, such as tapping a 
finger or breathing. Full sensor characterization, relating elec-
trical outputs to forces, pressures, and strains, has recently 
begun.[395,427,428] Because triboelectric sensors rely on electro-
statics for operation, challenges remain in that some are sus-
ceptible to effects from electromagnetic interference such as 
external errant charges as well as environmental effects such as 
humidity.[392,395,427]

Regardless of sensor architecture, one major challenge is 
the multi-stimuli response of sensors. Although multi-stimuli 
responses (e.g., responsiveness to temperature and pressure, 
or bending and pressure, etc.) are often highlighted as features 
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in textile sensor research, for roboticists these are undesired 
effects. For accurate estimation of motion and interactions, 
the ability to decouple these signals is required. Engineering 
modifications can solve some problems; for example, including 
a temperature sensor in the device as a reference for a textile 
sensor that is sensitive to both strain and temperature can 
decouple the measurements. Not all fixes are as straightforward, 
especially when a sensor is sensitive to multiple physical defor-
mation modes. There is a need for soft, flexible, and stretch-
able textile-based sensors that can clearly discriminate sensing 
modes. Fortunately, the hierarchical and anisotropic nature of 
textiles may be a part of the solution. For example, material ani-
sotropy could lock stretch to one 2D direction, preventing unde-
sired off-axis strains from occurring. Hierarchy could enable 
smaller sensing yarns to be integrated into larger sensing fab-
rics and sensing textile composites for multi-mode sensing.

The field of textile sensors is much more nuanced than the 
streamlined presentation in this review. For other perspectives 
related to this area of research, we recommend several other 
review papers. Zeng’s review on fiber based wearable elec-
tronics is quite thorough and includes sensors and conduc-
tors.[495] Seydin and colleagues provide a detailed review on 
textile strain sensors.[496] Souri and colleagues provide a holistic 
review on wearable strain sensors and summarize some recent 
resistive textile strain sensors.[497]

6. Textile Integration for Wearable Robots

Integration elements connect textile sensors and actuators to 
power and controls elements. They include conductors that 
act as power and signal lines, fluidic routing tubes, textile-
integrated circuit boards, and connection strategies that often 
bridge hard and soft materials. Many clever engineering inno-
vations enable textile-associated fabrication strategies to be lev-
eraged to support integration.

Electronic signal lines and textile circuits allow for con-
troller components to be connected with sensing and actua-
tion elements, while remaining flexible and soft. Early work 
investigated using embroidery techniques and soldering to 
create textile circuits that remained flexible and could be cou-
pled with traditional integrated circuit chips.[498] An embroidery 
approach continues to be used for creating circuits, signal lines, 
and electrodes, such as those used to measure bio-signals.[499] 
Embroidery can be highly automated; however, because yarns 
are stitched through the textile substrate, it can potentially lead 
to shorts when a double-layer textile circuit board is formed. 
Laser cutting and bonding conductive fabrics, as shown in 
Figure  14a,[500] and screen printing upon thermal film sub-
strates so as not to have inks penetrate the porous fabric net-
work are amenable to double-sided fabric circuit boards.[501]

Weaving can produce flexible fabric with integrated con-
ductors, without any added height or stiffness from addi-
tional threads, films, or inks seen in embroidery, bonding, 
and printing processes. Jung and colleagues wove copper 
wires coated with silver and polyester to use as interconnects 
and removed the insulation via laser to solder to wires on a 
rigid printed circuit board.[504] Google’s “project jacquard”[505] 
provided a holistic overview of the process of developing and 

engineering conductive yarns that would withstand weaving 
without short-circuiting, while remaining similar in physical 
feel to the yarns of traditional fabrics. Recent efforts in hand 
weaving by Devendorf and colleagues have led to integrated 
conductors within flexible textiles using a lab-scale loom 
(Figure 14b). Due to the high customizability, effects not com-
monly seen in machine-made wovens, like integrated conduc-
tive pockets for circuit elements such as pressure sensors and 
vias through layers, were realized.[502]

In addition to flexibility, stretchability may be required of 
interconnects and conductors. Stretchable yarns can be manu-
factured by similar approaches to those used for sensing yarns, 
with conductors that exhibit minimal changes in conductivity 
when strained. Composite conductor-elastomer yarns have 
been employed[506] as well as yarn-encapsulated liquid metals[171] 

Figure 14. Textile-based integration strategies connect sensors and actua-
tors to power and control elements. a) Textile circuit boards can be formed 
through bonding textile materials to insulating textile substrates, and in 
some cases have been supportive of soldering to more classical circuit 
elements. Reproduced with permission.[500] Copyright 2007, Springer 
Nature: W.W. Norton & Company. b) Hand weaving techniques incorpo-
rated the conductors in a patterned manner, and can include pockets for 
sensor integration.[502] Photographs provided by the authors and repro-
duced with permission. Copyright 2019, the authors. c) The geometric 
strategy of core-spinning enables stretchable conductors from inexten-
sible silver wires. Reproduced with permission.[503] Copyright 2011, Else-
vier. d) Overlock stitching techniques create stretchable conductive signal 
lines from micro coaxial cables. Reproduced with permission.[15] Copy-
right 2020, IEEE. e) Additional layers of insulating yarns created through 
embroidery techniques can encapsulate conductors. f) Thermal films can 
also enable encapsulation of textile conductors. Fluidic line routing can 
be directly integrated in constraining textile layers through knitting; the 
knit pattern in (g) produces the structure in (h) through a lace stitch. 
Reproduced with permission.[290] Copyright 2016, eCAADe2016. eCAADe 
publications are Open Access.
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and ionic conductors[403] (which may reduce cost and poten-
tially increase safety). Geometric approaches can also create 
stretchable connections from relatively stiff, yet flexible, con-
ductors. Corespinning elastic yarns with conductors as cover 
yarns (Figure  14c), knitting, and using stretchable seaming 
techniques (Figure  14d) have been used.[15,503,507] Knitting has 
enabled materials including insulated copper wires and carbon-
coated nylon yarns to act as interconnects by plating the wires 
with additional passive yarns.[507,508] When these passive yarns 
included stretchable materials like spandex filaments, intercon-
nects could be stretched for 5,000 cycles with minimal change 
in conductivity.[507] Knitting techniques can also support inte-
gration of non-textile components. For example, rigid sensors 
can be incorporated at floats, allowing them to remain linear 
while using knit stitches for the connectors,[508] and processes 
like intarsia and plating enable stretchable connectors, elec-
trodes, and sensing elements to be precisely patterned within a 
monolithic textile.[75,173,457]

As previously mentioned, regarding actuators and sensors, 
washability remains an important question in wearable robots, 
especially when considering those with integrated electronics. 
Encapsulating conductive yarns appears to be an effective 
strategy to improve longevity. Ionic conducting fibers encap-
sulated with butyl rubber integrated into a sock remained 
mechanically and electrically stable for five washes.[403] Other 
methods of encapsulation include using textile paint, heat-seal-
able films, or stitching to create washable conductors in textiles 
(Figure  14e,f).[499,500] For example, adding a second insulating 
embroidered layer atop an embroidered conductor reduced con-
ductivity change due to washing.[499] Additionally, the density of 
embroidery affected the change in conductivity after washing—
a “swing pattern” with more yarns stitched per area performed 
worse with washing, possibly because with more stitches and 
yarns there is a greater chance of yarn damage occurring.

At times, uncovered conductors are used because they are 
required for the mechanism employed to produce stretchability 
or sensing (e.g., knitted resistive strain sensors rely on contact 
between multiple conductive yarns for operation), or for a spe-
cific use case requiring exposed conductors (e.g., electrodes for 
EMG need to remain uncoated to make contact with the wear-
er’s skin). The conductor material and its chemistry can con-
tribute to failure modes in washing. Schwarz and colleagues 
showed that silver-coated winding yarns had less changes in 
conductivity after washing than copper or steel. Explanations 
include the fact that copper ions can undergo a chemical reac-
tion with sodium carbonate ions in the washing solution, and 
that crevice corrosion occurs in the steel.[503] Eskanadarian and 
colleagues saw that carbon-particle-coated conducting yarns 
with a low initial conductivity had a lower relative change in 
conductivity than silver yarns (although much higher than 
silver yarns when looking at absolute values). In their study, 
EDS spectroscopy confirmed the presence of sulfur, indicating 
the silver yarns had undergone a reaction that produces a silver 
sulfide tarnish which occurs in the presence of sulfur and 
humidity.[76] For more on electronic fibers for textiles (and in 
addition to reviews mentioned in the sensing section), Lund 
and colleagues have prepared a review.[509]

Aside from electronic conductors, integration strategies 
for fluidic lines and actuator placement have been explored. 

Baranovskaya and colleagues integrated pneumatic line 
routing into their knitted inflatable actuators by threading it 
through single lace openings knit into the constraining textile 
(Figure  14g,h). This method is not without its challenges— 
these lace “holes” reduce stiffness, requiring modifications in 
the knit stitch patterns surrounding the routing area to com-
pensate and provide the required stiffness for actuation.[290] 
Fluidic actuators with integrated zippers have assisted with 
donning garments by allowing the actuator to be attached with 
the base garment already on the wearer and potentially ena-
bling actuator removal for washing.[16] As previously discussed, 
reconfigurable multi-actuator systems enable actuation profiles 
to be modified on the fly and could be translated to wearables 
for customizable actuation based on the wearer’s needs.[257,288]

Another important consideration is sensor integration 
methods, which have been shown to affect textile sensor per-
formance. For example, when applying a knit resistive strain 
sensor to two regions of a glove, one where compressive strain 
dominated and one where tensile strain occurred, the area with 
compressive strain saw a greater change in measured strain 
based on the deformation from finger bending,[510] highlighting 
how the location of sensor integration can effect sensitivity even 
for the same textile architectures and wearer motions. Others 
have sought to optimize sensor integration by investigating the 
minimal number of distributed sensors required to track multi-
DOF motion of the body, comparing to video-based motion 
tracking system results as ground truths.[15,511] In a shirt that 
uses textile sensors to estimate shoulder kinematics, machine 
learning algorithms helped the researchers down-select from 
eight to four sensors for motion tracking.[15] Regardless of 
the sensor architecture and underlying mechanism, choice of 
location of integration and sensor network design could ben-
efit from experiment-based studies when implemented into 
wearable robots.

7. Conclusion and Future Directions

A boom in wearable robotics is currently underway, and tex-
tiles are a compelling material platform for the development 
of constituent elements. Textile structures have found function 
in actuators, sensors, and integration components. Further-
more, because of the hierarchy of textiles, this field transcends 
scale: Nano- and microscale materials program mesoscale tex-
tile properties and motions for macroscale robotic garments. 
Spanning across robotic components (actuators, sensors, and 
integration strategies) and between these scales, the effects of 
material-integration-related interactions are beginning to be 
considered. We should not shy away from this complexity, but 
rather recognize this frontier as an exciting area to delve into, 
understand, and leverage.

Because of the unique intersection of textile engineering, 
materials science, and robotics required to develop pro-
grammed systems, one may expect convergent approaches in 
research. Yet, when considering the literature and the groups 
working on these areas, it is clear there is still is a disconnect 
between those working in materials science and those focused 
on robotic device development. Roboticists are working from 
a top-down perspective—looking at the end application and 
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desired outcomes for the wearer, often using the most imme-
diately available materials. Conversely, materials scientists are 
working from a bottom-up perspective—moving towards a 
material understanding and highlighting new properties of 
oftentimes novel material classes, with a more peripheral focus 
on device integration. Meanwhile, textile scientists seem to be 
largely isolated from either group. Stemming from these diverse 
perspectives, the open questions and problems researchers  
are working to solve are quite different. Similar to how roboti-
cists have found value in collaborating with biologists when 
developing bio-inspired robots, this field of textile-based 
wearable robots may find some merit in more conversations 
between roboticists, materials scientists, and textile engineers.

There is hope! When textiles were first leveraged by mate-
rials scientists and roboticists, a general lack of nuance pre-
vailed when considering the textile contribution to function. 
Less precision was used in describing and characterizing the 
textile and its sub-components. However, the recent literature 
is moving towards a more precise approach in considering tex-
tile contributions and describing their features. Yarn spinning 
techniques are being utilized in articles published in materials 
journals, knits and wovens are largely properly identified by 
roboticists, and active knit yarn architectures have found their 
way into high-profile publications such as Science.[100] The work 
in this area is not yet complete, but an optimistic outlook would 
suggest that this collaborative attitude will prevail and provide 
enough information to parse out and understand material-level 
contributions to high-level device function.

In addition to an investment in precision in language, new 
methods of creating larger monolithic structures from tex-
tiles provide an exciting opportunity in the field. Material and 
structural placement may potentially assist with the growing 
trend of distributed actuation and sensing because of ease of 
fabrication. New fabrication techniques that are highly auto-
mated through lab-scale machinery open up the potential for 
device-in-the loop schemes of iteration and fabrication, as well 
as performance characterization, wherein specific textile con-
tributions can be more thoroughly experimentally tested and 
fundamentally understood.

Although not included in the scope of this review, we would 
like to highlight that, in addition to actuators, sensors, and inte-
gration, control, energy storage, and power generation are impor-
tant future considerations when developing robotic garments. 
To replace rigid IC chips and printed circuit boards, textile tran-
sistors may enable simple digital logic to be integrated directly 
into fabrics for increased flexibility and comfort. Research in 
this area leverages the use of new materials paired with textile 
architectures including using the weave structure for masking 
steps in forming on-fiber organic thin film transistors,[512] 
using yarn junctions in a woven structure for electrochemical 
transistors,[513] and using yarn plying strategies to create an 
architecture to improve performance of fiber-based organic 
transistors.[514]

To power devices, textile-based energy storage strategies can 
potentially replace rigid batteries, air-tanks, and compressors 
with soft and flexible integrated power sources. Textile-based 
supercapacitors and batteries have been developed[515,516] with 
both fabric-level[517,518] and yarn-level[519,520] configurations. 
As discussed for other components in this review, the textile 

microstructure at a yarn and textile level continues to hold great 
importance. For example, at a yarn level, coils have been used 
to impart stretchability,[520] and at a textile structure level, knit 
architecture dictates supercapacitor performance, where knits 
with rib architectures (as opposed to jersey) and higher stitch 
densities had increased areal capacitance.[518]

To increase energy capacity of wearable robots without the 
need to replace or recharge batteries or alternative energy 
sources (e.g., refilling a compressed air tank), while simultane-
ously developing more “green” devices, power generation from 
the wearer and their interactions with their environment has 
been proposed.[521] Thermoelectric fabrics may generate energy 
from the temperature differential from the body to the outside 
environment.[522,523] Textile-based piezoelectric[524,525] and tribo-
electric energy harvesting could produce power from the wear-
er’s motion.[389,390,526–528] Textile structure once more affects 
performance; when comparing different woven structures, a 
plain weave was shown to have a higher electrical output when 
compared to a twill and satin weave.[529]

On the critical path toward textile-based robotic garments, 
these components may be less likely to be included in first-
generation implementations. In the case of control and energy 
storage, components do not need to be distributed or intimately 
coupled with specific locations on the body, whereas actua-
tors and sensors require this location-dependent integration. 
Meanwhile in the area of power generation, there is a lower 
technology readiness level—rigid mobile devices, such as cell 
phones, do not yet use such components. In the near future, 
using rigid batteries and microcontrollers and leveraging the 
ability to create flexible textile-based connections to integrate 
these components to distributed soft actuators and sensors may 
be a practical first step. Nevertheless, to make robotic garments 
that truly preserve the properties of our everyday clothing, 
without requiring any hard components, these control, energy 
storage, and power generation components will need to be inte-
grated at the yarn and textile level. For more information on 
this area we suggest the following reviews.[515,516,530]

It is an exciting time in developing textile-based wearable 
robots and their constituent materials. With more interdiscipli-
nary work and understanding, a future of robots that are just 
as stretchable, soft, and conformable as our clothing may seem 
less like something out of the superhero, Sailor Moon, and sci-
ence fiction universes and instead a likely future.
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